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50 CENTS

Bond arrangement for MSU center gets conditional OK
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
It appears that Murray State University is
well on its way to obtaining the funding necessary to construct a new student health and
wellness center on its campus.
The Kentucky Capital Projects and Bond
Oversight Committee gave the university
conditional approval Tuesday morning to

proceed with an arrangement with the City
of Murray where the city would issue MSU
with $10 million in general obligation bonds
to construct the center.
The committee gave the approval during
a meeting in MSU's Pogue Library.
According to committee chairman and state
Rep. Jodie Haydon, D-Bardstown, holding
the meeting in Murray was part of the corn-

County asks
for new list
of nominees
Resolutions pass
dealing with
hospital board
seat, by-laws

mittee's desire to experience different parts
of the state.
"It's been a few years since we've been
here," he said. "I think it's really important
for us to move these (meetings) and to see
what's going on in different parts of the
state.
"Some of us have found that the state is
bigger than we thought," Haydon added.

The agreement between Murra) State Alexander, the money that will be used to
and the city would begin with the city pay Iva the bonds will come from a $3 per
obtaining the $10 million. The university credit hour student fee that was enacted over
would then basically borrow that money a year ago after a request to do so by the
from the city, which would be the agency to university's
Student
Government
receive the bonds. However, the university Association.
would be responsible fot paying the city
Tom Denton, MSU Vice President of
back over a set amount of time.
According to MSU President Dr. F. King •See Page 2A

Murray Planning Commission

'Light' Work

Murray may
look at
Landlord/
Tenant Act

Calloway Co. Fiscal Court
and didn't accept any of them, basically because we felt that the current
board member at the time had been
excluded because he hadn't voted
just exactly the way (the hospital
board) wanted him to," Elkins said.
According to County Attorney
Randy Hutchens, Youngerman's
name was left off the list because he
had voted against the rest of the
board on several issues involving
the Murray-Calloway County
Community Healthcare Foundation,
a private fund-raising arm of the
hospital.
"We had hoped to work through
this more quickly in the courts, but
we're still some way away, apparently, from getting it resolved."
Elkins said. "With a $50 million
bond issue to consider, we certainly
don't want to be under-represented."
The court also passed a resolution asking the hospital board to
amend its by-laws and provide a
complete list of nominees, rather
than just the three the nominating
committee currently selects.
Because of MCCH's status as a
publicly-owned hospital, the fiscal
court and the Murray City Council
each get to appoint one board member, in addition to the mayor and
judge-executive serving on the
board. The city council is also provided with only three candidate
names to appoint its representative.
"We're asking them to amend the
by-laws to allow anyone who might
want to serve to be considered,-

By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
With the Calloway County Fiscal
Court being asked to consider a $50
million bond issue for renovations
to the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, County Judge-Executive
Larry Elkins wants a complete
MCCH Board of Commissioners in
place with which to negotiate.
The fiscal court passed a resolution Tuesday evening to request
another list of nominees from the
hospital board's nominating committee to fill a commissioner's seat
that has been vacant for nearly a
year-and-a-half.
The vacant commissioner's seat
is the one that is appointed by the
fiscal court. The last person to hold
the seat was Richard Youngerman,
who had served three prior terms as
a commissioner but was not even
included on the hospital board nominating committee's list of candidates when the seat came open in
March 2001.
At that time, the nominating
committee provided the fiscal court
with its customary list of three candidates for the position, as stipulated
in the hospital board's by-laws;
however the court rejected all three
of the nominees, leaving the seat
vacant.
"We considered them at the time II See Page 2A
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WATT'S UP, DOC? ... James Crittendon of Jay's Electric, Inc., of Benton, Ky., places the glass
over the bulb after working on an ornate light pole outside Murray Middle School Tuesday
afternoon.

Political season in
full swing Saturday

ERIC WALKER/Ledger & Times photo

FOR A GOOD CAUSE ... Members of the Murray Woman's Club, from left, Lois Pharris, Martha
Crafton, Virginia Randolph, Barbara Brandon, Pat Harrington and Pat McMullin prepare to dish
out the barbecue this Saturday to raise funds for an automated external defibrillator used by the
Calloway County Sheriff's Office.
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By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Even though it gained approval
from the General Assembly over 20
years ago, not many cities in
Kentucky have opted to add the
state's Landlord/Tenant Act to their
books.
Now, though, the city of Murray
will at least take a look at the act, as
the Murray Planning Commission is
passing the act on to the Murray
City Council for consideration.
The commission voted 7-2
Tuesday to ask the council to consider the act. The commission's vote
did not come with a recommendation as to whether or not the council
should adopt the act, however, as
commissioners still had several concerns about its specific details.
"There's pros and cons to both
sides of it," said David Roberts,
Murray engineering supervisor.
"The question for us is, do we really need it?"
The act was passed by the
General Assembly in 1974, but it
was only available to first-class
cities until 1984. According to
Roberts, only two Kentucky cities,
Louisville and Lexington/Fayette
County, have chosen to use the act.
The act outlines several duties
and rights of both landlords and tenants. The commission had questions, however, regarding enforcement of the act, its fairness to both
the landlord and the renter, and the
vagueness of some of the terminology used in the act.
For example, the act states that a
landlord must "keep all common
areas of the premises in a clean and
safe condition," but goes no further
in its definition of"clean" or "safe."
The same stipulation is included in
the tenants list of duties.
The city fire inspector and building official currently enforce the
city's property maintenance code,
and Roberts was not sure who
exactly would be assigned to
enforce the landlord/tenant act if it
was adopted.
"Obviously, if you enact something like this, you've got to enforce
it," said commissioner Torn Kind.
"That's my concern."
Commissioner Ed Pavlick, who
cast one of the votes against sending
the act to the city council, said he
believed the act favored the tenant
too heavily.
Roberts said that although cities
are not required to adopt the act, it
must be accepted in its entirety if a
city chooses to use it. Therefore,
there is no way to pick and choose
among its stronger and weaker
points.
Commissioner Howard Koenen
cast the other vote in opposition to

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
It may not be the First Saturday
in August or Fancy Farm, but
there'll be plenty of barbecue and
politics happening here this weekend.
The weekend festivities open
Saturday at 9 a.m. with the 3rd ment throughout the day.
Annual
AARP Health
Then from 1-3 p.m., a candidates
Independent Living Festival at forum featuring U.S. Rep. Ed
Murray State University's Regional Whitfield, R-Ky., and Democratic
Special Events Center.
challenger Klint Alexander will take
The festival, sponsored by the place. The forum will focus on
NBS Radio Network and froggy issues such as prescription drugs,
103.7 FM, will feature free health long-term care. Medicare and Social
screenings by Murray-Calloway Security, according to a flier from
County Hospital, information
booths from various agencies, plus
II See Page 2A
door prizes, music and entertain •See Page 2A
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Murray man hurt in fatal wreck

Sheriff'slog
Calloway County Sheriff's Office
• Brandon S Westra, 22, Murray, was arrested Tuesday on charges
of possession of marquana and possession of drug paraphernalia.
Westra was released from the Calloway County Jail on two $500 unsecured bonds
— Information gathered from reports,
logs and citations from respective agencies

II Act ...
From Front
sending the act to the council, stating the he believes there is really no
need for it.
"I don't think we've got that

,
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pickup truck, then overturned and
came to final rest in a nearby field.
Sims' vehicle, a 1997 Buick
LeSabre, left the road and collided
with a tree before coming to a final
stop.
Ray was pronounced dead at the
scene of the accident, while Sims
was transported to the Jackson
Purchase Medical Center, where he
was admitted for multiple injuries.
According to the KSP report, both
men were wearing seat belts at the
time of the accident.
Information on Sims' condition
this morning was unavailable.

'Kentucky Fried Family'
takes aim at title tonight
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Lynn Grove's "Kentucky Fried Family" will take their skills to the ice
tonight when they appear on the finals of TLC's "Junkyard Wars."
Myles, Jay and Clint Todd advanced to the finals last week by constructing a "railroad racer." This week, they will have to build an icehockey playing machine to fire a giant puck into an oversized goal.
The Todds will be competing against the "Custom Cruisers," a team of
classic car customizers from California. The two teams will each have 10
hours to construct their machines.
The program is scheduled to air at 8 p.m. tonight on TLC.

•Nominees ...

Alice Rouse

Publisher Ementus

Office Mgr

many problems in the city," he said.
"It's just asking for trouble."
• Roberts said a public hearing
would have to be held by either the
council or the planning commission
before any action could be taken on
the act. Unless the council chooses
io pick it up, though, the act may
never even come to a vote.
"I understand that the council had
it some years back, and we had to
send it back to them," said commissioner Mike Lovins. "It's going to
he their final call."

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A Murray man was involved in a
two-vehicle accident in Graves
County Tuesday that left a Clinton
man dead.
Louis R. Sims, 54, Murray, was
driving south on Ky. 440, and
Phillip B. Ray, 73, Clinton, was
driving east on Ky. 408 at 11:20
a.m. Tuesday. According to a report
from the Kentucky State Police, Ray
failed to stop at the intersection of
the two roads and was struck in the
driver's side door by Sims' vehicle.
Ray's vehicle, a 1989 Chevrolet

the local AARP.
A Fall Picnic and Political Rally,
sponsored by the Calloway County
Republican Party, will be held at the
Howard Brandon Farm, located
south of Murray on U.S. 641, from
3-5 p.m. Featured at the Republican
rally will be Whitfield, as well as
candidates for Kentucky Governor
Steve Nunn, Virgil Moore and
Sonny Landham.
That evening, a barbecue dinner
will be presented by the Murray
Woman's Club at the MWC
Clubhouse, located on Vine Street.
The dinner, with servings at 5:30
p.m. and 6:15 p.m. including take
out plates, is a fundraiser for the
Murray Woman's Club with proceeds from ticket sales going to
fund an automated external defibrillator for the Calloway County
Sheriff's Office.
Call 759-2560, 753-1975 or
6406 for ticket information.
At 7 p.m. at the Clubhouse,
Congressional candidate Alexander
will speak and field questions from
the audience, and other local candidates in attendance will also be
introduced.
The Murray Woman's Club is a
organization.
non-partisan
According to a MWC spokeswoman. Rep. Whitfield was invited
to attend the dinner with Alexander
but had a prior evening commitment.

From Front
Elkins said. "We're the elected officials and it's
our job to make board appointments. We don't
think it's right that people not elected exclude citizens from consideration."
Hutchens also said he will be taking depositions today regarding a complaint filed in
Calloway County Circuit Court regarding a possible violation of the open meetings law during a
March 2001 hospital board meeting. Included in
those depositions are current and possibly former
Murray Ledger & Times employees.
In other business, the court authorized Elkins
to seek additional funding from the Kentucky
Association of Counties (KACO) to complete a

renovation project on the downtown courthouse.
The court authorized Elkins to enter into a
KACO agreement for bonds not to exceed
$499,000 to put toward the project. There is currently $200,000 in grant funds secured for the
project, but Elkins said estimates for the exterior
portion of the renovation alone have already
reached $280,000.
"We hope we won't need that much, but with
some of the estimates we're getting with the heating and air, we don't know," he said. "The bid's
already been awarded (to Swift Construction),
and we hope to get started by the end of the
week."
The court also passed a resolution of intent to

proceed with looking into being able to provide
federally-guaranteed flood insurance from the
Federal Emergency Management Agency for
county residents. The resolution, according to
Hutchens, does not mean the court has officially
adopted the insurance option. To get the insurance, the county would have to take several steps,
including setting up land use and control measures.
"This is the first step in something we've
never done before," Hutchens said. "I don't think
it's offered commercially, though, and this is the
only way we'd be able to get it."
Elkins said a public hearing on the matter of
flood insurance will likely be held in the future.

III Center.

••

From Front
Financial
Administrative
and
Services, said the university places
a 12-hour cap on hourly-based fees,
therefore no student would end up
paying more than $72 over two
semesters.
Alexander said engineers are
currently working to try and ensure
that the project comes in at around
the $10 million mark. If it does not,
though, nearly $500,000 in student
fees have already been collected to
cover any difference that might
OCCUr.

According to Glenn Mitchell,
deputy secretary of the Kentucky
Finance
Administration
and
Cabinet, the bonds would be issued
with a stipulation that MSU raise
EDWARD SHERIDAN/Ledger & Times photo
the student fee should it become COMMITTEE DISCUSSIONS ... Murray State President Dr. F. King Alexander addresses the
necessary to make the bond pay- Capital Projects and Bond Oversight Committee of the Kentucky Legislature yesterday on the
ments; however committee member campus of MSU.
and Murray State alum Sen. Bob
SGA President Jace Rabe said nity to review the bond proposal.
well.
Jackson, D-Murray, said that under
Alexander is scheduled to go
"It is state property that it's on,"
current projections no fee increase students would likely continue to
would be needed to cover the cost of support the fee even if it was before the CPE Nov.4 to present the Buford, R-Nicholasville, said. "It
increased because they recognize proposal. He said Tuesday there is a would be like lawyers using (Pogue
constructing the new center.
the. importance of having adequate strong likelihood CPE will also Library)."
health and recreational facilities on approve of the project funding.
Alexander said he believed that
campus.
"By putting it in the governor's since the center will be paid for by
"Students realize there might be spending budget, it's been approved student monies, MSU would likely
adjustments to get this center," Rabe to go forward to seek state agency not make use of the center available
said. "I would say probably the bonds." he said. "What we're trying to anyone other than university stumain complaint I get when students to do is review the financing with dents, faculty and staff. He also
come to is inadequate fitness facili- (CPE) and make sure they're okay said, though, that the university is
ties."
with how we're pursuing this."
exploring collaborative options with
The committee's approval came
Although it did not stop the fund- other local fitness facilities.
with conditions that it be able to ing method from being approved,
"The last thing we want to do it
review the project again at a later committee member Sen. Tom put any local fitness centers out of
date; that MSU and the city would Buford said a legal opinion may business," Alexander said. "Since
complete a formal agreement of the need to be obtained in the future to the students are footing the entire
bond issue; and that the Kentucky determine if. since the city is issuing bill, though, I think it gets into a
Council
Postsecondary the bonds, city employees should be legal area where the university
on
Education also be given an opportu- allowed to use the new center as couldn't extend it (for use) if it
wanted to."
Murray City Administrator Don
Elias said that a formal agreement
between MSU and the city will likely be approved within "three or four
SPAGHETTI
weeks."
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Congressional candidates reveal finances as Election Day looms
By NANCY ZUCKERBROD
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)
...+119 lit
— With just three weeks
to go until Election Day,
many congressional candidates are hoping to use
whatever campaign cash
they have to get their
message out to voters.
But not everyone is looking at the same balance
McConnell sheet.
The candidates had to file fund-raising
reports with the Federal Election
Commission Tuesday for the three-month
reporting period that ended Sept. 30.
In the Senate race, Republican incumbent
Mitch McConnell had nearly $3.5 million
on hand at the end of last month. His oppo-

McConnell has received roughly $5.1
million in contributions to date, according to
his report. He received about $324,000 during the three-month reporting period that
just ended.
So far, individual donors have contributed about $3.9 million to McConnell's
war chest, while political action committees
nen t ,
Democratic challenger representing interest groups have given him
Lois Combs Weinberg, roughly $1.1 million.
Weinberg has taken in about $1.5 million
had about $1 million.
Despite that disparity. in contributions this cycle, with $259,000
campaign coming in during the three-month period
Weinberg's
manager, Tim Shock, said that just ended. In addition, Weinberg has
given her campaign $265,000 and loaned it
$1 million was plenty.
$241,000.
"The fact that Ms. Weinberg is forced to
"I can assure you $1
Weinberg million in the last three dip into her personal family fortune to a
weeks is certainly enough money to deliver large extent demonstrates that she is having
an effective message in Kentucky," he said. a difficult time getting support from
Kentucky voters," McConnell campaign

manger Hunter Bates said.
Shock disagreed. saying it showed that
Weinberg was a candidate who was "willing
to put her money where her mouth is and
make sure that this campaign has the
resources to deliver its message."
Individuals have given Weinberg about
$1.3 million. Political action committees
representing interest groups have given her
about $188,000, and Democratic Party committees have given her about $17,000.
Political observers are keeping an eye on
the 3rd and 4th District House races in
Kentucky.
In Louisville's 3rd District, Republican
incumbent Rep. Anne Northup reported having about $945,000 on hand to fend off a
spirited challenge from Democratic challenger Jack Conway, who had $386.000 at
the close of the reporting period.
Northup has taken in nearly $2.5 million

in campaign contributions to date. Of that,
she raised about $700,000 during the period
that just ended.
Individuals have given Northup about
$1.7 million. She's taken in about $722,000
from political action committees and
$59,000 from Republican Party committees.
Conway has raised about $1.2 million,
with more than $250,000 coming in during
the most recent three-month period. He has
given his campaign roughly $10,000 and
loaned it $50.000.
Individuals have contributed about
$812,000 to the Conway campaign. Political
action committees have given him nearly
$375,000, while Democratic Party committees have given him about $19,000.
In northern Kentucky's 4th district,
Democrat Ken Lucas reported having about
$624,000 on hand, while Republican Geoff
Davis had about half that amount.

Birchtree seeks reinstatement Shoes onKentuckyToday
Capitol steps mark
Controversy in the

CCWIIIVIC1NWEA.L:IFH
CLINTON, Ky. (AP) — The
nursing home owned by the woman
who claims Gov. Paul Patton tried to
ruin her business after she ended
their sexual relationship was
inspected Tuesday and is trying to
get recertified.
Birchtree Healthcare lost eligiblity for Medicare and Medicaid
funding after state inspectors said
they found serious staffing and
other safety and health problems.
Owner Tina Conner said the inspections came on the heels of her decision to end her relationship with
Patton in October 2001.
The facility has struggled since
late last year and now houses only
12 private pay residents, said Dan
Dabney, who manages the nursing
home.

Tina Conner
To appear on 'Dr. Phil' show

Conner to
tape 'Dr.
Phil' today

Dabney said a team of state
inspectors visited the facility
Tuesday and was expected back
Wednesday.
Dabney said he is seeking
authorization to open 53 beds initially and the remaining 53 beds
within six months. There is a waiting list of more than 60 people to
move in, Dabney said.
Cabinet for Health Services officials in Frankfort could not be
reached for comment Tuesday.
Conner has alleged that her nursing home was targeted at Patton's
direction, a charge he has denied.
She is suing Patton and the state for
sexual harassment and alleges her
business was harmed by his vindictiveness.
Dabney said he does not know if

he can get a fair shake from inspe:
tors this time around.
'We've not felt like in the past
we have, obviously." Dabney said.
"We hope that the findings they
come back with are realistic and
based on fact."
Meanwhile in Frankfort, the former executive director of the state's
Office of Minority Affairs said he
met Tuesday with federal and state
investigators looking into Conner's
allegations.
Norris Beckley said previously
that Transportation Secretary James
Codell III asked him to work closely with Conner on a document that
would certify the construction company she co-owned with her husband as a disadvantaged business
enterprise. That status would give
the business special designation on
road projects.

Clinton lawyer joins Patton team

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — The
woman suing Gov. Paul Patton for
sexual harassment will tape an
episode with the "Dr. Phil" talk
show, a Louisville television station
reported Tuesday.
WAVE-TV, which airs the talk
show, said Tina Conner will appear
on a segment to be taped today and
air at a later date.
Patton, 65, has admitted having
an affair with Conner, 40, but has
denied the claims in her lawsuit that
during the affair he helped a stateregulated business owned by her and
then sent inspectors in to shut it
down after the affair ended.
Conner's business, Birchtree
Healthcare, a nursing home in
Clinton, lost its Medicaid and
Medicare funding after failing
inspections and is now in bankruptcy.
Conner told WAVE she has talked
with Dr. Phil McGraw about fallout
from her now-public affair with
Patton.
McGraw is "helping me through
dealing with reconnecting with my
family and children," Conner said.
"Obviously my reputation will never
be repaired in the community, but
how do I deal with the guilt and the
shame and the embarrassment of it.
That's what he's helping me
through."

FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) — A
partner in the Washington, D.C., las.
firm that represented former
President Clinton in his impeachment trial has joined the legal team
defending Gov. Paul Patton against
accusations made by a western
Kentucky nursing home operator.
Gerald Feffer is a partner in the
Williams & Connolly firm. He did
not represent Clinton in his
impeachment trial, hut his clients
have included the Church of
Scientology and New York hotelier
Leona Helmsley.
Louisville
attorney
Sheryl
Snyder, who represents Patton, said
he recommended Feffer to the governor.
-He's just first-rate in his area,"
said Snyder, who said Feffer's specialty is defending clients in federal
criminal investigations.
Tina Conner alleged in a lawsuit
filed last month that during a twoyear affair with Patton she won special favors, and that after she broke
off contact he retaliated by having
state inspectors crack down on her
nursing home. Patton has admitted
the affair but insisted he never misused his powers to help or harm
Conner.

Shop For All Your Favorites
At Calloway County's Favorite Men's Store!
Latest Styles, Distinguished Brand Names,
Custom-Fit Suiting, Expanded Selection of Ties

CorirAVIin
DOWNTOWN • MURRAY

Voted Best Men s
Store in
Calloway County

The FBI and
Kentucky attorney
general's
office are conducting a joint
investigation of
Conner's charges.
The
Executive
Branch
Ethics
is
Commission
Patton
investigating
whether Patton violated the state
ethics code.
Conner's
attorney.
Fred
Radolovich of Louisville, said, "I
have the utmost respect for the
Williams & Connolly law firm.... If
I was in trouble that's where I would

HOPKINSVILLE, Ky..(AP) — About 400 residents over 60 got a flu
shot over the weekend in much the same way they order fast food: at a
drive-thru.
"It's fast, convenient and they didn't have to get out of their cars," said
Anita Simmons. public health director at the Christian County Health
Department. "Everyone likes fast service."
About 15 health department staff and senior nursing students from
Murray_ State University administered the vaccines. The service is for
patients age 60 or older, unless they have a doctor's note.
The drive-thru clinics started in 1999 to make it more convenient for the
public to receive flu shots.
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Drive-thru flu shots a hit in
Christian County

RING?
How ABOUT AN ANNUITY?

Murray City Council

Vote November 5"

FRANKFORT, Ky. AI') — More than 5.000 pairs of shoes were lined
up on the steps of the Kentucky State Capitol in Frankfort on Tuesday as
part of the observance of Domestic Violence Awareness Month.
Each pair of shoes represents a victim who sought shelter from abuse in
the last 12 months, said Mary Jo Davis, director of the Women's Crisis
Center in northern Kentucky.
Davis' group has collected 537 pairs of shoes — the number of women
and children who have stayed at the center's shelter in Campbell County in
the last year.
The shoes — ranging from worn sneakers to fancy pumps — signify that
domestic violence happens in all walks of life.
"We want to put to rest the conception that it only happens to those people out there, that it doesn't happen to the more affluent, the more educated, the more sophisticated. We know that's not the case," she said.

GD

www.woodmen.com

Robin Taffler

go for help. I look forward to the
challenge."
Feffer and Snyder conferred
Monday with Patton in the governor's office.
Feffer did not return calls
Tuesday.

observance of Domestic
Violence Awareness Month

#10 on the ballot

Murray High
School
Tiger Band
at the State Championships
Saturday in Lexington!
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A 'patient' Bush's
rhetorical rush
toward war

/ PLEDGE
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By SONYA ROSS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Just
two months ago, President Bush
insisted he would take his time in
taking on Saddam Hussein. "I'm a
patient man," he said.
Now. Bush is an impatient man.
"Iraq is a part of the war on terror, and he must disarm," Bush said
Monday. making the link between
post-Sept. 11 action and his desire to
get rid of Iraqi President Saddam.
But why now?
"If we know Saddam Hussein has
dangerous weapons today — and we
do — does it make any sense for the
world to wait to confront him?"
Bush said as he explained his position to the nation last week. In his
AP File Photo
talk, he uttered more than 3,400 tioned "unbalanced dictators with
words. "Patient" was not one of weapons of mass destruction."
them.
Bush then left it up to his
Dealing with Saddam was on deputies to make the case on Iraq.
Bush's agenda before he lumped
Defense Secretary Donald H.
Iraq in with Iran and North Korea as Rumsfeld appeared in London four
an "axis of evil" last January. But days later, saying Iraq's appetite for
until recently, he seemed in no hurry destructive weapons is well known,
to check this item off his to-do list. and "There is not a doubt in the
Aides deflected queries about where world that with every month that
Bush stood on Iraq by saying he had goes by, their programs mature."
no war plans on his desk.
Vice President Dick Cheney
By September, he had war turned up the heat, telling a June 24
options on his desk.
GOP fund-raiser in Oregon that Iraq
"Everyone agrees if Saddam is is a "gathering danger" that requires
around five years from now, we've -"the most decisive response by
got a problem. What's less clear is America and its allies."
why we've got to act now," said Lee
On July 19, Bush labeled terrorist
Feinstein, senior fellow on U.S. for- governments a "mounting danger."
eign policy and international law at Again, he shied away from direct
the Council on Foreign Relations. "I references to Iraq, telling soldiers at
think the president needs to make New York's Fort Drum:"Some parts
the case."
of the world, there will be no substiJim Steinberg, a foreign policy tute for direct action by the United
expert at the Brookings Institution, States. That is when we will send
said Americans don't sense the you, our military, to win the battles
urgency because the Bush adminis- that only you can win."
tration has not offered a "precipitatOn Aug. 5, Rumsfeld said a case
ing factor" to galvanize them.
like the one Bush made about
"I do think the 'now' is the ques- Afghanistan could be made about
tion that needs to be focused on," Iraq. Two days after that, Cheney
Steinberg said. "On the whole, the warned that Saddam would acquire
more presidents provide as complete nuclear weapons soon if "left to his
an account of just what's driving own devices," while Bush said he
them, the more the American people would explore all options on Iraq,
tend to support them."
including military action.
Retired Marine Gen. Anthony
Then Bush's strategists took the
Zinni, who has served as Bush's rhetoric to its peak. In an Aug. 15
Middle East mediator, said the pres- interview with the BBC, national
ident has far more pressing foreign security adviser Condoleezza Rice
policy priorities than Iraq."My per- declared the threat posed by Saddam
sonal view — and it's just personal would emerge "in a very big way" if
— is I think this isn't number one. he is allowed to remain in power.
It's maybe six or seven," Zinni said Cheney followed on Aug. 26 with a
during a forum by the Middle East blistering assessment that arguments
Institute last week.
against a pre-emptive strike on Iraq
Iraq wasn't always such an are -deeply flawed."
urgent issue for Bush. As a candi"We will not simply look away,
date in November 1999, he did not hope for the best and leave the matmention Saddam or Iraq in a major ter for some future administration to
foreign policy address at the Ronald resolve." Cheney told the Veterans
Reagan library. He focused on of Foreign Wars.
Russia and China.
The White House said the rhetorA month later, Bush said if he ical buildup was planned in advance
discovered Saddam was developing with an eye toward the Sept. 11
weapons of mass destruction, "I'd anniversary and Bush's U.N. speech.
take 'em out." He explained he "From a marketing point of view,
referred only to the weapons.
you don't introduce new products in
Of Saddam, Bush said, "I'm sur- August," Bush chief of staff Andrew
prised he's still there."
Card told The New York Times.
The escalation in rhetoric began
In his U.N. speech, Bush warned
June 1. when Bush told graduating that the world body would look
West Point cadets that the United irrelevant if it did not confront the
States would make pre-emptive "grave and gathering danger" posed
strikes against suspected terrorists. by Saddam. "If Iraq's regime defies
and governments that help them, to us again, the world must move
protect. American lives and liberty. deliberately and decisively to hold
"We must take the battle to the Iraq to account." he said.
enemy, disrupt its plans, and conBush offered a specter darker
front the worst threats before they than war: A nuclear weapon in
emerge," Bush said.
Saddam's hands within a year.
He did not mention Iraq, but
"We cannot wait for the final
aides said Bush referred in the proof — the smoking gun — that
speech to Iraq and any others that could come in the form of a mushmight support terror when he men- room cloud." he said.
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Welfare for religion
The Maryland minister is a fervent opponent of gambling. He
especially opposes the state lottery,
which he believes tempts many of
his lower income
African American congregants
to
throw
away
money on a pipe
dream.
The minister
is surprised to
learn that his
wife has won a
top prize in the
Cal's
Thoughts lottery since she
By Cal Thomas has been secretly
buying tickets,
Syndicated
even
while lisColumnist
tening to his
anti-gambling
sermons.
A television reporter interviews
the couple. The woman looks slightly embarrassed as the reporter asks
the minister what he thinks about his
wife playing the lottery and winning
a lot of money.
"The Lord moves in mysterious
ways His wonders to perform." says
the minister.
I thought of this several-yearsold incident when I read that religious broadcaster Pat Robertson is
one of several to receive a grant
from the federal Office of FaithBased and Community Initiatives,
which go to religious organizations
that provide social services.

Among Robertson's ministries is
a charity called Operation Blessing
that, according to its Web page,
"helps impoverished families and
individuals around the world."
What links Robertson to the
Maryland pastor is that until
Robertson received the $500,000
government grant, he had criticized
the faith-based initiative as a
"Pandora's box," saying it could
make religious charities dependent
on government and even finance
cults that "brainwash" people.
So why is he taking the money,
especially when government cannot
discriminate among religions and
may finance other organizations
whose beliefs are anathema to
Robertson and other conservative
Christians?
Is this the Lord moving in mysterious ways, or is it temptation from
the other guy?
While the intent of this program
is noble,the idea of government aiding charity (which used to begin at
home, but will now apparently begin
in Washington) is fraught with problems.
First is the purpose of charity.
The Scriptures in which Robertson
and other conservative Christians
say they believe teach that charity is
a means of demonstrating God's
love to needy people so they might
seek Him. Many liberals view charity as a type of religious welfare and
"salvation by works."
There is also a political dimen-

sion. The Bush administration is
smiling favorably on a small percentage of applicants for federal
largess (there were 500 grant applicants, but only 25 received the government's blessing, though more
awards are likely).
A future Democratic administration might deny grants to organizations that lean Republican and shift
the money to those with leanings
more to that administration's liking.
Charities will then become another
special interest, selling their political allegiance to the higher bidder.
One of the rationales behind the
faith-based office is that churches
and charities often perform better
than government in helping meet
individual needs. That's true. But it
does not follow that government
should help charities fulfill their
calling. Has God declared bankruptcy? Psalm 50:10 says God owns
"the cattle on a thousand hills."
The purpose of charity is to not
only benefit the recipient but to
bless the giver. That is what Jesus
meant when He said, "It is more
blessed to give than to receive"
(Acts 20:35). If givers, or people
who might give, see government
supplanting their calling, the human
tendency will be to give less, or not
at all, because government is giving
more.
If government wishes to bless
charities, it should either cut taxes
— enabling individuals to give more
money to the charity of their choice

— or provide other tax incentives,
such as allowing double deductions
for charitable giving.
Government should not decide
who deserves funding and who does
not. That is an endorsement of one
religion or religions over others.
Furthermore, the day will come
when religious groups will be
required to remain silent about their
beliefs if they want to continue
receiving government checks. By
then, some will have compromised
sufficiently to choose Mammon
over God.
Conservative Christians rightly
complain when the National
Endowment for?the Arts underwrites
anti-religious works they find offensive. They cannot now favor government grants just because money is
coming to them. While it can be
argued that in one case the money
was meant to demean religion and
the other to enhance it, the principle
is the same.
Robertson was right to warn of a
"Pandora's box." But he has now
opened that box and is taking the
money.
It doesn't take a prophet to see
trouble ahead.
Direct all mail for Cal Thomas
to: Tribune Media Services, 435 N.
Michigan Ave., Suite 1500, Chicago,
111. 60611. Readers may also leave
e-mail at www.calthomas.com.
2002 TRIBUNE MEDIA
SERVICES INC.
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By the time James Buchanan's
administration opened in 1857, the
conservatories were attached to the
care of the White House conservato- house itself, reachable through
ry and fought a rearguard action to doors from the State Dining Room.
preserve the greenhouses and his
From that point, historian
plants. First lady Edith Kermit William Seale writes in "The White
Roosevelt, listened, then negotiated House Garden," published in 1996
a compromise by which the green- by the White House Historical
houses would be carefully disman- Association, the conservatories
tled and rebuilt elsewhere on the "grew and grew over 45 years, cliWhite House grounds.
maxing at the century's end in a
Tight money and expanding rambling Taj Mahal of glass." There
budgets upended that plan. New were palm houses, a fern house, and
working greenhouses would eventu- rose and orchid houses.
ally grow the plants and flowers
Harriet Lane, Buchanan's niece
needed for White House social and White House hostess, strolled
events. But they were miles away through the indoor foliage with the
and no longer a place for after-din- visiting Prince of Wales as the
ner walks.
Marine Band played "Listen to the
Soon the glass houses were gone. Mocking Bird."
But memories lingered like the scent
"As you enter the conservatory
of roses. Andrew Jackson built the itself it seems almost like penetratfirst hot house or Orangery at the ing the luxurious fragrance of some
White House in 1835, possibly to South American island...," a newsshelter a sago palm from Mount paper reported.
Vernon that had been prized by
The floral retreat was available to
George Washington. Stepped tables first lady Mary Lincoln during the
also displayed potted fruit trees, and Civil War and camellias and roses
many varieties of flowering plants.
grown there were displayed as her
By the 1850s something more assassinated husband lay in state in
elaborate and efficient was demand- the East Room in April 1865.
ed. President Franklin Pierce built
An 1867 fire damaged the conthe first glass-ceiling green house on servatory
and
destroyed
top of the flat roof of the West Washington's sago palm, but the
Colonnade, erected a half century greenhouses were rebuilt more elabpreviously by Thomas Jefferson.
orately than ever. Ulysses S. Grant

WashingtonYesterday
By LAWRENCE L. KNUTSON
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
glass houses rose from the west wall
of the White House in a long pile of
cubes and rectangles devoted not to
government but to lemon trees, potted palms,camellias, roses and exotic orchids.
By 1902, when Theodore
Roosevelt decided to remove it, a
half century of presidents and first
ladies had grown accustomed to the
White House conservatory as a
secluded all-weather retreat, a private paradise, a highly prized executive privilege.
Massed floral arrangements from
the conservatory smothered White
House banquets. Blooms from the
White House greenhouses stood
watch at Abraham Lincoln's funeral
and astounded the guests at Grover
Cleveland's wedding.
But Charles McKim, the prominent New York architect directed by
Roosevelt to shape the White House
for the demands of a new century,
saw the glass houses as vulgar white
elephants. They occupied valuable
and much-needed space. He planned
to wipe the slate clean.
White House gardener Henry
Pfister had invested his life in the

placed a billiard room between the
greenhouse and the mansion.
Rutherford B. Hayes, the next president, replaced it with a tile-floored
palm court.
Hayes rearranged the interiors in
broad walks furnished with iron
benches and ornamental plant
stands."A jungle of ferns and palms
down the middle screened one walk
from another, while on the outer
walls a variety of flowers was
massed on stepped tables," Seale
writes."
Since Hayes and his wife served
no spirits at state dinners, they
replaced the custom of after-dinner
drinks by leading guests on a gas4it
promenade through the palms.
Flowers from the conservatory
banked the Blue Room on June 2,
1886 as Grover Cleveland married
the beautiful Frances Folsom. She
loved orchids, and soon the conservatory brimmed with them.
The glass houses had become a
paradise with more space than any
one floor of the mansion itself. "On
a winter day one could look out onto
the falling snow from a spring garden inside," Seale writes.
But in 1902. with America an
emergent world power, orchids and
greenhouses would make way for a
new presidential workshop. Future
generations would know it as the
West Wing.
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Deaths
Charles H. Marine
Charles H. Marine, 79, Mount Airy, Md.. formerly of Calloway County.
died Saturday, Oct. 12, 2002, at Montgomery General Hospital, Olney.
Md.
An aluminum siding contractor, he was an Army veteran of World War
Born Dec. 13, 1922, in Calloway County, he was the son of the late Clay
Marine and Theo Fulton Marine.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Grace Marine, to whom he had been
married for 56 years; two daughters, Mrs. Virginia Evelyn Engler and husband, Larry, Lisbon, Md.,and Mrs. Jo Annette Risley and husband, Joseph.
Reno, Nev.; two sons, Charles Mark Marine and wife, Rebecca Ann.
Mount Airy, and James Kerry Marine and wife, Cathy Ann, Mesa, Ariz.;
seven grandchildren; two great-grandchildren; one great-great-grandchild.
A devotional service led by Al Colley will be Friday at 7 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home, Murray.
Graveside services will be Saturday at 11 a.m. at Tucker Cemetery,
Kirksey, with Mr. Colley officiating. Military rites will be at the graveside.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. Friday.

Sniper's latest victim recalled
as caring, courageous woman
ARLINGTON,Va.(AP)-Linda their new home.
Franklin studied terror threats at
Franklin had beaten breast cancer,
raised two children and a niece prac- the FBI's National Infrastructure
tically by herself, and was expecting Protection Center in Washington.
her first grandchild in just a few David Wray, an agency spokesman.
months. She was getting ready to said Franklin worked in the financial
move into a bigger home this week. sector, and officials said there was
The 47-year-old FBI intelligence nothing to suggest she died because
specialist was gunned down Monday of her job:
"The employees who worked
night, the ninth victim killed by the
sniper stalking the Washington area. with Linda - and all of us - are
She was felled by a single shot to the deeply shocked and angry over this
head as she and her husband. Ted. tragedy," FBI Director Robert
were loading their red convertible Mueller said.
Both co-workers and relatives
with things they had just bought for

Mrs. Freeda D. Kuykendall
Graveside services for Mrs. Freeda D. Kuykendall were Tuesday at 2
p.m. at Murray City Cemetery. Dr. Richard Walker officiated.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home, Murray, was in charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Kuykendall, 74, Castleton Pike, Paducah, formerly of Murray.
died Sunday, Oct. 13, 2002, at 10:50 a.m. at her home.
A retired production clerk for Air Products & Chemicals, she was a
member of First Baptist Church, Paducah.
Her husband, Hassel Kuykendall, died in February 1983. Born Nov. 14.
1927, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late William H.
(Jake) Dunn and Alene Andrus Dunn.
Survivors include one son, Michael Kuykendall and wife, Regina, Old
Hickory, Tenn.; two granddaughters, Leigh Koerner and husband, Jason.
and Laura Kuykendall, all of Nashville, Tenn.

Mayfield

MARIE P MARZI/AP Photo
ON THE LOOKOUT ... Montgomery County Police Chief Charles
Moose holds two composite images Tuesday, Oct. 15, 2002, in
Rockville, Md., of the type of van that was seen at the
Spotsylvania County, Va. shooting. Investigators said Tuesday
they were confident that detailed witness accounts from the
scene of Monday's sniper shooting will lead them to the person
who has now killed nine people.

Two dead in small plane crash
MOUNT STERLING, Ky. (AP) Northridge housing subdivision, two
- Two men died Tuesday when a miles north of the Mount Sterling
single-engine plane crashed in town limits. Trooper Jim Bowling
Montgomery County after clipping a said the plane was a Cessna 172.
The two male victims were the
guide wire supporting a communicaonly two people on board, Lockard
tions tower.
Kentucky State Police Trooper said. Their names were not immediRalph Lockard said the Cessna ately released, because the next of
crashed about 5 p.m. EDT in a grassy kin had not been reached, he said.
No one on the ground was hurt
field about 500 feet clear of the

and no houses were damaged.
Lockard said.
Authorities believed the plane
took off from somewhere in Indiana,
but Lockard said that hadn't been
confirmed. He said the plane was
heading to the Mount Sterling airport
but crashed about a mile away, near
exit 110 of Interstate 64.
The wire was attached to a tower

Local accident leads to DUI arrest

Investments Since 1854

Martin, 28, Paducah, failed to notice
Staff Report
Pratt slowing and struck her vehicle
Murray Ledger & Times
Two people involved in an acci- in the rear.
Both Martin and Pratt were treated
dent on Ky. 94 East last night were
treated and released at Murray and released at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. After being released
Calloway County Hospital.
the hospital, Martin was arrestfrom
the
from
report
a
to
According
a charge of driving under the
on
ed
Calloway County Sheriff's Office,
(first offense).
influence
Amanda L. Pratt. 18, Russellville,
is currently lodged in the
Martin
approxat
94
Ky.
on
west
was driving
Jail. No bond had
County
Calloway
imately 8:22 p.m. and slowed for
time this mornpress
of
as
set
been
another vehicle to turn left. Another
ing.
D.
April
by
driven
vehicle
westbound
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Washington area were lookin1.
around every corner for the sertij
gunman. Robinson was planning ht.i
next trip to the theater. She had dis
cussed the attacks with her brother.
Steven Moore, hut hadn't seemed
afraid, he said.
"It was one of those things that
never happens to somebody in your
own family," he said.
Moore said they had drifted apart
in recent years but reunited in August
after Samantha M(xwe's sister died
in a car accident. Afterward, he
wrote Franklin a letter of thanks and
love.
"That's been a little hit of relief to
me. knowing that we had cleared all
the air from past years, and we both
knew how much we meant to each
other," he said.

that relays cell-phone calls.
Lockard said said officials from
the Federal Aviation Administration
and the National Transportation
Safety Board were scheduled to visit
the crash site on Wednesday morning.
Lockard said the plane did not
catch fire on impact but was heavily
damaged.
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When choosing a funeral home
you can compare costs,
you can compare facilities,
you can compare staff.
But the most important factor to %veigh
is the service.
After all, that's what you will tmly apprectatt'
and remember longest.
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Funeral Home
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Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
Company

Price

Chg.

816933-8635
Po* Jones Ind. Avg.
44.99. 0.83
Air Products
72.45 + 0.85
Anthem
12.09 - 0.04
AOL Time Warner
12.50 - 0.10
AT&T
24.40 + 0.27
Bell South
35.30. 0.30
Briggs & Stratton
Bristol Myers Squibb 23.30 + 0.45
19.50 + 1.52
Caterpillar
74.85 + 0.52
Chevron Texaco Corp
35.34 + 0.22
Daimler Chrysler
19.40- 0.21
Dean Foods
36.20. 0.10
Exxon-Mobil
8.60- 0.27
Ford Motor
25.94 - 0.26
General Electric
.36.82 + 0.12
General Motors
GlaxoSmith Kline ADR ..42.27 - 0.69
18.21 - 0.14
Goodrich
8.87 - 0.10
Goodyear
12.02 B 12.29 A
HopFed Bank*
65.90. 2.58
I B Ni
35.18 - 0.35
Ingersoll Rand
14.05- 2.47
Intel
15.20 + 0.22
Kroger
16.25 - 0.10
Mattel
17.71 - 0.35
McDonalds
51.52 + 0.64
Merck
61.19. 1.10
Microsoft
16.64. 0.91
J.C. Penney
43.00- 0.32
Pepsico. Inc
12.20 + 0.41
Pfizer. Inc.
Schering-Plough ... 19.14 + 0.15
15.50 - 0.89
Sears
27.49 - 0.01
Union Planters
19.50 + 0.15
US Bancorp
28.90 + 0.10
UST
56.61 + 0.32
Wal-Mart
Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this
stock

Call

knew her as a fighter with spirit.
Franklin "blew apart the stereotype of the clock-punching bureaucrat; she gave it her all," said
Michael Vatis, a former director of
the FBI center. "I would take a hundred Linda Franklins anytime."
She played a major role in establishing the FBI center's biggest success, the InfraGard program in which
the government shares tips and
warnings with private companies
and organizations that promise not to
divulge the information publicly.
On family campouts, she was the
one to watch out for. "She always
liked to pull the pranks on all the
kids," niece Samantha Moore told
ABC's "Good Morning America" on
Wednesday.
While other people in the

How do you
jul I a
funer home?

Elvin (Elwood) Tynes
Graveside services for Elvin (Elwood) Tynes will be today
(Wednesday) at 1 p.m. at New Sand Hill Cemetery, Graves County. Bro
David Brasher and Tyson Blake Riley, his great-grandson, will officiate.
Visitation is now at Collier Funeral Home, Benton.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to New Sand Hill Cemetery
Fund, c/o Norma Hopwood, 10963 St. E. Benton Rt. 408, Benton, KY
42025.
Mr. Tynes, 81, Dooms Chapel Road, Symsonia, died Monday, Oct. 14,
2002, at 9:55 a.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
A retired oiler for I.C.G. Railroad, he was an Army veteran of World
War II. He was a member of Elva Baptist Church.
One sister, Norma Jean Cobb, preceded him in death. He was the son of
the late L.O. Tynes and Beulah Burnett Tynes.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Alvene Riley Tynes, to whom he had
been married for 55 years; one daughter, Mrs. Bonita Smith, Almo; one
son, Terry Riley, Symsonia; two grandsons, Keith Glenn Riley, Brookport.
III., and Terry C. Riley, Benton; two great-grandchildren, Morgan Riley,
Kevil, and Tyson Blake Riley, Benton; two sisters, Mrs. Dorothy Holland
and Mrs. Kathleen Hunt, Clear Springs; one brother, Edwin Tynes,
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Thefollowing is a list ofFloridafruits and nuts available through Farm Bureau. Deadline order
date is Oct. 30. Delivery date is the week of December 2 to be picked up at the Farm Bureau
office. Call the county office, 753-4703, or send thisform to P.O. Box 469, Murray, Ky. 42071 no
later than Oct. 30.

Telephone No.

From

Street Address
QUANTITY

City

DESCRIPTION

Zip Code
TOTAL
PRICE

PRICE

$14.20
Box Navel Oranges,4/5 Bushel
512.70
Box Red Grapefruit,4/5 Bushel
$14.20
Box Tangelos,4/5 Bushel
$12.35
Box "Sunburst" Tangerines,2/5 Bushel
Holiday Gift Trio - 12 each(Nam! Oranges, Grapefruit, Red Delicious Apples) . .$15.60
$33.80
Case Hi-Density Orange Juice - Concentrate, 24/12 Oz.Cans
516.80
Case Lemonade Concentrate, 24/12 Oz. Cans
$16.80
Case Bluebird Grapefruit Juice, Ready to Drink,48/6 Oz. Caps
$32.80
Case Southern Fried Skinless Peanuts, 12/20 Oz. Cans
$26.30
Case Southern Fried Skinless Peanuts,6/2 Lb. Cans NEW SIZE
$32.80
Case Redskin Southern Fried Peanuts, 12/20 Oz. Cans
$25.80
Case Honey Krunch Peanuts, 12/11 Oz. Cans
$29.05
Case Peanut Brittle Bites, 12/12 Oz.Cans
$24.80
Butter Toffee Peanuts, 12/12 Oz. Cans
$40.80
Mixed Nuts(50% Peanuts),6/2 Lb. Cans
$44.30
Peanut Gift Pack,(6/3 pkg per case)
(Includes 12 oz. Brittle Bites, 11 oz. Hooey !Crunch Peanuts, and 12 oz. Southern Fried Skinless Peanuts)

Case(No Salt) Dry Roast Peanuts, 12/160z. Jars
Case Salted, Dry Roast Peanuts,6/2 Lb. Cans
Chocolate Covered Pecans, 12/1 Lb. Pkgs
Case Select Shelled Pecan Halves, 12/1 Lb. Pkgs.
Honey Roasted Pecans, 12/830z. Cans
Case Toaled & Salted Pecans, 12/0.5 Oz. Cans

$25.30
$26.30
$67.30
$67.30
$4710

mem%) return thic form ti October 30 tot
Calloway Co, tarot Bureau, P.O. BOX 469, Murray, Ky. 42071,
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Birthday coffee planned
for Solomon Saturday
Mrs. Rena Solomon of 1014
Sharpe St., Murray, will be honored
with a coffee in celebration of her
78th birthday on Saturday, Oct. 19,
in the annex of Calloway County
Public Library.
Friends, relatives, former classmates and former students are invited to this surprise coffee on
Saturday from 2 to 4 p.m.
Mrs. Solomon is a retired school
teacher from the Marshall County
School System. She also taught at
Briensburg
Benton
and
Elementaries.
A past president of the Calloway
County Genealogical Society, she
has researched family trees and
cemeteries for years. She also
served as president of the PTA at
Gilbertsville.
She is the widow of Scott E.
Solomon of Gilbertsville. Born Oct.
20, 1924, in a log cabin on Ginger
Creek Lodge about a mile west of
Model, Tenn., now in the Land
Between the Lakes, she is the
daughter of the late Paul Dill and
Belva Vinson Dill of Murray. One
brother, Paul Eugene Dill of
Mayfield, is deceased.
Her two daughters are Linda Kay
Teague of Madisonville and Susan
Solomon of Nashville, Tenn. She
also has three grandchildren and one
great-grandchild.
Mrs. Solomon moved with her
family to Murray in 1934. Her
father was a carpenter and a mem-

FUN & FASHION

The store is bursting at the seams. New
and exciting merchandise is rolling in
daily. Fur collars, fur jackets, embellished pants, jeans, skirts and fabulous
new jean jackets with exquisite beading
are just some of the new items we have
just received.
Jewelry is our specialty and we certainly have lots and lots of it. Let your imagination run wild, wear scarves as belts.
wear them over pants as a wrap, put jewelry on hats, rhinestones with jeans - it is
open season to wear whatever suits your
fancy.
Remember when we have cool mornings and warmer afternoons the key to
being comfortable is layering, as it
warms up you can remove layers, long
sweater coats are perfect as a light coat
and look great to wear all day if it stays
cooler than expected.
Now that the evenings are chiller, come
in to check out new fun patterned flannel
pajamas from Bellepointe, just like you
see on the sitcoms on TV, they'll keep
you warm on these crisp evenings.
The look of glamour is definitely being
seen this fall and not just for the holidays.
Faux fur long coats are wonderful in
every length to wear over a cocktail outfit or on really cold days you might wear
them with jeans or whatever you happen
to wear, glamour and glitz is no longer
being saved for special occasions.
It is never too early to think about picking up gifts for Christmas, we have lots
of early fall merchandise 35% off and
lots ofjewelry 1/2 off as well.
Many new home accessory items.
trunks, frames, candles, bookends,
clocks and great baskets are perfect for
yourself or a gift for someone else.
Special items for special people. We
love our customers and we try our very
best to give you the best possible serv ice.
Be sure to look through your hosiery
drawer, it's about that time to begin
wearing hose or knee highs. don't be
stuck at the last minute not having a supply on hand in the right colors.
Lunch is served as usual from 11-2 p.m_
each Friday. Register for a free door
prize as well. The winner is announced
in each Wednesday's column.
Congratulations to Claudia Berry who
won the Nivan Morgan cream at our luncheon last week.
Please join us and visit the Reader's
Choice number one ladies store in
Murray, KY.
Quote of the week: "One of the secrets
of life is to make stepping stones out of
stumbling blocks." Jack Penn
Stay tuned to next week's Fun &
Fashion report...

her of Murray
Lodge No. 105
Free
'and
Accepted
Masons.
Her
parents
were
charter members
of Murray Star
Chapter No. 433
Order of the
Eastern Star.
Solomon
A 1942 graduate of Murray High School, she
graduated with a bachelor of science
degree in education in 1968 and
received her master's degree in
1973 from Murray State University.
Mrs. Solomon first attended
Murray State from 1942 to 1944,
but left school to work a the Oak
Ridge Uranium Enrichment Plant,
Oak Ridge, Tenn., in 1944 and
1945. She operated an electronic
console while sitting on a stool in a
large building for the was effort.
Because of national security, on
what she worked on was secret.
After corresponding all through
World War II with her sweetheart,
Scott E. Solomon of Marshall
County, they were married Dec. 20,
1945 at First Baptist Church,
Murray. Mr. Solomon had been
active in Army duty in Europe and
Africa during the war.
Mr. and Mrs. Solomon farmed in
Calloway County after their marriage prior to their moving to
Marshall County in 1955. After the
death of her husband in May of
1979, Mrs. Solomon moved back to
Murray about 1985.
She has been an avid reader all of
her life and loved teaching and seeing the way of children learning.
She has always loved the sciences
and nature and is a bird watcher.
In May of 1999, Mrs. Solomon
had a stroke and recovered after
months of rehabilitation and physical therapy at Vanderbilt Stallmort
Rehabilitation
Hospital
in
Nashville, Tenn. She now lives
independently at her home with her
cat, Lance.

Members of the 438th Military Police Company
leave from the National Guard Armory on
Thursday, Oct. 17, between 8:30 to 9 a.m. The group
will leave in three buses traveling 121 North via
Bypass to U.S. Highway 641 North, turning north
and traveling to Paducah.
The group will then leave by airplane from
Barkley Field, Paducah,for Fort Dix, N.Y., and then
on to Guantanamo Bay,Cuba,for special duty there.
People are requested to be out to greet them as
they leave the Armory and continue on through
Jo's
Calloway County. Anne Adams said, "It would be
Datebook wonderful if people would park along the route with
By Jo Burkeen their American flags and banners and give a special
send off to those going out for duty."
Community
Editor
will

IAAP will honor executives

The International Administrative Association of Professionals (IAAP)
will have a breakfast meeting on Monday, Oct. 21, at 7:30 a.m. in the small
ballroom of Murray State University Curris Center. This will be to honor the
executives of the area. Jim Rudolph, named as 2001 Executive of the Year,
will be the speaker. All professionals of the area are invited to attend and to
bring their executives. The deadline for reservations is today and may be
made by calling Sarah Alexander at 762-3936. For more information about
IAAP, call Marion Hale at 762-2387.

Need Line supplies low

Malinauskas and Betzelberger
Dr. and Mrs. Mark Malinauskas of Murray announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter, Megan Joann Malinauskas, to
Marc Betzelberger, son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Betzelberger of San Jose,
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of the late Anthony and Stella
Malinauskas of Ashley, Pa., and of Carmen Hansen and the late Robert
Hansen of Mesa, Ariz.
The future groom is the grandson of the late Otto and Helen Dierker and
of Josie Mariuzza and the late Logan Betzelberger.
Miss Malinauskas is a 1994 honors graduate of Murray High School and
a 1999 graduate of Murray State University with a bachelor. of science
degree in agriculture. She is currently a senior in the College of Veterinary
Medicine, Auburn. Ala., and will receive her degree in May 2003. She is a
member of the Student Chapter of the American Veterinary Medical
Association.
Mr. Betzelberger is a 1993 graduate of Illini Central High School and a
1997 graduate of Illinois State University with a degree in agricultural production. A member of Alpha Gamma Rho fraternity and a member of the
board of directors of Alabama's Cattlemen's Association, he is employed as
the manager of White Fence Farms in Roanoke, Ala.
The wedding is planned for Saturday. Dec. 28, 2002, at Trinity Lutheran
Church, Auburn. Ala.

The Homeplace celebrates Snap Apple Night
GOLDEN POND, Ky. — The
Halloween traditions of early ScotsIrish settlers come alive Oct. 26
when The Homeplace presents Snap
Apple Night from 6-8:30 p.m.
(Doors open at 5:30 p.m.)
The Homeplace is a living history farm in the Tennessee portion of
Land Between The Lakes National
Recreation Area. The farm features
16 restored or reconstructed log
buildings, plus interpreters in period
clothing demonstrating the daily
lives and customs of mid-19th century era farm family.
During Snap Apple Night, the
farm takes on an atmosphere of
magic and mystery. The evening
begins outside around a blazing
bonfire, where nationally known
storytellers will entertain with eerie
tales. The fun continues with fortune-telling games, and some tricks

and treats along the way!
Later, as the evening darkness
settles on the farm, we will gather
again around the bonfire to hear
some of the scariest stories of the
evening.
"The rich Scots-Irish traditions
of early settlers to this region make
for an exciting Halloween festival,'
said Cindy Earls, special events
coordinator for The Horneplace.
"It's definitely a unique way to celebrate the fall season."
Warm spiced cider will be provided. Participants should dress
appropriately for a brisk fall evening
and bring chairs, blankets and flashlights. Admission is $5.50 ages 13
and up;$4 ages 5-12; and ages 4 and
under, free with family.
For more information, call (270)
924-2020 or (931) 232-6457.
Land Between The Lakes is man-

****4 DAYS ONLY****

CleverMoms
Mayfield's Original Semi-Annual Children's Consignment Sale
1,000 of quality children's items
Infant-TEEN clothing,jewelry, toys, maternity, bedding, twin sets, etc.
MAYFIELD FAIRGROUNDS
Exit 24 - Purchase Parkway. Highway 121
Wednesday. Thursday, Friday - OCTOBER 16-18(10:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.)
Saturday. OCT. 19(8:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.) - 'HALF PRICE DAY/
'nom* not rnarisoo "No"

Birth
Sarah Jayne
Williams
Mr. and Mrs. David Williams of
Columbia, Tenn., are the parents of
a daughter, Sarah Jayne Williams,
born on Thursday, Oct. 3, 2002, at
Baptist Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.
The baby weighed seven pounds
14 ounces and measured 20 3/4
inches. The mother is the former
Megan Cappock.
Grandparents are Penny and
Cliff Tinsley of Murray, Bill
Cappock of Montgomery, Ala., and
Jim and Joyce Williams of
Louisville.
Great-grandparents are Margaret
Williams of Fulton and Beaven and
Louise Thurman of Louisville.

I support
4-H
Call 753-1452
For Information

Christian Life Center
First United Methodist Church
MARKET PLACE
Loaded Baked Potato
Salad, Dessert
(Carry-out available)

CHOCOLATE SHOPPE
GOURMET SHOPPE

BAKE SALE
Lob of delicious hosanna& goodiest

QUILT DRAWING
Ticket will be drawn for a beautiful handstitched
Double Irish Chain quilt.

Tickets for the luncheon

and quilt are available in advance
or can be purchased at the door.
For ticket information contact Kay at 753-7421.
This event is sponsored by the
United Methodist Women to support church missions.

For Ever-wore Stuff

O11

Tonia Casey, executive director of Need Line, said that food supplies of
chili beans, mixed vegetables, pork and beans, canned soup, canned soup
and saltine crackers and personal hygiene supplies of dish liquid, shampoo,
bath tissue and soap are extremely low at this time. Also brown paper bags
are needed. Items may be taken to the Need Line office at 804 Story Ave.,
Murray. For information call 753-NEED. Need Line is a United Way
agency.

Southwest plans rebate night
Southwest Elementary School rebate night will be today from 4 to 8 p.m.
at Bad Bob's A part of the proceeds will be donated back to Southwest.

CCHS Council will meet
Calloway County High School Site-based Decision Making Council will
meet today at 4:30 p.m. in the media center of the school. The meeting is
open to the public.

MMS Committees will meet
Murray Middle School SBDM Council Professional Development
Committee will meet today at 3:30 p.m. in Kristina Bowman's room; and
Governance Committee will meet Thursday, Oct. 17, at 3:15 p.m. in room
101 of the school.

Hazel club will meet
Hazel Woman's Club will meet Thursday, Oct. 17, at 2 p.m. at the Hazel
Community Center. Lane Schmidt will be the speaker. Teresa Price, Pat
Latimer and Carmaleta Eldridge will be hostesses.

Laker Band Send-off Friday
Calloway County Laker Band Boosters will have a send-offfor the Laker
Band as they travel to state competition this weekend in Lexington. The
send-off will be Friday, Oct. 18, at 12:30 p.m. in the high school parking lot.
Persons are asked to come out show their support for the Laker Band.

Federation of Blind will meet
The National Federation of the Blind, Murray Chapter, will meet Friday,
Oct. 18, at 6 p.m. in the front meeting room of Calloway County Public
Library. For more information call Danny Perry, president, at 753-0911.

Community of Promise to meet
The Community of Promise will have a planning meeting on Thursday,
Oct. 17, at Briggs & Stratton, 110 Main St., Murray. This is a community
wide adventure that anyone can participate in, as your volunteerism will not
only benefit the team members, but the youth in the community. Anyone
interested in being a volunteer,contact United Way of Murray and Calloway
County at 759-0317.

Support Our Parks group to meet
Support Our Parks Group will meet today at 5 p.m. in the meeting room
of Calloway County Public Library. All persons interested in the MurrayCalloway County Park System are invited.

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will offer glaucoma screenings, blood pressure and pulse checks at its stops at Murray
Kroger today from 12:30 to 3 p.m.; and at Wingo Town Square on
Wednesday, Oct. 17, from 9 a.m. to noon.

Gentry House lists needs
The Gentry House is in need of bath towels, full size sheets and dishes
for the needs of families being housed there temporarily, according to Vicki
Yoak, director for the house. Yoak also issued a plea for a family moving
out of Gentry House to permanent housing who does not have any household necessities. Needed are furniture, bed, couch, table and chairs, washing machine and dishes. Any person having items to donate, please take
them to the Need Line office at 804 Story Ave., Murray, and specific that
the items are for the Gentry House. For more information call 753-6333.

Something Exciting is Happening

ING?

Friday, October 18 • 11:30 a.m.-2 p.m.

Q01C.gliti
305 South 12th
Murray, KY • 753-7441

aged by the USDA Forest Service.
Additional LBL information is
available by calling 1-800-LBL7077 or (270) 924-2000, or on the
Internet at www.lbl.org.

EATS, SWEETS, Er TREATS 1

Tickets: $1 each or 6 for $5

' Thr

Come out Thursday morning
to see 438th company off

Engagement

URRA

How ABOUT AN ANNUITY?

UNTRYCL

Woodmen's Flexible Premium
and Single Pr.emium Deferred

Annuities are competitive alternatives to other savings plans.
The initial guaranteed rate' is:

4.50%

Fri., Oct. 25

Halloween Party
(Costumes encouraged)

Fri., Nov. 15

Club Dinner*
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Shelia Crouse
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Wed., Nov. 20 Ladies Thanksgiving Luncheon*
Social at 11 a.m. Lunch at 12 Noon
Wed., Dec. 18 Ladies Christmas Luncheon*
Lunch 11 a.m.-12 Noon
Now is the time to book your ,
Christmas party at the Club! / Nt
I..!
*Reservations Required Call 753-6113
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October being celebrated by 4-H youth in area

Photo provided

KIWANIS MEETING...Bob Rodgers as model, left, and Nancy
Kiernan presented a program at the Murray Kiwanis Club meeting.

Kiernan and Rodgers give program
Nancy Kiernan, a conservation education program leader for the
Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife, demonstrated teaching techniques at the Murray Kiwanis Club meeting at Pam's Cake Hut Thursday
evening.
Working with school children grades 4-6, Kiernan averages 65 classes a
month during the winter months. Other activities include being at fishing
and hunting events, teaching outdoor survival and working in summer
camps.
Using the beaver as an example of a wetlands mammal. Kiernan demonstrated special environmental adaptations possessed by beavers.
With Kiwanian Bob Rodgers as a model, she illustrated the beaver' s
swimsuit with a quilt layer to represent a layer of fat, plus a beaver coat to
show the fur, both being adaptations for living in the water.
"The neaver is the largest rodent in North America. Other special adaptations include clear eyelids, which permit vision under water. There is a
flap of skin in the mouth to keep water out. Chewing keeps the teeth in good
condition,- Kiernan said.
"The Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife is quite an impressive
organization. Education is just one part of the Department," Kiernan concluded. She explained that the major financing of the Department comes
from hunting and fishing licenses and boat registration fees.

Pumpkins,flowers, and cookies are three of the ways we are going to celebrate Calloway County 4-H this October. We have scheduled three events
that we encourage all 4-H youth to come and join.
"Celebrating 4-1-i in October is always a highlight of the year. Youth
4-H Update enjoy getting together and doing fun activities to help
By Ginny Harper others know that we appreciate our community's supCalloway County port that we receive all year long. Kids love to spend
Extension Agent time together in the park cleaning and getting to know
others from other clubs," said Joe Geurin, past presifor 4-H Youth
dent of Calloway County 4-H Council.
Development
Calloway County 4-H will sponsor a Cookie
Round-Upon Oct. 15 from 3:30 to 5 p.m. at the
Extension Office in which youth will make cookies to
give to community groups. Limited spaces are available and call to sign up.
On Oct. 11 from 3:30 to 5 p.m. at the First United Methodist Church
Social Hall, 4-H will have an event called "Balloons and Bouquets." Youth
will learn to make a simple bouquet and then share with 441 supporters.
Call the Extension Office to sign up.
On Oct. 22 from 3:30 to 5:30 at the New City Park .4-Hers will host the
Annual Pumpkin Painting and Park Clean-up. A hot dog supper will be provided. All 4-H encouraged to attend.
Three exciting events for youth to help us celebrate the centennial
anniversary of this great organization. There are still ways you can plug in
and participate, call and find out how
Upcoming Events:
•Exchange 4-H Club 5 p.m. Extension Office New members welcome
'East Clovers will meet at East Elementary on Oct. 15 after school until

4.15. Joe Geurin and Vi Wood are leaders.
"Cookie Roundup-Youth will be baking cookies to share 3:30 to 5 pm. on
October 15 at the Extension Office. Limited spaces available. Call 753-1452
to sign up.
•Area records training Extension Office Oct. 16 from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m.
at the Extension Office.
• Balloons and Bouquets Oct. 17 from 3:30 to 5 pm. At this event, youth
will learn to arrange flowers and balloons which will be given to groups that
have helped the 4-H Program. Call to register.
'Pumpkin Painting and Park Clean Up at New City Park Oct. 22 from
3:30 to 5:30 p.m. Hot Dog Supper.
• Geology trip to Evansville Oct. 26 from 8 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. leaving
from the Extension Office. Call to register by Oct. 21.
•Main Street Youth 4-H Club will meet Oct. 21 from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. at
the center. Michael Siebold will be the leader.
'Teen Impact Community Service Club at Mr. Gatti's Oct. 21 from 5 to
6:30 p.m.
•Pennyrile Teen Retreat Applications due Oct. 21.
'Area records and Honors Applications due Nov. 1
The Calloway County Cooperative Extension Service is open Monday to
Friday from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. The phone number is 753-1452 and the fax
is 759-4243. The Calloway County 4-H Council receives funding from the
Murray-Calloway County United Way.
Educational programs of the Kentucky Cooperative Extension Service
serve all people regardless of race, color, age, sex, religion, disability, or
national origin. University of Kentucky, Kentucky State University, U.S..
Department of Agriculture, and Kentucky counties, cooPerating.

Check www.murrayledger.com for homecoming photos

Introducing Rollover, only from Cingular.
With

your unused anytime minutes
roll over from month to month...

Furches receives recognition
ATLANTA, Ga. — Bryan
Furches of Murray has been selected for membership in The National
Society of High School Scholars.
The society inducts only the
most outstanding high school students and honors them for superior
academic achievement.
-The hard work and success of
today's youth provides the foundation for a future dedicated to community - and world - betterment. I
congratulate Furches on being recognized as one of the most outstanding high school seniors in the
nation," said Claes Nobel, honorary
chairman of the society.
The mission of the society is to
recognize and encourage academic
excellence among the most exceptional high school seniors.
Furches is a member of the
Kentucky Academy of Governor's
Scholars and has been named "Most

C1-4-ECK our ouR
oftiii TV WEEK°

Outstanding Senior" at Calloway
County High School for the 2003
class. He is also a member of the
Varsity Soccer Team, Academic
Team, Beta Club, Fellowship of
Christian Athletes and Leadership
Murray. He is an active member of
First Baptist Church, Murray.
He is the son of Tripp and Sharon
Furches of Murray. He is the grandson of Joe and Janette Walker and
Elizabeth Furches and the late
Thurston Furches, all of Murray.
For more information about the
society visit the web page at
http://nshss.org or contact Furches
at 753-8151 or furches@apex.net.

*ta's Neat Repeats
Consignment Clothes

NEW FALL OUT 20% OFF
Wedding, Formals, Rental Sales
Men's & Women's Plus Sizes
Rent Over 40 Tacky Fennell
For Tea Parties
605 S. 12th St.• Murray
(270)762-0207
M-S 10 a.m.-6 p.m.

Save s150
after S100 instant rebate
and $50 mail-in rebate
2

DORIS PARHAM

Re-Elect
to the Murray City Council
#3 on the Ballot
November 5,2002

Monthly
Access

after 8100 instant rebate
and $SO mail-in rebate.

Anytime
Minutes

Nth.• theeth.
,

$39.99
,
toke 3140 phone

NoL a B265 ththe

NOKIA

NOKIA

All minutes include Nationwide Long Distance, at no extra charge.
Rollover not applicable to Night and Weekend Minutes.

Cormecrezo PEOPLE

• Experienced • Hardworking
•Listens to citizens concerns
• Dedicated • Reliable
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Special Cingular Offer: Pre-order the Spider-Man DVD at
www.cingularcom/buyspiderman and enter to win a trip for two to the filming of the sequel to Spider-Man.

Paid for by Doris Parham

Own it today on DVD and VHS!

cingular

The EssentialDay Spa
An AV E DA_ Concept Salon

•Massage Therapy
•Body Wraps
•Aromatherapy
*Facials 'Sugaring
'Manicures & Pedicures

WIRELESS

Order by phone or online
1-866-CINGULAR • www.cingularcom

What do you have to say?'

1311 Johnson Blvd.
Murray

270-767-0760

Cingular Wireless Stores I

MADISON VILLE
N Main St.
Parkway Plaza Mall
401 Madison Sq. Ave
30

Gift Certificates Available

WAL-MART LOCATIONS

Express Locations

mil-Pr
oqra--- POINSETTIA
SALE!

BENTON
0FULTON
607 N Highland Dr

Now thru November 22nd

br'Calloway County Homemakers
Sponsored By The

$7.50(5-7 Blooms)

6-1/2 inch pot8-1/2 inch pot- $15.00

'All money must accompany orders unless for a business or a church.
Orders due in to the Extension Office or to Judy Stahler In November 22nd Plants can he
picked up or delivered on December 5th at the First United Methodist Church
To place order by phone contact Calloway County Extension Office

at 753-1452 or Judy Stahler at 753-7387

Corporate Safes

270444-0602

PADUCAH
1733 Kentucky Ave.

MURRAY
906A S 12th St

5134 Hinkleville Rd.

MORGANFIELD
@MURRAY

@MADISONVILLE

0PADUCAH
5130 Hinkleville Rd
3220 Irvin Cobb Dr

(7) MAYFIELD

@PRINCETON

For Wreiess Serv,ce Informazon
http// www fcc govkgbAwelessphone pd'

0MURRAY
808N 12th St
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letsta)k.com/c rrgu?ar

Sen,i,ce offer avarlable to
new and ex,stino customers

Limited time offer. Credo approval and new service commitment on eligible Cingular calling plan required Offer cannot be combined with any other special offers Calls subtect to taxes, unrversal service
charge (currently 5551. gross receipts surcharge and other charges. which are subiect to change Airtime in excess of any package rfirnutes will be charged at a per minute rate of It to 545 Airtime and other
measured usage are rounded up to the next full minute at the end of each call for billing purposes $36 activation fee applies A monthly connection charge of SI 24 apples to subscriptions n CL AL, KY, MS,
LA and parts of Indiana. Tennessee, and GeOrgie during any month on whoch calls originated from the wireless phone termrnate through the landline network Early terminatvon fee of $240 prorated over the
length of the serve, agreement applies to subscriptions in the follow,ng states FL. GA, SC. NY, NC, AL, KY, TN, MS, LA and parts of lndiana A non-prorated St SO early termination fie applies in ai other
Crngular areas Promotions( features may be canceled after trittil term of the service contract Night hours are ?pm to 7 am Monday to Friday, and weekend hours are 9 per Coo Friday to 7 err on Monday
Rollover Minutes rollover available on select Cingular Nome plans Unused package minutes expire (1) after twehre months,(21trnmediately upon default or (3) 5 customer changes rate plan to a non-rollover
plan Rolled over minutes are not redeemable for cash or credit and are not transferable Minutes will not roil over isntil after the first month's biting Rollover Minutes and 3000 Night and Weekend Minutes
are available on Cingular Home plans 539 99 and higher Nght and Weekend Minutes do not roll over Included Long Distance applies to calls °averting and teerreneting with.the SO United States. Airtime
charges apply Roaming not included International calling is additional Cingular does not guarantee urynterrupted serv.ce,coverage Other coricktions and restrictions apply See COoTratt and rate plan
brochure for details No purchase necessary to enter Vold where proh.b,ted Must be US chzeh 18 years or older The odds of winning depend on the number of entries recthvecl Retail value of alp rs
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Commandments monument on trial in Ala.

BRANDI WILL

MONTGOMERY, Ala. (AP) — Alabama other attorneys.
Supreme Court Chief Justice Roy Moore is
The lawsuit asks U.S. District Judge Myron
expected to testify Wednesday concerning why Thompson to order the monument removed from
he ordered a 5,300-pound monument to the Ten the judicial building. Thompson is hearing the
Commandments moved into the lobby of the case without a jury.
Alabama Judicial Building in the middle of the
In opening statements, Morris Dees, lead
night.
counsel and co-founder of the SPLC, said Moore
Moore's testimony is expected to highlight the placed the monument in the judicial building to
second day of testimony in the trial of a federal make good on campaign statements that he was
lawsuit seeking to remove washing machine "on a personal mission from God for one purpose
sized monument from the judicial building.
— to acknowledge God."
Attorney Stephen Glassroth testified Tuesday
"Judge Moore has turned a beautiful hall of
that he was stunned and offended when he first justice impartial to all into a sanctuary for relisaw the monument.
gion," Dees told Thompson.
"I was blown who subscribe to this particular
Moore was elected chief justice in 2000 after
creed," he testified.
he had become famous nationally as a circuit
Legal experts say the case eventually could be judge for posting a wooden plaque of the Ten
used by the U.S. Supreme Court to decide if such Commandments in his courtroom in Gadsden.
monuments in and around government buildings
One of Moore's attorneys, Herbert Titus of
are constitutional.
Virginia Beach, Va., told Thompson the lawsuit
More than 150 people, including about 75 was part of a national movement "to censor
schoolchildren, packed a courtroom for trial of God."
the lawsuit, filed by the Southern Poverty Law
"What is at stake here is the historic American
Center and Americans United for Separation of legacy of God and liberty," Titus said.
Church and State on behalf of Glassroth and two
Titus said Moore installed the monument to

Ledger A. Times photo

SEEING RED ... Students from Murray Elementary School
watch as Mayor-elect Tom Rushing signs a proclamation for
Red Ribbon Week, Oct. 23 to 31, which promotes a drug free
environment. Pictured left to right are Marie! Jackson, Kayla
Adams, Sawyer Lawson, Carver Lawson, Megan Perry. Cole
Troupe, Jacob Oakley and Chandler Purdom.

Tobacco company donates to family resource center
U. S. Smokeless Tobacco
Company has donated $10,000 to
the Calloway County Family
Resource Center. a facility providing support services to families in
crisis situations in Calloway
County. The donation will support
the Angel Fund program. Danny
Kingins, plant manager, presented
the check to Donna Herndon, coordinator.

"We are extremely grateful for
U. S. Smokeless Tobacco's gift
which is both needed and appreciated as it works to make a real difference in serving our farm families," said Herndon.
U. S. Smokeless Tobacco
Company has been a strong supporter of Kentucky's agricultural
community for several years. In
the last decade, the company has

donated more than $1.3 million to
agricultural organizations and education programs throughout the
state.
"As a corporate citizen, U. S.
Smokeless Tobacco is proud to
lend a hand to organizations by
providing assistance to individuals
that are less fortunate or who have
fallen upon short-term financial
difficulties," Kingins said.

Deadline for next ACT Test approaches
College-bound high school students who wait to take the ACT
Assessment have two chances to
register before the December 14

otth

Ot

test date. The postmark registration
deadline is Friday, Nov. 8. There is
also a late registration postmark
deadline on Nov. 21 (an additional

fee is required for late registration).
Students can get information from
their high school counselor or register online at www.act.org.
ACT scores are accepted by virtually all colleges in the nation,
including all Ivy League schools. A
student's ACT scores are considered by colleges for admissions and
course placement, along with several other important factors including high school GPA, college prep
courses taken in high school,
extracurricular activities, personal
background and other information.
The test fee is $25 ($28 in Florida).
To learn more about the ACT
Assessment, including registration
forms and test locations, contact
your high school counselor or go to
the ACT website (www.act.org),
which also offers useful tips, sample tests and the opportunity to
order inexpensive test prep materials.

fillarkripiare

(-New Shipment of Pottery Has Arrived
Christmas Merchandise Now In Stock

20% - 40% Off Halloween Items}
Dixieland Center

759-4877

show the Ten Commandments serve as the moral
foundation of American law. "Justice Moore
believes there is a law higher than man's law," ho
said.
The only witnesses called to testify Tuesday
were attorneys Glassroth, Beverly Howard and
Melinda Maddox, who testified that they visit the
courts building often and are forced to look at the
monument, which includes giant tablets on a
granite stone. The stone also includes other
quotes from historical figures and documents.
Maddox said she saw the monument for the
first time as she was walking into the lobby from
the outside.
-My first reaction was that I'm embarrassed to
be a lawyer in Alabama," Maddox said. "I just
think that religion is very personal and private
and to thrust it onto the public is almost profane."
Under cross-examination by Moore's lead
attorney, Steve Melchior of Cheyenne, Wyo.,
Maddox said she finds other public acknowledgments to God such as the U.S. motto "In God We
Trust" or references to God in the Declaration of
Independence as offensive, but not as intrusive as
the monument.

School of Agriculture sells mums
Murray
greenhouse
dents in the
a chance to

State University's
facilities offer stuSchool of Agriculture
produce plants for all

seasons.

The department is selling
chrysanthemums to the public.
Mums are available in yellow,
white, red and purple for $3 each.
Funds raised help support activities of the program. In addition to
mums, a variety of house plants
and others are available to purchase each Saturday from 9 a.m.noon. Expansion of the program
and facilities at the Pullen Farm
now offer students more opportunities to showcase their products
and provide information to consumers on more of a year-round
basis.
The
Pullen
Farm
Greenhouse is located on Hwy.
94W near Doran Rd. and is staffed
Monday through Saturday. During
the week, visitors are asked to call
767-0467 to make sure someone is
there to assist them.

AVA WATKINS/ MSU photo

MUM SALE ... Steve Roehm, senior horticulture student and
greenhouse management staff, displays some of the chrysanthemums that are on sale to the public.
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MSU center offers info
on trichotillomania
Trichotillomania. An unusual sounding word, but chances are that you
may know someone who suffers from this illness. Trichotillomania refers
to chronic hair pulling resulting in obvious hair loss.
Sufferers usually have an uncontrollable urge to pull their hair and,
although it sounds painful, they often report an increase in tension before
the incident and a sense of relief afterwards. The individuals may feel
powerless to resist the urge to pull hair, but are ashamed of the behavior
and the resulting hair loss. Because of embarrassment, sufferers often go
to great lengths to hide it.
"Often not even their spouses will know the full extent of the hair
pulling and the sheer amount of time that they spend in engaging in this
behavior," says Dr. Stephanie Muller, a psychologist at the Murray State
University Psychological Center.
Individuals with trichotillomania also have a high rate of other mental
disorders including anxiety and depression, as well as engaging in other
"bad habits" such as nail biting, knuckle cracking or lip chewing.
The disorder often begins at the onset of puberty or during a stressful
life event, like pregnancy, and is more common in women than in men.
Research suggests that trichotillomania is present in one to two percent of
the population. "That means that for every 100 people you know, at least
two of them are, or have been, chronic hair pullers," Muller says.
Hair pullers often don't seek help because of shame related to the condition, but successful treatments are available. "It's important for these
people to know that they are not alone, and that people with trichotillomania do benefit from therapy," Muller reports. "We often see a significant reduction in hair pulling treated with behavior therapy. Behavior
therapy works to decrease hair pulling through education, self-monitoring, relaxation and other techniques."
The MSU Psychological Center is open for individuals wishing to
learn more about trichotillomania or other mental and behavioral disorders. The center is located on Murray State's campus on the fourth floor
of We!Is Hall, located on 16th Street across from the MSU public safety
office.
The center is open Monday through Friday from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Hours on Tuesday evenings are extended to 8 p.m. Individuals may also
call (270)762-2504 for information.

Are redheads harder to
knock out before surgery?

I

By The Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
genetic quirk that makes red hair red
may also make carrot-tops harder to
knock out — in the operating room,
that is.
A new study suggests people with
naturally red hair need about 20 percent more anesthesia- than patients
with other hair colors.
It's a small study that will need
confirmation. But it marks the first
time scientists have linked a visible
genetic trait to anesthesia doses,said
Dr. Daniel Sessler of the University
of Louisville, whose study was to be
presented Tuesday at a meeting of
the
American
Society
of
Anesthesiologists.
Inadequate doses of general anesthesia can allow people to recall surgery, or even wake up during it,
problems that occur in 1 percent of
cases, Sessler said.
"If redheads require more anesthesia and are not given more, their
chances of having recall during surgeries increase," he said.
Determining a patient is properly
anesthetized is a partly an art:
Physicians must watch for sometimes subtle signs of an underdose,
like slight movements or sweating,
as well as overdose warnings such
as low blood pressure or heart rate.
Anesthesiologists have long
grumbled that redheads can be a little harder to put under, but no one

Conquering 'doctor-speak'
By LAURAN NEERGAARD
AP Medical Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Toni
Cordell-Seiple uses different-colored markers to carefully write
"from lung doctor" or "for blood
pressure" on her husband's myriad
prescription bottles.
It's easier than stopping to decipher the 10-letter, almost unpronounceable drug names each time
she grabs one of the lookalike bottles.
It's also something of a reflexive
defense for the Georgia woman,
who says she once read so poorly
that she signed hospital forms
unknowingly consenting to a hysterectomy.
"The personal humiliation that I
had not understood it was too great
to confess" until years later when
the mother of three, who spent her
youth with undiagnosed dyslexia,
finatly conquered reading.
Comprehending medical jargon
is difficult, even intimidating, for
the most educated of laymen. It's
almost impossible for tens of millions of people who can't read well,
aren't fluent in English or have
vision or cognitive problems caused
by aging. And the consequences of
low health literacy can be devastating: more and longer hospitalizations, even death.
A major study in Florida is testing whether teaching health literacy
classes and using simple-to-understand medical instructions —

including lots of pictures instead ot
big words and doctor-speak — can
keep Medicaid patients with diabetes and high blood pressure
healthier.
But "low literacy is far more than
a reading problem," says Dr. David
Baker of Chicago's Northwestern
University, citing studies that show
patients who have a hard time comprehending health instructions avoid
care.
"How can we get patients with
limited literacy to be empowered
and ask questions of their doctors.
rather than just nodding their heads
so that they're not embarrassed
because they think that the doctor is
going to say that they're dumb?"
The prestigious Institute of
Medicine has just begun a study of
how many Americans risk their
health because they can't understand
hospital forms or medication labels
or don't know what to say when a
doctor asks for their medical history.
Education statistics show one in
five adults reads below the sixthgrade level, while most health materials are written at the 10th-grade
level or above.
Then there's the common lack of
translations for immigrants, plus
Barker's research that suggests
health literacy drops with old age.
Not to mention busy doctors who
don't take the time to fully explain
how to treat or prevent a disease in
words patients can understand.
Why say "you have a benign
tumor" instead of the clearer "it's

had ever studied if that was real or
folklore, said Dr. Andrea Kurz of
Washington University in St. Louis.
who praised the new research.
It's likely the first of many yet-tube-discovered genetic factors that
will allow anesthesia to be finetuned for increased safety, added Dr.
James Cottrell, president of the
anesthesiology society.
The theory hinges on melanin, a
pigment responsible for skin and
hair color.
The sun triggers a hormone that
in turn triggers the production of
melanin to form a tan. Redheads seldom tan easily because they have a
defective receptor for that hormone
— a quirk with this "melanocortin-1
receptor" that also leaves their hair
red. Without its intended receptor to
dock in, the melanin-producing hormone may cross-react with a related
receptor on brain cells that influences pain sensitivity, Sessler
explained.
Here's what Sessler can say for
certain: He and colleagues gave 10
healthy women with naturally red
hair and 10 with dark hair the common inhaled anesthetic desflurane.
Then they administered electric
shocks and inched the desflurane
dose up or down according to the
pain response until each patient was
judged to be at the optimum anesthetic dose. The redheads required a
20 percent higher dose.

not cancer"? Or assume people can kill if not controlled properly.
know "take orally" means "by
For two years. half the centers
mouth"?
will administer standard care. At the
Even with instructions as simple other half, patients will attend classas "take a pill three A M
es about their
You would be
times a day," "You
disease
and
maylx amazed at receive special
would be maybe
amazed at how nOW many people really
health materials,
many people reall\ don't understand that
in English and
don't
understand means breakfast, lunch
Spanish. that are
that means break- and dinner,
full of pictures
fast, lunch and dinand very easy
ner," Kim Lee of the
Kim Lee words: the diaGeorgia
Health
betic symptom
Georgia Health .-increased urinaLiteracy Project told
Literacy Projecttion," for exama recent meeting of
health communicaple, is written as
tion specialists.
"having to pee a lot."
The Georgia pilot program has
They also get real-world advice
begun teaching students in some — such as that a half-mile walk to
adult reading classes how to inter- the bus stop each day or salsa dancpret health instructions.
ing every weekend is comparable to
The question is just what will it exercising at an expensive gym.
take to improve such patients'
However the Florida study turns
health: Do all pill bottles need plc- out, the head of an American
ture instructions? At what reading Medical Association health-literacy
level'should health information be program advises doctors to begin
worded?
communicating better today.
Enter the Florida. Health Literacy
Study, the first research to compare
Dr. Joseph Riggs. a New Jersey
whether extra literacy steps keep at- gynecologist, makes his patients
risk patients measurably healthier repeat back treatment instructions to
than standard care.
ensure they understood.
"We can't make them feel embarRun by the University of South rassed and ashamed," Riggs said.
Florida and funded by drug manu- "We have to help them through this
facturer Pfizer Inc., the study has 27 process."
community health centers enrolling
up to 2,800 Florida Medicaid
Lauran Neergaard covers health
patients with diabetes or high blood and medical issues for The
pressure, two common diseases that Associated Press in Washington.
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Our new
padded mammogram
is painless. And knowing
the best
reast health
does
r.

Photo provided

AN APPLE A DAY ... What better way to end a unit on
Johnny Appleseed, than to eat apples? Southwest kindergarten and 1st grade classes of Becky Robertson and
Diane Jones spent time studying Johnny Appleseed. To
end the week, Calloway County Extension Agent Jane
Steely visited the class to talk about healthy snacks. She
told the class about different food groups and how to combine them to make healthy meals and snacks. As an example, the kids enjoyed a snack of apples with peanut butter
washed down with a glass ofmilk.

MammoPad is our new mammogram that's softer, easier
and gentler than you've ever experienced. And it's just one

year. Screening mammograms and accurate diagnostics can

of the ways we've improved breast health care for women.

greatly reduce that number. At Murrav-Callowav Counts

Stereotactic Breast Biopsy is another. Representative of the
best that breast health care has to offer, this procedure
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low ( health inspections since opening.

Almost 40,000 women will die from breast cancer this

Hospital, we're making it as easy and comfortable ‘1
possible to get both.

is less invasive,faster, costs less, offers fewer

For more information or to schedule an
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chances for complications,and leaves no scarring.
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Second District Tournament

Clemson Lady Tigers escape 1-0
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
MAYFIELD, Ky. — Murray
High head coach Jennifer Boone
just couldn't bare to watch parts
of her squad's intense Second
District Tournament battle with
Mayfield on Tuesday
evening.
At times, maybe
it was a good thing
she didn't.
The Lady Tigers
(12-3), the tournament's top seed, literally took
Mayfield's best shot and delivered one of their own with the
play of junior sweeper Lauren
Clemson in escaping with a closer-than-expected 1-0 victory at
Graves County High School.
With the win, Murray advances
to Thursday's 5:30 p.m. championship match against the winner
of tonight's Calloway CountyMarshall County contest. The Lady
Tigers also earned another trip
to the Girls' First Region Tournament.
But not without a few anxious moments.
The Lady Cardinals (9-7)
missed a golden opportunity to
put pressure on the favored Lady
Tigers with an early goal when
Kendall Peebles was tripped by
a Murray defender in the penalty box just five minutes into the
match.
But Peebles' penalty kick sailed
over the Murray goal, and the
match remained scoreless for the
first half.
-To be honest, I didn't even
watch the penalty kick,- Boone
noted. "I'm not a superstitious

it would probably come on a corner kick because Mayfield was
cramming everybody into the box
and clogging up the middle of
the field," Boone said.
"I really haven't been kicking
the ball too well from the corner, but I just tried to kick it as
hard as I could and hoped it
would go to the right place," Clemson explained. "Lacey usually finishes my corner kicks, but that
was the best one all year."
The Lady Tigers then dodged
another Mayfield bullet before
closing out the victory.
The youthful Lady Cardinals
— often playing with five or six
freshman during Tuesday's contest — appeared poised to tie the
match with just over six minutes
left when Murray goalkeeper
Haley Hart left the goal to corral a shot attempt.
The ball squirted loose to freshman Ashley Jones, who seemingly had a free shot at the
unmanned goal. But Clemson —
who was backing up Han on the
play — managed to slip in front
of the net and head the ball out
of the, box to preserve the lead.
"I usually go behind Haley to
back her up in those situations,"
Clemson said, "but (a shot) like
SCOTT NANNEYitedger & Times photo
COMPLETE CONCENTRATION ... Murray High senior forward Leslie Schwettman makes that never happens ... I just closed
my eyes and hoped it would hit
sure she's in line with the ball on her way downfield during the Lady Tigers' 1-0 trimy head."
umph over Mayfield in Second District Tournament action Tuesday night at Graves
"I ought to buy her an ice
County High School,
cream cone for that," Boone joked.
Despite some shaky play at
person, but good things seem to her Lady Tigers take the lead.
Lacey Latimer, whose diving
times, the Lady Tigers controlled
happen when I don't watch. So
Clemson's corner kick from attempt pushed the ball past Maythe ball for much of the contest
I just turned away and didn't look." the right side with nine minutes field goalkeeper Tara Isbell for a — outshooting Mayfield 23-6.
Boone would have another anx- to go crossed the mouth of the 1-0 Murray edge.
Hart recorded six saves while
ious moment later in the Match, goal in the air and found the
"I told the girls at halftime Isbell stopped 10 for the Lady
but not before actually watching head of All-First Region forward that if we were going to score, Cardinals.

Anderson pleased
with Racers' start
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
With a roster full of experienced players, it's no surprise that
Murray State men's basketball
coach Tevester Anderson is pleased
with the progress of his team after
three practices.
Murray State began preparing for
the 2002-03 season last Saturday,
the first day college teams could
conduct workouts
under
NCAA guidelines.
Anderson has
RACERS
put his team
through three days of intense work.
"Things are going real well,"
the fifth-year coach said Tuesday.
"It's one of those deals when you
have a lot of veteran players, you
expect things to go well early."
Losing just two players from
last year's 19-13 squad which won
the Ohio Valley Conference Tournament and advanced to the NCAA
Tournament. the Racers return four
starters and nine players overall
who have significan experience.
Anderson has been pleased with
the enthusiasm and effort displayed
by this year's team, but it has
been their maturity and focus which
have him smiling the most.
"There's not as much confusion as in years past," he said.
-We have more veteran players
than in years past and that makes
things go a lot smoother. They're
like students who have already studied the material."
In the early going. Anderson
has focused on conditioning, looking to push the Racers to the point
of exhaustion.
"At the start of practice. you
want to fatigue them and see if
they can execute when they're
fatigued," Anderson explained.
"You want to see them do the little things when their legs are tired
and their lungs are burning."
Anderson said the Racers will
scrimmage more this year to promote competition and see more
live situations.
"We feel that you get better
by playing," he said. "We don't
need to do as much teaching of
the offense and defense because
we don't have a lot of newcomers. Last year, we spent a lot of
time teaching."
Individually,(knderson has been

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger photo

JUST GETTING STARTED ...
Sophomore center Petar Roncevic heads toward the basket during Tuesday's practice session at the Regional
Special Events Center.
pleased with the performance of
every player on his roster, singling out senior James Singleton
and juniors Cuthbert Victor, Chris
Shumate and Kevin Paschel as
players who have had an impressive first three days.
"Singleton has really stood out
and Victor has been Victor," Anderson said.
Anderson said that those three
players have been the most
improved thus far.
Singleton and Victor emerged
as two of the top players in the
OVC late last season, while Shumate is coming back healthy after
missing all but four games last
season with a stomach virus.
"Singleton, Victor and Shumate
have all gotten stronger and it's
easy to see that they've all worked
on their games," he said.
Junior Rick Jones, a transfer
from Vanderbilt who sat out at MSU
last season, is struggling with tendinitis in his left knee hut has
not missed practice time.
Anderson also noted that Paschei
is in the best shape of his life,
and senior Chiwale Bedeau, a 67 forward who has seen limited
playing time in his career with
the Racers, has had the three best
practices of his career.

Loss in
NLCS
difficult
for Cards

ST. LOUIS (AP) — This wasn't how the St. Louis Cardinals'
storybook season was supposed to
end.
Wearing patches on both sleeves
to honor fallen teammate Darryl
Kile and broadcaster Jack Buck,
the Cardinals persevered to win
the NL Central and then swept
the world champion Arizona Diamondbacks in the first round of
the playoffs.
With Kile's 5-year-old son, Kannon, sitting in
the dugout, the
Cardinals
seemed destined
to win. They just
had too much to
play for. Plus,
the worst appeared to be over.
They'd already gotten past Randy
Johnson and Curt Schilling.
It all collapsed in the NL championship series. The intangibles didn't help as the San Francisco
Giants knocked them out of the
postseason in five games.
"No matter how bad we want
to keep playing, it doesn't matter," catcher Mike Matheny said.
"We fell short. Getting past the
first round, that's good, but that
wasn't our goal."
The Cardinals batted .278 with
runners in scoring position during
the regular season but failed in
the clutch time and time again
during the NLCS, going 3-for-39.
Without any timely hitting, they
lost a pair of one-run decisions
in Games 4 and 5.
A few more hits from Albert
Pujols, Jim Edmonds, Edgar Renteria and Tino Martinez, benched
for the finale after going 2-for-25
in the postseason, and they might
still be playing. There were a lot
of stunned looks in the clubhouse
after the 2-1 loss in Game 5 on
Monday night.
"I'm kind of blank," Edmonds
said. "This is a good group and
a special team and a special city.
The people rallied behind us and
Staff Report
we tried to do our best, but we
Murray Ledger & Times
just
came up short."
While Calloway County was
Manager Tony La Russa took
upended twice in its attempt to
no solace in the team's stirring
advance in the First District Volfinish
to the regular season, or
leyball Tournament, Murray High
the impressive first round. What
breezed into the third day of play
he saw in the NLCS was a team
with ease.
that
underperformed.
The Lady Tigers stayed alive
"They just outplayed us," La
in the loser's bracket of the 13Russa said. "However you look
team, double-elimination format
at
it, the postseason is a failure.
with a 15-3, 15-3 victory over
We failed."
Fulton County Tuesday at CaldIf it wasn't one thing, it was
well County.
another.
MHS (7-13) will return to
In Game 1, Matt Morris colPrinceton today to face Marshall
lapsed. In Game 2, the offense
County, a 2-0 winner over Graves
was stymied by Jason Schmidt.
County Tuesday at Calloway, at
In Game 4, the bullpen coughed
7:30 p.m.
up two big hits. In Game 5, they
The Lady Marshals swept both
wasted a dominant start from Morregular-season meetings with the
ris by going 0-for-8 with runners
'Lady Tigers, winning 15-0, 6-15,
in scoring position.
15-13 Sept. 3 at MHS and 15-4,
Some Cardinals believed things
15-6 Oct. 8 in Draffenville.
might have been different had
The Murray-Marshall loser
Scott Rolen been available for the
would be knocked out of the tourNLCS. Rolen sprained his left
ney while the winner would take
shoulder
in Game 2 against Arion the loser of today's 6:15 p.m.
ERIC WALKER/Ledger & Times photo
zona and the team perhaps optimatch between Hopkins County
READY TO GO
Shameka Dial (34) gets ready for action
mistically included him on the
Central-Lone Oak match Thursday
while teammate Nicole Newberry prepares to serve during
roster
for the second round, but
at 5 p.m. at Caldwell.
Hopkins Central remained in the Lakers' loss to Hopkins County Central in the First Dis- he never progressed beyond indoor
workouts.
the winner's bracket by stopping trict Volleyball Tournament Tuesday night.
Rolen, acquired near the trade
Calloway 15-10, 15-5 in the Lady ination game with Paducah Tilgh- Tornado rebounded to take the
deadline from the Phillies, had
Lakers' first outing Tuesday at Jef- man.
next two sets 15-6. 15-12 and end
been viewed as the final piece in
frey Gymnasium.
CCHS claimed the first game Calloway's season with a 9-11
the
championship puzzle. He tied
The district co-hosts then had by a 15-2 count, but the Lady record.
his career highs with 31 homers
To stay on the court for an elimand 110 RBIs and played Gold
Glove-caliber defense.
Rolen's replacement, Miguel
Cairo, was 9-for-l7 in the postseason and had the game-winning
hit in Game 2 of the Division
GAINESVILLE, Fla. (AP) — Rex Grossman Saturday, when Grossman made the audible and
Series. So La Russa minimized
surveyed the defense, called an audible, took the threw the pass into the hands of LSU cornerback
the loss.
snap and threw for a touchdown — to the wrong Corey, Webster.
"That's just an excuse," he said.
team.
The 45-yard touchdown return gave LSU a 10"When they outplayed you in every
It turned out that the audible, a little wiggle 0 lead en route to a 36-7 victory.
category, how much is Scott going
of the hand, means one thing under Florida offenUpon throwing the interception. Grossman immeto change that?"
sive coordinator Ed Zaunbrecher's new system and diately ran over to the intended receiver, Taylor
La Russa also had his share
another under Steve Spurrier's old one.
Jacobs, and started berating him for going long,
of struggles. He left reliever Rick
Or so the story goes.
instead of curling back for a 12-yard pass.
White in for 2 1-3 innings in
Was it a simple mistake, or something more
Grossman claimed the audible meant one thing
Game 4, long enough to give up
unseemly?
under Spurrier's offense and another under Zauna two-run game-tying double to
That's one of the big questions this week in brecher's, and the whole thing was an innocent
J.T. Snow and game-winning twoGainesville, and after a full round of interviews crossing of signals.
run home run to Benito Santiago.
on Monday and Tuesday, it remains a mystery,
"We have a form of the same signal," GrossPlaying with a short bench, he
mostly because all the key parties are giving con- man said. "It's one of those deals we need to
appeared unwilling to use his extra
flicting explanations.
start with a clean slate, no old signals. No conweapons. He put 12 pitchers on
To refresh, the Gators had third-and-1i from fusion at all. That's definitely a play where that
the roster,. but avoided using Jeff
their own 30 in the first quarter against LSU on became a problem."
Fassero and rookie Mike Crudale.

Laker netters eliminated
Tigers advance
to third round
of tournament

Play-call latest Gators' folly
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Angels next team to
ponder Bonds dilemma
ANAHEIM, Calif.(AP)- Listening to the talk at Edison Field,
it seems as if the Anaheim Angels
will be playing only against Barry
Bonds in the World Series, a 25on-1 battle.
Pitch him or walk him? That's
what everyone wants to know.
"I'm sure there will be times
we walk him, and I'm sure there
will be times we challenge him,"
Angels manager Mike Scioscia said
Of course, San Francisco will
have 25 players on the roster when
the first all wild-card World Series
opens Saturday night. But Bonds
is the focus.
"The last two seasons, he's had
the most incredible seasons in the
history of baseball, if you look at
all his numbers and all the microstatistics," Scioscia said.
Scott Schoeneweis is likely to
be Anaheim's antidote for the hitter pitchers fear most. Bonds is
l -for-7 against the left-hander with
four strikeouts, no walks and no
home runs.
"The best-case scenario is to
get the guys out before Barry

Barry Bonds
comes up," Schoeneweis said.
And with no one on base, there's
a good chance Bonds will be
walked.
Bonds was walked a record 198
times during the season - and
scored on just 34 of them, according to the Elias Sports Bureau.
Following his record 68 intentional
walks, he scored just three times.
Of course, 79 of his walks came

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By:

The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency"
David King

901 Sycamore

753-8355

MAJOR LEAG UE BASEBALL
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)- The top teams
in the Kentucky Associated Press high
school football polls, with first-place votes,
records, total points and previous rankings:
4A
1. Lou. Trinity (14) 7-0
1
140
2 Lou. Male
8-0
123
2
3. Henderson Co.
8-0
101
4
7-1
4. Lou. St. Xavier
5
97
5 Dixie Heights
6-1
6
78
6 Scott County
7-0
67
7
7 Lou. Manual
6-2
42
8
6-1
8. Lou. Eastern
9
36
6-1
9. Lou PRP
33
3
10. Conner
6-1
20
10
OTHERS RECEIVING VOTES. Louisville
Ballard 14. Christian County 4, Madison
Central 3. North Hardin 2, Lexington Paul
Dunbar 2, Daviess County 1, Meade County 1 Pulaski Southwestern 1
3A
1. Lea. Catholic (10) 6-1
136
1
2. Rockcastle (1)
6-1
107
2
3. Warren Cen. (2) 6-1
3
90
4 Boyle Co. (1)
5-2
4
89
7-0
5. BuIlitt East
5
61
6. Highlands
5-3
53
8
(tie) Pad Tilghman 5-2
53
6
6-1
46
8. Lawrence Co.
7
9 Hopkinsvolle
44
5-2
9
10 Bell County
6-1
22
OTHERS RECEIVING VOTES West Jessamine 15, Ashland Blazer 13 East Jessamine 13, Louisville Fairdale 10. Allen
County-Scottsville 8, Covington Catholic 6.

Hopkins County Central 2, Bowling Green
2

2A
1. Breathitt Co. (8) 7-0
133
1
2. Larue Co. (5)
7-0
126
2
3 O'boro Cath. (1) 7-0
106
3
4. Mason County
7-1
4
77
5. Webster County 7-0
70
5
6. Belfry
6-1
57
7
7. Russell
5-2
53
6
8. Glasgow
6-1
48
8
9. Lloyd Memorial
6-2
34
10
10. Madison S.
7-0
18
OTHERS RECEIVING VOTES Prestonsburg 11, Whitesburg 9, Bardstown B. Monroe County 6, Caldwell County 6, Trigg
County 4, Casey County 2, Mercer County 1, Fort Campbell 1.
1A
1. Mayfield (12)
1
7-0
138
2. Danville (2)
114
5-2
2
3. Lou. Holy Cross 7-0
4
100
4. Newport Cath.
6-1
99
3
5. Beechwood
5-2
6
60
6_ Green County
6-1
54
7
7. Middlesboro
42
5-2
8. Pikeville
37
5-2
8
9. Cumberland
6-1
31
5
10. Ballard Mem.
24
5-2
9
OTHERS RECEIVING VOTES Murray 23,
Evarts 11, Metcalfe County 7, Paintsville 6.
Raceland 5. Somerset 5, Bellevue 5, Frankfort 4, Crittenden County 3. Louisville Christian 2.

with two outs.
"The guys that faced the guy
every day, all the time, year in,
year out, they all seemed to do
the same thing," Angels pitching
coach Bud Black said."1 don't think
that they're all wrong."
Still, his gut feeling was Anaheim would pitch most of the time
to Bonds, who has four homers
and 10 RBIs in the postseason.
In addition to Schoeneweis Anaheim's only lefty reliever -Bonds has faced just three other
pitchers on Anaheim's roster: He's
4-for-7 with two homers, two walks
and a strikeout against Kevin Appier; 0-for-1 against right-handed
reliever Ben Weber: and 0-for-1
with three walks and no strikeouts against Troy Percival.
"We'll just be smart. I don't think
we'll be scared of him and pitch
around him," said Jarrod Washburn, picked Tuesday by Scioscia
to start the opener.
"We'll try to not let him beat
us. I'll challenge him," Washburn
said. "I'm looking forward to the
challenge. He's a great player. If
there's a situation where he can
beat us, the smart thing to do is
pitch around him."
Washburn isn't a fan of intentional walks when no one is on
base.
"I don't see that happening,"
he said. "I don't think we're going
to be intimidated or scared by
Barry Bonds. We're going to be
smart about it."

HOME BOYS ... The Calloway County High School junior-varsity boys soccer team won
its own JV tournament Saturday at the Jim Nix Soccer Complex. Team members are
(front row, from left) coach Marshall Ward, Justin Lewis, Ryan Stanger, Heath Towery,
Jon Gordon, Evan McDaniel, Monte Kennedy, Jason Stubblefield, Blake True, Lee Hart,
Jonathan Lewis, David Morrison, (back row) Joe Paul Wilson, Brandon Phillips, Seth
Asher, Jesse Morrison, Brinnon Parker, Josh Johnson, Colby Lyle, Sam Rogers and
Anthony Fortenbery. Not pictured is Chris Fike.

Mariners field calls from
Mets, Rays about Piniella
NEW YORK (AP) - Lou Piniella may not be
out of work very long.
After releasing Piniella from the final year of his
contract because he wants to work closer to home,
the Seattle Mariners on Tuesday fielded calls from
other teams interested in talking with their ex-manager.
If he really wants a short commute from his
Florida home, the Tampa Bay job is open. However, it's unlikely the budget-conscious Devil Rays
would be able to pay him enough or be able to
adequately compensate the Mariners for allowing
him to manage elsewhere.
The New York Mets, however, are another story.
Although the team owes ex-manager Bobby Valentine $2.7 million for the final year of his contract,
owner Fred Wilpon wants a high-profile individual
with a background as a winner as the next bench
boss. That comes with a high price tag.
Piniella fits that profile, managing Cincinnati to
the World Series championship in 1990 and Seattle
to a record 116 victories in 2001.
He also has New York roots, with two terms as
manager of the Yankees, a team he played with for

As workers cleaned and did some
touchup paint work at the ballpark, Washburn already was looking ahead to the opener, where
he could face the Giants' Jason
Schmidt.
"I'm sure I'll be thinking about
it a lot," Washburn said. -It's
going to be the biggest game of
my life. I'm pretty sure we won't
sweep and they won't sweep, so
I'll have another start and that
will be the biggest game of my
life."

After 72 years

CALLOWAY CO.
LUMBER CO.

Old Country Store
650 N. 12th St.• Murray • 762-0081

is going out of business.

DAILY FEATURE

EVERYTHING MUST GO!

Turkey & Dressing
With 2 Vegetables

SportsBriefs
• TUCSON, Ariz. - Liza Holman of Murray is a member of the recreational
league tennis team from Kentucky that will compete in the USA League Tennis 4.0 Senior National Champiosnhips Friday-Sunday at the Moore Tennis
Academy.
The team includes captain Esther Hubbard of Mayfield, Beverly Nuerge of
Green, Marylee Clark of Mayfield, Suzanne Dillihay of Bowling Green, Ellen
Wise of Paducah, Marla Boyer of Marion, Ill., Bobbie Ogletree of Carbondale,
III., Louise Owen of Evansville. Ind. and Diana Hams of Louisville.
• The Youth Sports Association will meet Saturday at 2 p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library to, nominate and elect officers for the 2002-03
recreational baseball and softball leagues, which are held at Murray-Calloway
County Park_ For more information, call Mark Winchester at 753-2808.
• The Calloway County Girls' Basketball Little League will hold late signups
for girls in grades 3-6 Oct. 19 and Oct. 26 from 9-11 a.m. at Jeffrey Gymnasium. The entry fee is $40 per player or $75 for siblings, and applications
are available at all district schools. The league will begin play Nov. 2.
• The Calloway County High School football team will host a football alumni golf scramble Saturday at Miller Memorial Golf Course. The tournament will
begin at 8.30 a.m. The entry fee is $40 per player. For more information, call
Todd Contn at 753-2315.

II seasons.
Piniella won't come cheap. He was due to make
$2.5 million with the Mariners next -season and
would likely want at least three years at $3 million. That's well beyond the Tampa Bay budget.
The Mariners said they'd listen to the Mets and
Devil Rays and the conversation could he compelling. In its statement releasing Piniella from his
last year. Seattle included an important provision.
"The Mariners will seek to negotiate reasonable
compensation from such clubs in exchange for releasing Lou from his employment contract," the team
said.
That means players and/or cash.
On Tuesday, the Mets confirmed that Wilpon had
spoken with Mariners president Chuck Armstrong to
request permission to talk with Piniella.
Armstrong told the Mets that permission would
be granted after the teams agree to a compensation
package.
"Assuming an agreement on compensation is
reached, it is expected that Piniella will be interviewed shortly thereafter," the Mets said in a statement.

EVERYTHING AT
LEAST 25% OFF

$7.49

FRIDAY FISH FRY

204 N. 4th St. • 753-5833

Home Style Battered Codfish Fillets
Served With Cole Slaw & French Fries

'7.49 Adult $3.99 Children
++

+

EXPRESS LUNCH

Look
For Our
Grand Opening
Coming
Soon

Served Monday-Friday 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
In & Out.'In 30 Minutes Or Less
Specific Items On Menu
Come enjoy traditional bluegrass music performed by
The Tyree Brothers Appearing Soon!
GREAT FOOD AT A GREAT PRICE!

For a Sheriff's
Department You
Can Depend On!
Ten Years CALLOWAY COUNTY
Law Enforcement Experience
Endorsed by the Fraternal Order of Police

0
Police Academy Graduate

0
Lifelong Calloway County Resident

vliZarry

1998 GMC X Cab Sonoma SLS: White, sharp

Democratic
Candidata
yrobbnlionheriff cam

P•td lor by lArry Robby.

2002 Dodge Intrepid SE: Beige, low miles
2002 Nissan Pathfinder SE: White. 4x4, only 14.500
2002 Jeep Liberty Sport 4x4: Only 10.500 miles
2002 Nissan Altima: Low miles, (3) to choose from
2002 Nissan Sentra GXE: Very sharp car
2001 Chevrolet X Cab Silverado: 4 door, very sharp
2001 Dodge Grand Caravan Sport: White
2001 Chrysler Sebring: Blue. low miles
2001 Toyota Camry CE: Silver, local one owner
2001 Nissan Crew Cab: Beige, loaded
2001 Dodge Ram 1500 Laramie SLT: Sharp
2001 Chevrolet Cavalier: 4 door, silver
2001 Chevrolet Cavalier: 2 door. red
2001 Saturn SL1: Only 14.500 miles, local one owner
2000 Nissan Maxima GLE:(2) to choose from. loaded
2000 Honda Prelude: White, very sharp
2000 Chevrolet S-10 Blazer: Black, loaded
2000 Nissan Xterra SE: Blue, local one owner
2000 Nissan Pathfinder SE: Beige. 4x4. loaded
2000 Ford ZX2: Black. sharp
2000 Pontiac Grand Am: Local car
1999 Chevrolet X Cab: 3 door, pickup, white, loaded
1999 Nissan Quest SE: 4 door. loaded
1999 Nissan Quest SE: 4 door, beige. only 31,000 miles
1999 Toyota Camry CE: Local one owner
1999 Chevrolet S-10 LS: Peg cab. sharp
1999 Nissan Altima GXE: 5 speed. white, loaded
1999 Nissan Altima GLE: Leather, sun roof
1999 Nissan Altima GXE: Low miles. beige
1999 Nissan Sentra GXE: Local one owner, low miles
1999 Mercury Cougar: One owner. sharp

1

Marsha Tuck, Campain 5,easorin

!Premier Nissan
I

1034 Mineral Wells Ave. Y Paris, TN
731-642-0601 or
1-800-264-7726
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Evolution to be part of Report made on guardianship program
science curriculum in

Ohio public schools
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) — The state school board said Tuesday it
will adopt a science curriculum that leaves it up to school districts
whether to teach the concept of "intelligent design," which holds that the
universe is guided by a higher intelligence.
The board voted unanimously in favor of the standards, whIL h
size both evolution and critical analysis of the theory. It will adop«ticrii
formally in December.
The standards put into writing what many school districts already do
— teach evolution, but also explain that there is debate over the origin of
life.
"In no way does this advocate for creation or intelligent design," said
Michael Cochran, a board member who had pushed for the concept to be
included in the standards. "I do look upon this as a compromise."
The decision follows weeks of behind-the-scenes talks to reach an
agreement with members who wanted alternative theories to evolution to
be put of an equal footing with Darwin's theory.
In January. Ohio became the latest battleground in the debate over
what high school biology student& should know about evolution.
Supporters of intelligent design included some conservative groups
that had tried and failed to get biblical creation taught in public schools.
Critics of intelligent design said it is creationism in disguise.

The Calloway
County
Republican
Party
invites you to our

Fall Picnic and Political Rally

US Congressman Ed Whitfield
Virgil Moore, and Sonny Landham
Candidates For Governor

Saturday, October 19, 2002
3 to 5 p.m.
Howard Brandon Farm
One mile south of Murray on 641
Paid for by the Calloway County Republican Party. Bill Hammack.
Treasurer
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THERE ISN'T AN ATV THAT COMPARES
WITH AN ARCM CAT 400

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The state program
for safeguarding people who cannot care for
themselves does not have adequate financial controls and suffers from mismanagement, according
to a state audit.
The Cabinet for Families and Children,
responsible for overseeing the affairs of incapacitated people, "does not effectively safeguard,
monitor or manage the assets of its wards,"
according to the report, which details improper
spending of client money and poor and improper
checks and balances that increase the chance of
fraud.
The cabinet could not account for a $265,000
shortfall in a master bank account that held
clients' assets, said the report from Auditor Ed
Hatchett's office. The state's computer system
reported a $5 million balance in the master
account, but the bank showed $265,000 less.
The cabinet also "blatantly violated duty to
clients by paying some people's bills with the
money of other people," said Hatchett.
Hatchett's office looked for possible fraud during the four-month investigation and didn't find
any. But he did not rule it out.
After the initial draft of the audit was forward-

ed to the cabinet, Secretary Viola Miller said
immediate steps were taken to tighten controls.
The report contains the cabinet's response to 28
separate recommendations.
The cabinet said it would consult with the
state's own Finance Cabinet for assistance in
managing people's financial affairs to the state's
Finance Cabinet. The cabinet also plans to contract with an outside agency to manage client
assets. That would effectively replace the state's
present fiduciary section, which has a staff of
eight managing clients' financial resources.
These problems "were not on our radar
screen," said Dietra Paris, commissioner of the
cabinet's
Community
Based
Services
Department, which oversees the affairs of 2,500
people — mostly elderly — through its Fiduciary
and Guardianship Sections.
Hatchett said the questionable and sometimes
illegal practices were uncovered after a complaint
urged his office to look at the system, which was
authorized by the General Assembly in 1978.
"There are a number of our vulnerable citizens
who need this kind of professional care, and it's a
critically important function," Hatchett said.
"It would be very difficult if the (District)

Column notes happenings, services
DEXTER. Ky. — Greetings
from Dexter. I am thrilled to be
writing this weekly column for the
Murray
Postings Ledger and
By Peggy Smith Times. Every
Dexter
week. I will
Postmaster
be informing
the community on the various services
the Postal
Service has
and how you can make the most of
the Postal Service.
I'd like to introduce my staff in
this opening article. I am Peggy

Smith, the Postmaster of Dexter. I
started my career working the midnight shift at the Paducah processing plant, was appointed Postmaster
in Melber in 1998, and I have
served in Dexter for a year.
I am temporarily away from my
office and the Officer in Charge is
Teena Hudson. Teena brings a huge
amount of knowledge and experience into the Dexter Post Office.
She started her career with me in
Paducah, unloading trucks in the
middle of the night. She first
worked as a casual employee, then
a transitional employee, a part time
flexible clerk and then a regular

clerk in Hickman.
Glen Olson is our regular rural
carrier; he has 21 years with the
Postal service and is also the president of the Kentucky Rural Letter
Carrier Association. We are very
proud of his dedication.
We also have two part time
employees Tonya Lee works as a
substitute for Glen and Marcia
Crick works as substitute for the
Postmaster. These ladies find the
pan time hours blend well with
their families. We are thankful to
have them on board.
Our staff is always here to serve
you and you will find a very

knowledgeable and friendly staff at
your local post office as well.
Can't make it to the post office?
That's O.K. You can receive stamps
from your rural carrier, or order
your stamps by mail, send a fax, or
call 1-800-STAMP24, and don't
forget about the Web,
www.usps.com. While you are
there, small business customers
could win big prizes by entering
our real success contest.
Want free delivery confirmation
on your packages'? That is on the
Web also.
I look forward to visiting with
you every week.

Child-rearing frustrations are common
QUESTION: I worry so much
answers
about my children and wonder if
received from
I'm raising them wisely. Every
more than 1,000
few days my husband and I
mothers
and
encounter a problem we don't
fathers
were
know how to handle. Is it common
very revealing.
for other parents to feel this way?
Some responded
It never has been easy to raise
with
humor,
healthy and productive children.
especially those
After all, babies come into the
who were raisworld with no instructions and
ing
toddlers.
Focus
on
you pretty much have to assemble
They told the
the Family most delightful
them on your own. They are also
By Dr. James
maddeningly complex, and there
stories
about
Dobson
are no guaranteed formulas that
sticky
telePresident
work in every instance. And finalphones, wet toily, the techniques that succeed
let seats and
magnificently with one child can
knotted shoefail bewilderingly with another.
strings. Their experiences reminded
DR. DOBSON: This difficulty me of the days when Shirley and I
in raising children is a recurring were chasing ambitious preschooltheme in the letters we receive at ers.
Focus on the Family. We have heard
Tell me why it is that a toddler
it so often, in fact, that we decided to never throws up in the bathroom?
conduct a poll to ascertain the com- Never! To do so would violate some
mon frustrations of parenting. The great unwritten law in the universe.

It is even more difficult to understand why he will gag violently at
the sight of a perfectly wonderful
breakfast of oatmeal, eggs, bacon
and orange juice — and then go out
and drink the dog's water. I have no
idea what makes him do that. I only
know that it drives his mother crazy!
Unfortunately, the majority of
those who responded to our questionnaire did not share funny stories
about cute kids. Many of them were
experiencing considerable frustration in their parenting responsibilities. Rather than being critical of
their children, however, most said
they were troubled by their own
inadequacies as mothers and
fathers!
Their answers revealed the great
self-doubt that is prevalent among
parents today, including these actual
responses:
•"Not knowing how to cope with
children's problems."
• "Not being able to make the
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IN OUR BACKYARD
WINTER EDITION

MORE RACK CAPACITY • MORE GROUND MATURE• MORE SUSPEASION TRAVEI

There's nothing like celebrating with family & friends for the
"441 holidays. This holiday season celebrate our community and all it has
to offer with the ledger & Times magazine

MURRAY HOME 8 AUTO

sz4

Chestnut St. • Murray, KY • 753-2571
murrayhomeandauto.com
Hrs. Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Sat. 7:30 a.m.-1:00 p.m.

courts across the state could not depend of
guardianship."
In this case, guardianship is a legal relation
ship in which a court appoints the state to oversee
the affairs of a person who has been ruled unable
to care for his or her personal needs or finances.
The state also has been charging inconsistent
or excessive fees and, at times, has failed to notify benefit providers of client deaths.
In one case, the state continued to receive
more than $35,000, including Social Security
payments, nearly two years after a death. On the
other hand, $114,000 belonging to the estates of
those who died as long ago as 1997, still had not
been distributed, the report said.
In addition to the missing $265,000, many of
the other problems are being caused by a poor
computer system, state officials said.
Specifically, they blamed the instances where
one person's expenses were being paid with others' money on the computer program that ran the
master bank account. In addition, Jennings said
guardians were handling jobs, such as initiating
and approving check requests that supervisors
should have handled.

In Our Backyard - Winter Edition.
A publication full of feature stories that warm the
head and lots of seasonal information about your
community. To be published on December 2.
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SUPERSTORE
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• Furniture • Decorative Accessories • Framed Prints • Wallpaper • Paint • Serta

Sleep Shop • Pottery •
Gift Certificates Available • Giftfor each couple who register
South 12th St., Across From Dwain Taylor Chevrolet • 753-3321

Warrior?'" Idailes Jest:7ns

kids feel secure and loved."
• "I've lost confidence in my
ability to parent."
•"I've failed my children."
• "I'm not the example I should
be."
•"Seeing my own bad habits and
character-traits in my children."
• "Inability to relate to my children."
• "Dealing with guilt when it
seems that I have failed my sons."
•"Inability to cope."
• "It's too late to go back and do
it right."
• "I'm overwhelmed by the
responsibility of it all.
Isn't it incredible to observe how
tentative we have become about this
task of raising children? Parenting is
hardly a new technology, yet we've
become increasingly nervous about
bringing up the baby. It is a sign of
the times.
QUESTION: Why do you
think parents are so quick to criticize themselves? What is the
source of the self-doubt that seems
so prevalent?
DR. DOBSON: It is a cultural
phenomenon. Mothers, especially,
have been blamed for everything
that can conceivably go wrong with
children. Even when their love and
commitment are incalculable, the
experts accuse them of making
grievous errors in toilet training, disciplining, feeding, medicating and
educating their youngsters. They are
either overpossessive or undemourishing. Their approach is either
harsh or permissive. One psychiatrist even wrote an entire book on
the dangers of religious training,
blaming parents for scaring kids
with talk of the next world. Thus, no
matter how diligently "Mom"
approaches her parenting responsibilities, she is likely to be accused of
twisting and warping her children.
Perhaps this explains why
women are more critical of themselves than men. Eighty percent of
the respondents to our poll were
women, and their most frequent
comment was, "I'm a failure as a
mother!" What nonsense! Women
have been taught to think of themselves in this way, and it is time to
set the record straight.
The task of procreation was
never intended to be so burdensome.
Of course it is demanding. And children are challenging, to be sure. But
the guilt and doubt that often
encumber the parenting responsibility are largely self-imposed. It's
time we restored the confidence to
those who are working so hard to
raise their children with love and
wisdom.
Dr Dobson is president of the
nonprofit organization Focus on the
Family, P.O. Box 444, Colorado
Springs, CO. 80903; or wwwfamily.org. Questions and answers are
excerpted from "The Complete
Marriage and Family Home
Reference Guide." published by
Tyndale House.
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ONCE-A-YEAR
SAVINGS TRADITION
IS YOURS FOR 2002!

SHOWROOMS
AND
WAREHOUSL
WILL BE
CLOSED
TODAY TO
MARK DOB N
ALL PRICES
FOR
TOMORROW!

EVI RI
IN EVERY
DEPARTMENT
WILL BE
PLAINLY
MARKED Al
WAREHOUSE
SELLOUT
PRICES [OR
YOUR QUICK
AND EASY
SELECTION!

PUBLIC
RE11-101

ITS A
$4,000,000
SELLOUT
OF ALL
WAREHOUSf
INVENTORY
TO THE
BARE WALLS!

EILOUT

The sooner it's done, the sooner
their annual warehouse
reorganization will be complete
for greater service throughout
next year! Don't miss this one!

THROUGH THEIR SHOWROOMS!

ANNUAL
WAREHOUSE
SELLOUT
CLEARS THE
WAY FOR
BETTER
SERVICE
FOR THEIR
CUSTOMERS
EACH YEAR!

Plan now tojoin the crowds
tomorrow as they open the
doors on perhaps the
greatest furniture sellout of
this year! It's a real "shockerl

HURRY FOR 12-SENSATIONAL HOURS! NOTHING
GREATEST
WILL BE
SELECTION! TOMORROW! HELD BACK!

10 AM UNTIL 10 PM!
• EXTRA Office Staff! SPECIAL CREDIT TERMS OFFER!
• EXTRA Delivery Help! • No Interest!
• EXTRA Salespeople! • No Payments For 6 Full Months!
...All will be on site
to assist you!

MAJOR PRICE
REDUCTIONS ON SOME
OF AMERICA'S MOST
WANTED HOME
FURNISHINGS - FIRST
COME, FIRST SERVED!

(

BRING A FRIEND AND
PLAN TO BROWSE FOR
HOURS...IT'S A TOTAL
WAREHOUSE SELLOUT...
WITH REDUCTIONS
ON EVERYTHING!

IF THEY USED EVERY PAGE
IN THIS PUBLICATION,
THEY STILL MIGHT NOT
BE ABLE TO LIST THE
ENTIRE SELLOUT
SELECTION! HURRY!

FAMOUS
NAME BRANDS
REDUCED!!
• Broyhill
• Henredon
•Lane /
Action
•Simmons
• Serta
• Kincaid

• Klausner
•la-Z-Boy
• American
Sleep
• Ashley
•Pennsylvania
House

• Plus many, many more!

INCREDIBLE SAVINGS AND SPECIAL
TERMS WILL SELL IT OUT FAST!!

en

STORE CLOSED TODAY TO
REDUCE PRICES AND
PREPARE FOR THE MOST
SENSATIONAL DAY OF
SAVINUS IN AREA HISTORY!
BUY NOW AND SAVE!

ALL ITEMS ARE CLEARLY TAGGED TO
SELL OUT AT ONCE! A $4,000,000
WAREHOUSE STOCK REDUCED UP TO

IT'S A TOTAL PUBLIC
SELLOUT OF THEIR
ENTIRE WAREHOUSE
INVENTORY
fi
REGARDLESS OF COST
OR LOSS! YOU SAVE!
[
)

REGARDLESS OF COST OR LOSS, EVERYTHING IS REDUCED!
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

LIVING ROOMS!
SOFAS!
SLEEP SOFAS!
LOVESEATS!
MOTION SOFAS!
SECTIONALS!
RECLINERS!
CHAIRS!

• ROCKERS!
• TABLES!
• LAMPS!
• FAMILY ROOMS!
• DINING ROOMS!
• DINETTES!
• BEDROOMS!
• YOUTH BEDROOMS!

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

BUNK BEDS!
DAYBEDS!
MATTRESS SETS!
CHESTS!
NIGHTSTANDS!
CURIOS!
PICTURES!
WALL UNITS!

•
•
•
•

LEATHER SOFAS!
ROOM PACKAGES!
ACCESSORIES!
PLUS MUCH,
MUCH MORE!

IT'S NOT GOING TO BE A "LONG-DRAWN-OUT-AFFAIR!" ANNUAL
WAREHOUSE SELLOUT SAVINGS CLEAR IT OUT FAST, SO HURRY!

IT'S HERE
TOMORROW!10

MI TO CNILTEI
•

F1

SUPERCENTER

FURF

3801 Hirikleivillis Rd.
Highway 60 e A Half
Mils East of 1-24
Paducah. KV
4.42-4455
1-800-788-6224
Op." Daily 10 7 • Sun
day 1-3 • Friday 100

lyrjuRierni

BENTON
305 North Main St.
Boohoo. KY
527-34131
1.800-599-6224
Oirywn Daily 9 •o 5
Friday

Division of Kelley Wiggins Furniture. Inc.
Visit us at www.flemingfurniture.com
'With $599 minimum purchase with approved credit "ExciudesVIir
Priced Moms, Clowouts. Special Sale Items. It Room Solutions Does
Not Apply To Previous Purchases. Limited Ouantlties on Closeout
Items. Not all Item* at all stores. Items similar as shown. •••See store
tor details Special orders require 25% deposit

Design
Assistance
Available

18TH STREET
VISA

451 South 10th St.
Paducah. KY
442-4405
1 800-450-6224
()pan Daily 0 to 5
Friday P tn 0

STORE CLOSED TODAY TO REDUCE PRICES ON ENTIRE INVENTORY!

REDUCTIONS ARE PLAINLY
TAGGED ON EVERY ITEM
TO ASSURE A TOTAL AND
COMPLETE SELLOUT OF
THE ENTIRE WAREHOUSE
AS QUICK AS POSSIBLE!

YES! A complete houseful of
new furniture can be yours!
Buy 3, 4, 5, or more roomfuls
of new home furnishings and
save hundreds and hundreds
of dollars now!

SPECIAL CREDIT!

• No Interest!
• No Payments
For 6 Full
Months!
BANK CARDS ARE WELCOME!

SENSAIIONAL VV/11(1.110USI, SLIAAR:I SAVINGS ON I IIKNIIUKI, 10K INLRY ROOM
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Students show military support

Atlantis astronauts say
goodbye, prepare to unlock

With their pencils and paper,
kindergarten kids at Southwest
Elementary carefully trace around
their hands. It's not a lesson in
drawing; instead, its a lesson in
support - support for their country
and their community's heroes.
Students across Calloway County
are giving a "helping hand" to their
heroes-members of Murray's 438th
Military Police Company of the
Kentucky
National
Guard.
Soldiers in the 438th leaves Oct.
17th for Guantanomo Bay, Cuba
and will stay six months.
In a show of support, students
are offering the soldiers a little
encouragement.
At Southwest Elementary, the
kids' support takes on even more
meaning.
Principal
Janet
Johnson's husband is one of the
124 members of the 438th heading
for Cuba. Johnson said with the
438th leaving for six months, it
really brings home the sacrifice
thousands of men and women
make everyday.
"It's someone that the children
know," Johnson said. "They know
that Mrs. Janet's husband is going
away until the end of the school

CAPE CANAVERAL, Ha. million girder that they installed
(AP) — After a week of construc- on the orbiting outpost during
tion work, space shuttle Atlantis' three spacewalks.
astronauts said goodbye to their
The I4-ton addition, which feafriends at the international space tures an elaborate air-conditioning
station on Wednesday and then system, boosted the mass of the
closed the hatches for undocking. space station to more than 180
It was an emotional farewell, tons. The complex will grow
especially for station astronaut another 14 tons when another
Peggy Whitson and shuttle astro- girder is launched next month.
naut Sandra Magnus, who are
The construction work providgood friends. They hugged each ed valuable lessons for the shuttle
other tightly and wiped away mission coming up, said flight
tears.
director Mark Kirasich.
"I didn't know it was going to
The biggest lesson — and surbe so hard," Magnus said.
prise — came during the second of
Shintle pilot Pamela Melroy three spacewalks, when astronaut
thanked Whitson for a wonderful David Wolf discovered some older
stay and added, "We miss you. space station plumbing had been
Come home soon."
launched without all its parts.
Whitson and her two Russian Because of missing locking colcrewmates are scheduled to return lars at two of the joints on the
to Earth next month aboard shuttle ammonia coolant lines, he was
Endeavour. They have been living unable to attach pressure-relief
on the space station since June.
clamps.
The shuttle crew told the three
Kirasich said NASA will probto be careful and wished them ably not try to fix the two fittings.
good luck.
Engineers are scouring photos and
Atlantis and its six crew mem- other documents to determine
bers were scheduled to leave the whether any other pipes may have
space station later Wednesday been launched without the necesmorning, leaving behind a $390 sary pieces.

sear, which seems like an eternity
to the children."
Johnson said it's exciting to see
how the community is pulling
together to show support for the
men and women of the 438th. She
said without that support, many
family members left behind would
have a much more difficult time
dealing with the separation.
"It's such a supportive community," Johnson said. "The minute
this came up I was offered a lot
support. I step out my office door
and I have children hugging me:
it's a very supportive atmosphere."
"A Community Salute" took
place on Oct.13 at the Regional
Special Events Center. Hundreds
of folks from the community came
out to offer support.
"We should continue to support
them, even if it's just a post card
offering encouragement," Johnson
said.
Johnson said it will be tough to
see,. her husband leave for six
months, but seeing the community
supporting the soldiers and their
families helps deal with the situation.
"I will miss him terribly, but I'm

Man arrested after bowlers
thwart kidnapping attempt
WINDHAM, N.H. (AP) — A
group of bowlers who stopped a
man from leaving a bowling alley
with an 8-year-old girl helped
thwart a kidnapping, authorities
said.
Gerard Bean, 55, was arraigned
on a charge of attempted child
abduction Tuesday, two days after
he allegedly walked out of the
bowling alley with the girl.
"There was no doubt in my mind
that he planned to take that girl,"
said officer Ed Fedele.
A judge set Bean's bail at
$250,000 after prosecutor Catherine
Baumann said Bean had been convicted of kidnapping and served
time in prison from 1979 to 1988.
No plea was entered.
Bean was arrested Sunday night
after being confronted by several
bowlers who saw the girl follow
him out of Park Place Bowling

Lanes, authorities said.
The men said Bean told them
that he hadn't realized the girl was
following him. But the girl, who
had accompanied her father to the
bowling alley, said Bean claimed to
be her uncle and told her to come
with him, the witnesses said
After the bowlers questioned
him for a few minutes, Bean began
walking toward the front door, said
bowler Scott Bradish.
"He gave us the thumbs-up and
said, 'You guys are good for doing
this because there are some real
sickos out there,— Bradish said.
But word had apparently spread,
and Bean was surrounded by nearly
100 bowlers who stopped him and
called police, Bradish said.
"Something wasn't right," he
said. "You watch out for everybody's kids here because you are
always looking out for your own."

Group warns Medicare
cuts will hurt patients
WASHINGTON (AP) — With number of Medicare patients into
Medicare scheduled to cut billions their practices while facing continof dollars from doctors' payments, a ued payment cuts," Palmisano said.
group representing physicians is "Medicare's foundation is crumurging Congress to restore the bling."
money before elderly patients have
He said an AMA survey found
trouble finding doctors.
that 24 percent of physicians have
Unless Congress acts by Nov. I. already either placed limits on the
"more physicians will be forced to number of Medicare patients they
make the difficult decision to stop treat or plan to institute limits soon.
taking new Medicare patients into
The reductions are required
their practices," said Dr. Donald under a Medicare payment formula
Palmisano. president-elect of the that relies on the state of the econoAmerican Medical Association. The my, which is now struggling.
next round of cuts is scheduled for
Lawmakers and the Bush adminNov. 1.
istration have said the payment forPalmisano said doctors have mula is unfair and have expressed
already taken a 5.4 percent cut and interest in finding a remedy for docare facing another 12 percent in cuts, tors. But the White House has
equaling about $11 billion, over the balked at lawmakers' plans to send
next three years. At the current rate extra money to hospitals and other
of cuts and inflation. Medicare doc- health providers as well.
tor payments in 2005 will be below
Last week, White House budget
the 1991 level, Palmisano said.
chief Mitchell Daniels told lawmak"Physicians want to serve ers that the nation could not afford to
America's seniors, but they simply give billions of dollars to health
cannot afford to accept an unlimited providers.

Photo provided
GIVE US A HAND ... Students from Southwest Elementary construct a flag out of handprints for members of Murray's 438th
Military Police Company of the Kentucky National Guard who
are leaving for Cuba on Oct. 17.
very proud of the work he is
doing," Johnson said. "I'll be glad
when he's home, and I'm very

thankful of the support I have,
which helps me go on with daily
life."

0

N'S
Food Market

Prices Good October 16
thru October 22

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

9exad

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders

Owen's Best Family Pack

U.S. Choice Boneless

Ground Chuck
49
Franks

Shoulder Roast

Ball Park
1 Lb

1

$ 1 59

The Annual Meeting of members will be held
on Tuesday, October 29, 2002, at BB&T
Bank, North Branch, 1004 Chestnut Street,
Murray, KY 6:30 p.m. The purpose of the
meeting will be to hear the President's Report
and a general discussion of the cooperative's
affairs.
Following the meeting, refreshments will be
served and $500 in door prizes will be given
away.
Laura S. Paschall
Secretary

sieted,

We Accept Food Stamps - We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities And Correct Pricing Errors

Deli Hot Line
753-7811

Oscar Mayer
4 15 oz

lunchables
$ 1 29

Lb.

U.S. Choice Boneless Top

Center Cut Boneless

U.S. Choice Whole Boneless

Sirloin Steak
$329
Chili

Ribeye
$489

Hormel 15oz
Asst Variety

Pork Chops
$989
Crackers

Best Yet Saltine
Reg & Unsalted

Lb

99'
1

Country Fresh

Campbell's
Chicken Noodle or
Tomato Soup

'N

Whole Milk
gal.
is

$2°9

10.5 oz.

Sparkle Single Roll

59'

(

Toasties

Paper Towels

1 8 oz

I

Folger's Special Roast

Coffee
$199

Roll 79'
NOTICE...
MEMBERS OF WESTERN
DARK FIRED TOBACCO
GROWERS ASSOCIATION

aid 7from, load

New Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 8:00-7:00

"Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Mello Yello, Cat. Free Coke

34.5 oz. v

Coke, Diet Coke, Mello Yello,
Sprite, Caf. Free Coke

2 Liter

89'

Dinty Moore Beef Stew or

Chicken & Dumplins

12 Pk.$299

Prairie Farms

24 oz.

Kraft EZ Squeeze Mayonnaise or

2% Milk

$ 1 79

Miracle Whip

1/2 gal $ 1 09

2/$400
$1 99

18 oz
Pride of Illinois Whole Kernel or Cream Style

Jif

Peanut Butter 17 3 - 18 oz 2/$300
White Corn
15 oz, 3P1 °°
P WAIL
-‹ IcPMCIE:,
Owen's Best Honey
Dipped Baby Back

Ham
$199
Nal Lb

Owen's Best
BBQ

Owen's Best
BBQ

Ribs
Chicken
$799
$219
Amish Made
Asstd. Varieties

Pork Cheeses
$599 $399

New Crop 5 Lb. Bo:,
Rondo Red

3 Lb Bag
Med. Yellow

Large Head
California

Grapefruit
2/$500

Onions

lettuce

New Crop
No. 1 Miss

Fresh Express
1 Lb

$ 1 19 89'

Broccoli
Sweet Potatoes Cole Slaw Mix Crowns
$1 19
$1 19

Pimento
Cheese

$389
•

59'
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Murray High Tiger Band

Calloway County Laker Band Seniors

CCHS claims regional AA title, Murray High 4th
Both bands advance to
state this weekend•
D1TAFFENVILLE, Ky. — The (those having between 41-60 musiCalloway County High School cians) who had qualified for the
Laker Band finished first at the competition competed for the top
KMEA Marching Band Class AA eight western division spots.
Regional
Quarterfinal
Murray High, which finished
West
Competition in Draffenville on second earlier this year in the
Saturday and now advances to the Festival of Champions overall divisemifinals as one of the top 16 bands sion, took fourth in regional competition, and will also advance to state
in the state.
Fifteen West Class AA Bands to compete in AA.

Judge fires
secretary after
conflict cited
NICHOLASVILLE, Ky.(AP)— Lockridge initially sought a ruling
A Jessamine County Circuit judge on Daugherty's role from state
declined to remove himself from a Supreme Court Justice Joseph
murder trial on Monday, opting Lambert in May. In June, Lambert
instead to fire his secretary, the wife supported Daugherty's preference to
of the defense attorney in the case.
stay on the case.
Judge Hunter Daugherty fired
The judge's move prompted heatSusan Zeroogian, his secretary of ed reactions from Ryan Harris'
five years and wife of Adam father and from Adam Zeroogian,
Zeroogian, who is defending Daniel who directed his wrath at Harris and
Gordin, one of the three teens
Lockridge.
accused of robbing and murdering
"They have terminated the serv18-year-old boarding school student
ice of a 15-year state employee
Ryan Harris in January.
because they don't want the fairest
The Ethics Committee of the
judge in the land to sit on this trial. I
Kentucky Judiciary said the fact that
Zeroogian's wife worked for the think that's appalling," Zeroogian
judge created "an appearance of said.
The victim's father, Larry E.
impropriety," and said the judge
Harris, directed his anger at
should disqualify himself.
Daughterty met with lawyers Daugherty. He noted that the judge
from both sides for about 50 minutes was once a law partner with David
on Monday, and then spoke in court. Thomas, who represents another
"I have reviewed that previous defendant, Summer Turner.
"This judge thinks he is God. He
ruling, and I'm still on this case," he
is hellbent to stay on this case,"
said.
Commonwealth's Attorney Tom Harris said

WILL You BE ONE 01;

THE 70%?
After age 65, you have more than a 70% chance of
needing some kind of long-term care. To learn how our
Long-Term Care Insurance can help you handle the
costs of extended care, just talk to your neighborhood
State Farm" Agent listed below.
WE LIVE WHERE YOU LIVE.'"
Mark Lewis, Agent
305 North 12th Street
Murray. KY
270-753-9627
mark.lewisivh8estatefarm.rom

The Tigers reached the Final
Four last year.
The Laker Band, with seniors
Melissa Lowe , John Wall, Chris
Rogers, Meagan Hall, Kenneth
Scott, Alicia Suiter, John Galloway,
Rebecca Cripps, Brandon Myers,
Rachel
Moellenkamp, Susan
Lassiter, and Michelle Taylor pictured above, left, as they receive the
awards at the KMEA Quarter-Finals
at Marshall County High on
Saturday, earned its eighth distinguished rating along with other
regional qualifying bands Murray,

INC 12002-07

s Its tern rm .corn'

P112423 94/02

Planters• Benches •
Birdbaths • Fountains•
Statues • Animals•
Waterfalls & More

1

*Bulk Discounts Apply
*Retailers & Garden
Centers Welcome

WHO IS THE CANDIDATE WITH OVER 30 YEARS OF PUBLIC
SAFETY EXPERIENCE AND 4 502 HOURS OF TECHNICAL LAW
ENFORCEMENT TRAINING'

7Ve cteceftt l'cJa &
'zY44teleCI7d/

•CHOOSE YOUR SHERIFF AS YOU WOULD YOUR DOCTOR: THE
MOST QUALIFIED FOR THE JOB!
'PARTY POLITICS IS IRRELAVENT WHEN IT CONCERNS YOUR
SAFETY, SECURITY AND THE LAW.

4. 4

VOTE DON SENF FOR SHERIFF, THE CANDIDATE WITH THE
MOST EDUCATION,TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE

(Old Holley Carburetor Bldg.)
SALE WILL BE AT NORTH END OF BUILDING

Paid For By Don Sent Campaign Committee

2002 Dodge Dakota Sport

2003 Dodge Neon SXT

#CT2182, auto., A/C, tilt/cruise,
40/20/40 seats, alum. wheels.
7 YEAR
MSRP $18,515
11111110111511.1

#CC3099, Auto., A/C, P/W, P/L,
tilt/cruise, CD.
7 YIAll
MSRP $15,610
IGLOO REIF
V AIM"

SALE

SALE

MiliTI*111
,

hulk

'12,986* 14,996
2002
Dodge 1500
Quad Cab ST
#CT2372, V-8,
auto., A/C,
tilt/cruise, CD,
40/20/40 cloth seat.
MSRP $25,170

SALE

36 Mo./36,000 Bumper to
Bumper Warranty
Plus

7 Year/70,000 Mile Limited Powertrain
Warranty on Every Chrysler, Dodge &
Jeep Vehicles. Ask about 0% for 60
Mos. on 2003 Models
"Whatever It Takes, We Want To Be Your Car or Truck Company."

PPti
- ff
Pit-

161/
Dodge

20,853

Oodge

2400 E. Wood St. • Paris
642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816
'Rebates deducted, taxes extra

/11

#CT3040, auto., P/L, P/S,
P.B, AM/FM cassette, tilt/cruise.
MSRP $20,845

Stage Farm %ohm' 4n1nn000lotir loo.ortrnrn I nronfonn • HOI.11. Office: filoommoon.

alooloo.

October 18th & 19th
8 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

IS THE OFFICE PREPARED FOR POST 9-11 EMERGENCIES"'

111.51.1•& •

rirromor, 1,0,4, ..,rhr Br-0.4.w II I 1,n, Torn, ii,,, F tnten, ong 'twirl. 1002 I.
ion•rwe

BERRWATCH
Great Gift Giving Ideas

ARE YOU SATISFIED WITH THE CURRENT PERFORMANCE OF
THE SHERIFFS OFFICE'

2003 Dodge
Caravan SE

LIKE A GOOD NEIGHBOR,
STATE FARM IS THERE.®
*Nast,.

_,,ess
aP9e0
'

""DON SEW
SHERIFF

7 T111
101.10114111
gersig,

rand on. 'Long Tom (.r. An°.ing the Reid,. Ponta, the Prore Fieellth Ingaroinr I..neoomon
1497 pg
,or low rrl •Ioir F1,111 lowni for demob on rmerage 001 re.tr,rum Fond

LaRue County, Elizabethtown, set for 11:30 a.m. EST, and the
Other regional bands competing
Hopkinsville,
Hart
County, Laker Band at 2 p.m. EST.
at state in the semifinals include:
Caldwell County, and Barren
Following the semifinal competi- (Class A) Lyon County, Mayfield
County.
tion, the four highest scoring bands and Trigg County; (Class 3A)
Calloway and Murray will also will advance that evening to com- Christian County, Lone Oak and
join Adair County, Anderson pete for the State Championship at Madisonville-North Hopkins.
County, Harrison County, Ft. the University of Kentucky
No regional team is competing in
Thomas Highlands, Mercer County, Commonwealth Stadium.
class AAAA.
Oldham County, Shelby County and
South Oldham in the AA semifinal.
If&
The Class AA State Semifinals
will be held at Henry Clay High
es7
School in Lexington this Saturday,
Oct 19, beginning at 10 a.m. with
225 Hwy.69 North • Paris, TN
the performance for the Tiger Band
Wholesale Prices!

SALE

2003
Dodge Stratus
SXT Sedan
#CC3037, auto.,
A/C, P/W, P/L,
tilt/cruise, CD.
MSRP $18,370

SALE

$15,991*

2003 Chrysler
PT Cruiser
#CT3077, PS/PB, A/C,
P/W, P/L, AM/FM, cassette.
MSRP $17,990

7 11411
IN 001 Mitt
%me. vire

17,986*
___

sALE$151995*
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South Carolina investigator searching for real-life Gatsby
By PAGE IVEY
Associated Press Wnter
COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) —
Howard Comen spent a long, hot
summer in New York on the trail of
one elusive man — who's been
dead for almost 45 years.
The Charleston-based private investigator is trying to unravel the
mystery of 1920s socialite Max von
Gerlach, or maybe his name was
Max Stark Gerlach.
He may have been a German
baron whose family fled Europe
during World War I. He may have
been a bootlegger who used a car
dealership and society friends to
hide his ill-gotten gains.
Gerlach's story — like those of
so many of his Jazz Age peers —
may have simply faded away with
time. But, some experts say. Gerlach was immortalized by one of his
contemporaries, F. Scott Fitzgerald,
in —The Great Gatsby."
Just how closely Gerlach resembled the character of Jay Gatsby —
and just how friendly he and the
author were — may never be
known. Fitzgerald biographer Matthew Broccoli says.
But those details are what Broccoli, a University of South Carolina
English professor, has been after for
more than 30 years.
"He seems to be one of those
'20s figures, who led the flamboyant lives and couldn't cope with the
1930s," Broccoli said. "He would

be an archetypal '20s figure, if we
knew enough about him."
The mystery of Max Gerlach intrigued Comen when he met Broccoli at the university's Fitzgerald
Room.
"He said to me,'How good a pnvate detective are you?" Comen
said. "I said, 'Doc, I'm the best
you've ever seen."
Broccoli offered to pay Comen
for his research, but the private investigator refused.
"I was kind of mesmerized,"
Comen said. "Here's this old man ...
telling me how he searched for this
guy ... how he couldn't find that
much about von Gerlach."
Instead of a paycheck, Comen
asked Broccoli to look over some of
the stories the investigator had written about some of his more interesting cases.
"I said, 'Read it. If you like it, if
it merits further study here or activity, I need an agent, a publisher and
an editor,— Comen said.
Comen began his search at the
Mansfield Hotel in New York City,
where a blind, pajama-clad Gerlach
lived out his last days. He died in
1958.
It was during the 1950s that Gerlach approached a Fitzgerald biographer. In "The Far Side of Paradise," biographer Arthur Mizener
quotes Fitzgerald's wife, Zelda, as
saying Gerlach was the inspiration
for Gatsby.

Need Help Stuffing Your
Stockings This Year?

LITTLE ROCK, Ark.(AP) — In
the South, where the four basic food
groups are barbecued, baked,
broiled or fried, state fairs are filled
with booths that sell everything
from corn on a stick to club-like turkey legs.

For dessert, an odd new treat has
emerged: fried Twinkies.
Phil Dickson, of Hot Springs,
has sold about 1,000 of the batterdipped, deep-fried goodies topped
with powdered sugar since the Arkansas State Fair opened Friday.
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RADIO CAB
753-TAXI

As Low As $36.50 Per Mo.
36.00% APR

Holiday Cash Needs • Establish Credit
• Medical Expenses • New Clothing
• Home/Auto Repairs Consolidate Bills

he wrote 'The Great Gatsby' who himself in the head while visiting a acter trans.
was in the habit of using what has girlfriend in Greenwich Village.
"It's quite possible that Gerlach
become the defining expression for
"Police tentatively attributed the began to imitate Gatsby," Broccoli
Gatsby — 'Old Sport."
suicide attempt to 'financial re- said.
Comen has found newspaper re- verses' saying that Gerlach lost his
Little more is known, except a
ports of Gerlach's failed suicide at- agency, Park Central Motors, 150- letter from a Gerlach acquaintance
tempt in 1939. He has the paper 10 Northern Blvd. Flushing about a to Mizener in 1954, asking the biogclipping Gerlach wrote on and sent month ago," the paper reported.
rapher to come for a visit. "He says
to Fitzgerald in 1920. He has tenuThe paper said the German con- he literally lives in pajamas, at
ous connections to German barons sulate in Manhattan had no record home most of the time," according
with the same name and to a family of a baron named Gerlach and po- to the letter written on stationery
in Yonkers, N.Y.
lice said they knew little about his from The Mansfield Hotel.
One story has Gerlach being past and had no knowledge of relaNext comes a death certificate in
born in Yonkers, training as a me- tives in the United States or else- October 1958.
chanic, going to war and coming where.
Broccoli is excited by any new
home to no money and a divorce
Several descriptions of Gerlach
from his wife. He became a boot- are reminiscent of Gatsby: "a retired scrap of information in his 30-year
legger, threw lavish parties and army officer ... a military bearing ... search but doubts there's much
more to be learned. "I don't believe
mixed with high society that could an Oxford accent."
(Comen)
is going to establish that
have included Fitzgerald. He may
Gerlach told an acquaintance he
have even been Fitzgerald's liquor was a former German baron, had at- Gatsby is Gerlach and Gerlach is
tended an English university and Gatsby," Broccoli said.
source during Prohibition.
"Every day there is the possibilThe most detailed accounting of had been married, according to
ity of the e-mail, the U.S. mail ...
a brief period of Gerlach's life newspaper accounts at the time.
The descriptions, though, came that another piece of the puzzle will
comes from newspaper stories
after
"The Great Gatsby" was pub- turn up," he says. "Almost 80 years
about his suicide attempt. The Long
Island Star-Journal reported on Dec. lished, so Gerlach could have begun after the publication of 'The Great
22, 1939, that von Gerlach shot mimicking some of Gatsby's char- Gatsby,' pieces turn up."

Fried Twinkie makes its way to state fair

Get $500.00 With A Payment

46.

r

Broccoli, who calls Mizener's
refusal to meet with Gerlach "the
heartbreaking hole in all of this,"
says calling any one person the basis for Gatsby may be a bit strong.
"Jay Gatsby is not a biographical
figure," Broccoli said. "Fitzgerald
... created a character from a variety
of sources."
But, Broccoli says, "Gerlach,
clearly is one of the figures that
went into the mix that is Jay
Gatsby."
Gatsby's character — giving all
for the love of a woman — was
pure Fitzgerald. "All of Fitzgerald's
heroes turn into Fitzgerald before
the novel is over," Broccoli said.
But other traits of the character
— his mysterious past, his wealth
— supposedly were based on Gerlach.
"We have this piece of paper —
a newspaper clipping with the note
— 'How are you and the family,
Old Sport?' signed Gerlach," Broccoli said. "This is proof positive that
Fitzgerald knew somebody before

WMAIWW•me

WE CAN HELP!!

HEIGHTS FINANCE
CORPORATION
Pamela Dial, Manager
Janeen Feagin • Mandy Reeves • Kathleen Markle
1304 A Chestnut St.• Murray, KY 42071
Located in Dixieland Center •(270)759-0310
wwwheightsfinance.com "Helping Families Reach New Heights.'
FORMER BANKRUPT'S WELCOME *Subject to our normal credit policy

Just South of the Border
Puryear, TN • 731-247-5794

1313Q, Burgers & Cold seer
Mon.-Sat. 10:30 till Midnight
4§0
Wednesday is College Day - Pitchers $2.50
Sunday 1 - ? Nascar & Football
661...._
Shuffle Board Tourneys Saturday at 1:00
Pool Tourneys Sundays at 1:00

MANUFACTURER SPONSORED
SEMI-ANNUAL SALE

"It's amazing to me," Dickson
said Monday. "The response has
just been tremendous."
Each Twinkie, at 160 calories
and five grams of fat a pop, is impaled on a stick and frozen until
firm, then dipped in a batter similar
to that used to fry fish.
Deep frying adds more calories
and fat, and the powdered-sugar
coating apparently complements the
Twinkie's altered state.
"The inside creamy part stays
cool, while the outside is warm,"
said Rhonda Yates, a postal worker
spending her vacation helping Dickson with the Twinkie booth.
Fairs in Arizona, California,
Kansas and Washington also are expected to roll out fried Twinkies
this year.
Suzanne Hackett, the general
manager of an English restaurant in
New York City called The ChipShop, said the fried Twinkie was
born in her eatery out of boredom.
"We had a very slow night in the
restaurant so we decided to buy a
bunch of junk food and deep fry it,"
Hackett said Monday. "And the
Twinkies just tasted so good."
Interstate Brands Corp., the firm
that owns Twinkie-maker Hostess,

doesn't object to the new creation
— it actually promotes the idea —
though it doesn't suggest a steady
diet of the culinary concoction.
"It's one of the beauties of' having a brand that is an American
icon," said Mike Redd, a vice president of Interstate's cake marketing
division. "It's fun ... and it's taken
on a life of it's own.
—
Still, Redd said, "It's not something you'd want to eat everyday."
Frances Price, a clinical nutritionist with Arkansas Children's
Hospital, said parents should be
cautious about their children's diet,
but that eating treats is just part of
being kid.
"There is room in the diet for
some treats, you can't exclude it
completely," Price said. "And at
least fair food is pan of a family activity where families walk up and
down the midway."
Joel Counts, a tourist from the
Los Angeles area who tried his first
fried Twinkie on Monday, said it
was excellent.
"It tastes like a Twinkie but it
has a little extra flavor because of
the frying," Counts said. "And the
powdered sugar just tops it off."

"Thefirst thing my patients want to know is if
they can get quality cancer care right here."
Peter Locken, MD
Radiation Oncologist
Western Baptist Center for Cancer Care
That's an important question. And the answer is yes. In fact,
Western Baptist Hospital's Center for Cancer Care has recently
achieved the same stamp of approval that you'll find in some of
the country's most prestigious cancer centers.

r NORWALK'

Commission on Cancer of the ,American College of Surgeons

mmangargramm

surveyed our program from top to bottom and named us
among the nation's approved community hospital

Manufacturer
Sponsored Event

comprehensive cancer programs. We're also the
only cancer program in Kentucky with accreditation by the American College of Radioltigy.

i Twice a year were
able to offer
outstanding
savings on
custom made,
quality crafted
furniture. Save on our finest
sofas, love-seats, chairs, sectionals and accent pieces,
from casual to formal, and
available in over 1,000 fabric
and leather choices. Well
have your favorite choices
built to your specifications
and delivered in Just
J

Simply put, if you ever need cancer

v

treatment. you'll be assured of receiving
comprehensive care in diagnosis and
treatment right here, close to home.
And that's one less thing for you
to worry about.
To learn more about the
Center for Cancer Care
at Western Baptist and
to receive our Oncology
Annual report, call

days.

Baptist Health Line
al 270-57F1918 or visit
wwwwesternbaptistcom.

WESTERN
BAA1ST
HOSPITAL

•advA.
\
x

FURNITURE,INC.

"Come See What You've Been Missing!"
103 South 3rd St. • Downtown Murray • 753-3621
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Help Wanted

COMMISSIONER'S SALE

LEGAL NOTICE

NOW HIRING

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.02-CI-00197

MI stored items in the storage units listed
below at Murray Store & Lock, 641 North.
Murray, KY 42071, have been abandoned
and if all charges for these units are not paid
in full on or before November 1, 2002,
Murray Store and Lock will have legal possession of all items stored in these units. A
sale date for these units will be no later than
November 15, 2002.

COOKS AND RESIDENT ASSISTANTS, FULL AND
PART-TIME, DAYS & EVENING HOURS AVAILABLE
•Competitive Salary *ESOP •401K With 50°,

U.S. BANK, NA (Successor by Merger to
Firstar Bank, NA, f/k/a Star Bank, NA)

PLAINTIFF

vs.,

NOTICE OF SALE
STEVEN K. HOLLINGSWORTH and
DONNA L. HOLLINGSWORTH,

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on July 22, 2002, in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County,
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday,
November 4, 2002, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the
following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky,
and more particularly described as follows to wit:

Beginning at a 1/2" diameter rebar found in the east line of
Brentwood Drive, located 461.37' south of the centerline of
Poplar Street, in the southwest corner of the Louie Williams
property (Deed Book 223, Page 4801, and the northwest corner
of Tract-2 described herein.
thence, with Williams'south line, north 84 degrees 51'36" east
194.78'to a 1/2" diameter rebar set, the northwest corner of the
Ruby Leslie property (Deed Book 124, Page 597);

thence, with Lamb's north line south 84 degrees 51' 36" west
194.78' to a 1/2" diameter rebar found in the east line of
Brentwood Drive;
thence. 15' from and parallel to the centerline of Brentwood
Drive, north 03 degrees 34'34" west 95.00'to the point of beginning.
This tract contains 0.4246 acres, but is subject however to a 10'
public utility easement across the front parallel with and adjacent to Brentwood Drive.
Being one and the same as that property conveyed to Steven K.
Hollingsworth and wife, Donna L. Hollingsworth, by virtue of a
deed from Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church, et al..
dated October 17, 1997, and of record at Deed Book 268, Page
824, in the Clerk's Office of the Calloway County Court.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a
credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit the sum
of ten percent with the Master Commissioner and to execute bond
with good surety for the remainder of the purchase price, bearing
interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully
due and payable in thirty (30) days. A lien shall be retained on the
property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but the property shall be sold subject to the 2002 ad
valorem taxes.
DATED this 2nd day of October, 2002.
Max W Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

VETERAN
Today more than mei-, we appreciate the courage and dedication
shown by our men and women in uniform. This Veterans Da
honor a veteran with a special message in our newspaper

In Nlemtary of
Paul Douglas Moore
1949 - 1990
Thank you for serving ote
Country.
Sadly Missed
Your Family & Frierifk

$10.00 Per Veteran

Murray Ledger & Times - Veterans
P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071
For more information contact
Tammy Stom or Jill Stephens at 753-1916.

VII14
1
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Send Resume:
P.O. Box 1524, Murray, KY 42071
Duties to include:
Switchboard/Data entry of Orders
General office responsibilities
Required Experience:
Multi-line phone skills
Customer Service
Microsoft Office
Knowledge of bookkeeping &
Microsoft Dymanics helpful

Notice

WALLIS FARM MUMS
SELLING AT 3 LOCATIONS!
•Corner of South 12th & Glendale
•Between Lowe's & Wal-Mart
behind Brandon Auto World
•Wallis Farm on Butterworth Rd.
near Stella off Hwy. 121 North

1-270-489-2462 ,

Due to overwhelming growth of our compans
(Community Alternatives/Res-Car) we are in need ot
the following position - Part-Time/Full-Time
Direct Care Staff for community-based program for
developmentally disabled adults. Our company'
offers various shifts, paid training, opportunity for
advancement, 401(10, medical/dental insurance, paid
holidays, paid time off. Qualifications: Be at least
I 8 years of age - Have a valid drivers license - Proof
of insurance - Have high school/GED diploma Must have a positive attitude. The starting wage
average is 57.00 per hour with our company. Apply

in person at 6145 Symsonia Highway. Symsonia
KY.(No phone calls - please) EOE/M/F/DN

PRIMERICA J
A membercfcitigroup

050

Lost and Found

50+ Digital TV channels FOUND: Young kitten
$22.99 per mo Free In- Siamese markings, abou
stallation, 800-555-6002 3 months old, in Fox
Technology Group. 3107
Jackson, Paducah, KY
Restrictions apply.

NEW NOW
AVAILABLE
Individual major
medical is any
doctor or hospital
affordable rate.
Policy good up to
3 years.

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
Hunters Paradise Wildlife
Refuge. 300 Acres, groups
welcome 270-489-2116 If
no answer leave message

Free
Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times
First Come
First Serve
Please
No Phone Calls

FOUND Yellow Lab mix
Male On Oaks Country
Club Road. 753-3577

REWARD
Missing child's pet 5
month old Black Lab with
training collar in Van
Cleave Community
743-4095

Cleaning
Thorough house cleaning
at affordable rates
Call for appointment
759-5267 or 489-6218
WILL babysit in my home
or yours. Mon-Thurs. 3:30E330 p.m and weekends
(references) 489-2115 or
339-9761 Ask for Kacy
120
Computers

Meadows. 759-9812.

Check us out
on the web!
060

Help Wanted
ANGELS Attic
Thrift Shop Manager
A part-time manager is
needed to train and supervise volunteers who receive, display, and sell donated
merchandise to
raise funds for the Angels
Community Clinic. Send
resume and letter of interest to. Rose Bogal-Allbntten, Angels Attic Board
Main
Chair, 1628 W
Street, Murray
DO you like Crystal?
Princess House a leading
home party sales company
expanding to your area
Consultants and managers
needed to show our collect
ion through home parties
615-366-6498 or email
jgcdac@ibellsouth net
DRIVER- $2000 sign-on
bonus! Attn owner Operators Make over $100K per
year! Not an owner operator-) No problem! Tractor
purchase program available, down payment reimbursement
1-800-7887357 Apply online at
Www Jandair corn
EMT/FR or above with
open availability required,
PT/FT 270-395-3102 or
877-909-2558
MEDICAL Office Manager.
must have Medical/Insurance billing capabilities:
computer skills Send resume to: PO Box 1040-Y,
Murray. Ky 42071

A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556

140
Want to Buy
ANTIQUES
Old toys, advertising
items, antique furniture
and primitives.
We buy 1 or all!
Call 753-3633 ask
for Larry.
ELECTRIC
heaters, air
conditioners, used carpeting,
refrigerators
and
stoves. 753-4109
150
Articles
For Sale

Positions (Afternoons-Midnights-Week Ends) as a

020

Name, Picture & 20 Word Message.

DEADLINE FOR ENTRIES WILL
BE NOVEMBER 6 AT 5 P.M.

rç 42.(

Wish this future Racer cheerleader a
HAPPY 5TH BIRTHDAY!
Happy Birthday Korogon Young!
Ir.Nees It Apse

Boyer Insurance
Call 888-755-5634

HONOR A

Full-Time Position
Customer Service/Office Clerk

"N

Notice

i

MOM COMPUTERS

S`C77.fe
,

thence, with Leslie's west line, south 03 degrees 34' 34" east
95.00'to a 1/2" diameter rebar set in the north line of the Louise
Lamb property(now or formerly);

Apply in person
84 Utterback Rd.
Murray, KY

FRICK-N-FRACK

fietIrernent Center

Happy Birthday

I

*Sick Days

Hickory Woods

Unit 10A Robert Bebee
Unit 16A
Unit 27A
Unit 13B Jennifer Scott
Unit 19B Jessica Fulcher

Legal description of a tract of land situated in the city of
Murray, County of Calloway, State of Kentucky, being a part of
Lot 15, Block One of the College Addition to the Town of
Murray, Kentucky of record in Deed Book 55, Page 560, and
being further described as follows:

Match Health Insurance •Pald Vacation

090
Domestic & Childcare

M.NANCE a ASSOCIATES
We are an international company expanding in
Western Kentucky. SCREENING INTERVIEWS are now
being scheduled Interested persons should call
Michael Nance @ 1270) 527-4515

Immediate opportunities in Sales Management
Qualify to open your own Regional Office
WE OFFER THE OPPORTUNITY
To be you own boss, To grow with a leading company
TO build with a leading company
Full-Time or Part-Time

Environmental

Database Manager,
Center for Reservoir
Research. Murray
State University.
Coordinate and manage existing databases/web page design.
See our website at ,
http://www.murraystate.edu/indir/hrj.,
brpt.htm for complete
information.

Application deadline
Nov. 15. 2002. Equal
education and
employment
opportunity, M/F/I).
AA employer.
FROM home earn
$100-5500 per week
Fuller Brush P/T-F/TMANAGEMENT
(270) 436-5516
Full Time Office Assistant
needed in local accounting
practice
Bookkeeping
and/or tax experience preferred Send resume PO
Box 1040-T, Murray KY
42071
MEDICAL Office Recep
tionist, must be multi-task
capable with Telephone &
People
Skills/
Filing
Scheduling Send resume
to PO Box 1040-Z Murray.
KY 42071
NURSERY attendant for
small church Sundays 912 am and some occasional special events
Please call 767-9796 or
753-6908

drivers
A Prime Opportunity
To Become A Pro
Driver!

200 Amp Service pole with
extra
boxes $200 00
Small Maple oblong dining
table with 4 chairs, excellent condition $100 00
489-6279
DISH NETWORK
Free Satellite system, free
installation. 50 channels
plus 8 channels of HBO
only $36.98 per month.
Before getting a satellite
system. check out our
service department. Come
by Beasley's at 400 N. 4th
Street or call 759-0901 to
schedule your installation.
ELECTRIC hospital bed$250 00.
Free standing over bed
trapeze- $10000
Wheel chair- 16 in. wide
w!2 cushions-5250.00
759-9400.
GOOD USED
BUILDING MATERIAL
1/4 plate glass cut to size
For store front windows
All types of materials
-King water bed. Ect
Anytime 436-6400

L.P. Gas Refills
New OPD Valves and
100 LB cyl. in stock
B & B Broker's
753-4389
STORM Wds,
Wood Wd Sash
753-5833
Or

759-1735
Train on si e 4 days Obtain Permit Drive on
the Road 3-4 wks. w/a
CDL instructor
Return-pass Skills Test Obtain Class A CDL
learn with a trainer for 3-r'
ino's, w/guaranteed pa!,
No Cost To You if. You
Stay I YR!
I -877-PRIMEJOB
1877-774-63561
or wwwprimeinc,com
SCHWAN'S
Consumer Brand's
Warehouse

POSITION
FILLED
Drivers:

$1000SION-0N
BONUSIII
• Earn 83c per mile
• Co. Drivers-30c pm
wityr. exp
CDL-A, 23 yrs old
Transit Group Central
800-388-2479
EOE
090
Domestic & Childcare
WILL do house cleaning
753-1016

STRAW for sale
52 00 bale
759-4718 Night
753-4582 Day
190
Farm Equipment
D-8 Cat Dozer, like new
80% under carriage, very
good shape $19,500.00.
(270 860-1311.

SAXOPHONE, good condition Call 759-3354
270

Mobile Homes For Sale
1994 Fleetwood 14x70
2BR/2Bth Washer/Dryer/
Ref., Central Air, Gas
Heat/Stove, Located in
Riviera Cts $1580000
Call 792-4924- Leave
Message after 3 30 p m
2000, 16x72 Champion.
2br. 2 bath, electric, utility
pole. 2 sets of steps, deck,
underpinning Must sell.
270-527-5808.
82 Fleetwood, 3 Bedroom,
1 Bath. $2,000 OBO Must
be moved 753-8101 or
436-5764
95 16x65 2BR, 2BA. like
new in town w/front porch
and awning $22,000 7539603

VISA
270
Mobile Homes For Sale

FALL Specials
Keith Baker Homes. Inc
Paris Location
Exclusive Fleetwood
dealer
Falling prices
.2003 14x50 2 bed 1 bath
$12,900 00
.2003 16x80 3bed. 2 bath,
vinyl siding. shingle roof
thermo pane windows
$23.900 00
•New- 24x48 3 bed. 2
bath Double wide, open
floor plan. $27.900 00
Fleetwood 2 year warranty
on New Homes Also
pre-owned & Bank Repo
Homes
(731) 644-0012
1-800-533-3568
VERY nice 91 Fleet wood
14x64 2 bedroom. 1 bath,
split plan, cathedral ceilings, CM/A, under pending and decks included
$11.800 00
Call 7532905
Mobile Homes For Rent
2 Bedroom. 2 Bath, coun
try setting. pond, very nice
east of town, close to lake
References,
lease
$335.00/month (270) 4365442 after 5:00 o.m.
2 Bedroom, No pets 7539866
2BR., mobile home 12
miles east on Hwy. 497
$250 a month
270-474-8114
270-474-8095.
3 BR, 2 Bath Double wide
mobile home on solid
foundation, private location, convenient to Murray's North side area
Responsible pet owners
welcome Available Dec 1.
2002. $450.00 Month
759-5041 or 759-1342,
3 br. 2 Baths, $400.00
Month plus deposit, lease
+ ref. 436-5277
3BR, $275
753-6012
SOUTH Hazel, 3br. 2 bath
$400. per month plug deposit, lease. references
492-8526
320
Apartments For Rent

i

1 Bedroom apartment fur
nished, near KY lake ex
tra clean 436-6105 leave
message

1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo 753-4109
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-1,056
1-2, 3br apts furnished
near MSU. 753-1252 or
753-0606
1BR apt aVailable, all appliances furnished MurCal Realty. 753-4444.
1BR Apt. $225
Small pets okay
Coleman RE
759-4118
2 Bedroom Brick duplex,
City school district. family
oriented
neighborhood,
pets with additional deposit 5375 00 753-8854
2 Bedroom Duplex. CiKA,
quiet neighborhood, pets
with additional deposit
$400 00 per month 55913410
Duplex.
C/H/A.
2BR
1909B
Westwood
Dr.
Lease No pets $360 plus
deposit. 753-8002
2BR duplex. stove and refrigerator $300 month,
$300 deposit 1517 1/2
Henry St. Call 435-4125
2BR Duplexes in Murray,
appliances
furnished.
$350 00 month. 759-4406_
2BR NEAR MSU
Coleman RE 759-4118
2BR., Duplex C/H/A
Coleman RE 759-4118
GREAT 2br townhouse,
dead end street, appliances furnished, screened in
porch 2 level 519-0599

PAGE 4B
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320
Apartments For Rent

MOVE•I
SPECIAL
'No Tricks Just Treats
Dun t let the goblins of
Halloween scare you away
from making the move to the
newly renovated

ELOISE FULLER
APARTMENTS
Call Today and ask about our
Leasing Specials
206 W. SOUTH STREET
MAYFIELD. KY

270-247-1848
\eu est
Senior sffousing

Weromo
H1LLDALE APARTMENTS
is now taking applications for

1 & 2 bedroom apartments.
Fully carpeted. lots of closet space,
24 hour maintenance, playground. You m;.i
apply at the rental office in Hardin, KY.

(270) 437-4113
Mdndbed•

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 16, 2002

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

TDD #1-800-545-1833
ext. 287

3 BR, Apt C/H/A, Newly
360
redecorated Located on
Storage Rentals
campus $400 00 month (2
people) $435 00 month (3 20FT x 50 FT storage
people) includes water, building located off
North
sewage and trash 435- 4th Street behind Beasley
4632 or 559-8510
Antenna and Satellite Call
759-0901
4br, Druguid Drive ColeCREEK VIEW STORAGEman RE 759-4118
520-$40 On Center Drive
APARTMENTS for rent
Behind Tom's Grille
437-4113
759-4081
FORREST View Apartments 1213 N 16th St
now accepting applications
for 2br townhouses, basic
rent $325/ month Call
753-1970 Leave Message Equal Housing Op119 Main • 753-6266
portunity

EASTSIDE

STORAGE

MURRAY Store and Lock
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for presently has units availa1 & 2br units Rent based ble 753-2905 or 753on income. Mobility impair- 7536
ment accessible. Phone:
492-8721 Mon & Thurs
10-12am. TDD No.
1-800-648-6056.
Equal
ALL :-111. I\
Housing Opportunity.
1% kit Mill

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

RED OAKS APTS
Special

753-3853

S100 Deposit

1BR From $280
Pets St Supplies

2BR From $325
Call Today!

753-8668.
SUB-LEASE available @
Murray Place Apartments
ASAP, until Dec. $250.00
month obo 753-3814.
Houses For Rent
2 bedroom. 8 miles north.
$325.00 plus deposit. 7538582.
283 Bedroom houses for
rent Coleman RE 7594118

4BR house Lease and de-

AKC
hund
male
First
$200

Miniature Dachs2 male and 1 feReady October 24
shots and wormed
(270)527-1732

CHOCOLATE lab pups tosale 436-2868
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
SOUTHERN
Flying Squirrels.
Captive breed hand
raised. 753-0033

Livestock &Supplies

posit required 753-4109
*605 Sycamore-Nice 3
bedroom. gas. $550 00.
*1609 Farmer. Duplex,
near MSU. 2 bedroom,
5385 00
Washer & Dryer
753-0919 or 1-800-5897956
CUTEsmall country
home 1 bedroom $290/
month plus security 4742520
*LARGE 2 bedroom, newly
remodeled. 1604 Miller.
lease +deposit
*1 bedroom apartment partially furnished. 1606 Miller. 753-0932 or 519-2699
LARGE 3br house. 6ft
chain length fence in backyard. 2 5 miles from city
limits on 94E 658-3086
and leave message

12 year old Gelding Paint
Al. kid broke 436-2754
430

FORMER Cherokee Trad
ing Post property and dou
ble wide mobile home,
approx. 4 miles from Murray on 94 East 753-1513
or 753-1566.
HALEY Professional
Appraising
270-759-4218
'For What It's Worth"
HUNTING land. 28+ acres
in Southeast Calloway
County near Kentucky
lake. $600 00 per acre
Owner/Agent (270) 7538251 or (270) 559-3272.

Acreage

[
11111 Acreage
TRACK NO 12 11 299
Acres building site ready
has lots of timber for hunting Has 40 toot easement
to boat ramp KY lake
Could be a great place for
horses
Hamlin area
$19 500 00 Call (270)
860- 1311 or (731) 5841177

Utility Vehicles

97 Jeep all time 4 WD 14' Fiberglass Fishing
Grand Cherokee Limited Boat & 35 hsp motor
Silver, V-6, rnoonroof.
$800 00 OBO Call 762Want to buy women size 0062
7-8 low waist bluejean
s30
489-2699
Senrices Offered
490

Used Cars

Your Home Improvement Headquarters
David's Cleaning
Services

Roofing Metal
We now manufacture. Buy direct.

Order by 11 a.m. &
1991 Toyota Celica GT, tics, gutters junk, tree
We Specialize in Cleaning"
pick up next day.
fully loaded, sunroof, new work 436-5141
Siding
*Vinyl
& Fencing *Mobile Homes
tires. $3,500.00 759-0422 A-1 AFFORDABLE HAUL
5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 8z 26 gauge
ING Junk clean up, clean
•Brick •All External Cleaning
in stock.
1995 Olds Aurora, all ing out sheds, gutters tre*Acid Cleaning Available
leather,
power work 436-2867
all
#1 & #2 available in most colors
$5 950 00 (270) 210•We Use Hot Water *Parking Lots & Driveways
A-1 Tree Service
3788
Call Metal Mall
David Borders
Phone (270)767-0313
Stump Removal
Malibu, 4
492-8737,
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844
(270) 527-7176
TRACK No. 9-10 Attn. 1998 Chevy
door, 100,xxx miles 753437-3044
Hunters Paradise for Deer
4549 or 5594984
Free Estimates
hunters & Turkey. 52 594
r---f----'''--- --e--...1"---1
,_iviimas."s\t
AAA Carpentry,
acres has been set in Pine .2000 Taurus SES. 48,000
A Bigger Selection - A Better Price9
Electrical, Remodeling,
bt Weyerhauser three miles $8,995 00
Be Sure To Shop - Before You Buy)
types
building
All
of
years ago Great invest- •1998 Chevrolet Venture
ment in 22 years this pine Mini Van 71,000 miles Fast efficient Good workDIA Lamb Bros. Tree Service
manship, ceramic tile
at today's market would $7.995 00
counter,
floor,
decks
bring $100.000 00 It can •1994 Grand Am 4-door
1I)153-2555•
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
35 years experiences
be divided into two tracts. $1,995 00
Esorrunes
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Free
tree & Stump Removal
436-6400
23,402 acres the other 29, •1993 Aerostar Mini Van
Tree Trimming
24 Hr Service
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5• Sat. 9-4
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
192 acres has a well on V-6 $1,495 00
Hedge Trimmin,i;
Cleanup Service
Cash. V1S3 MasterCard, also 12-24-36 month financing
Decks, Home Additions,
each tract, beautiful build- •1991 Chrysler Lebaron
Full Line of Equipment
Free Delivery - 270-753-4566
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
ing sites. Both tracts V-6 $995.00.
LICENSED & INSURED
$34.500.00. Call phone •1987 Plymouth Reliant Garages, Pole Barns, MetWiggins Furniture Since 1958
President: Luke Lamb
al Buildings, Fencing.
(270) 860-1311 or (731) $695.00.
Where Quality Doesn't Carry, A High Price,
584-1177.
•1986 Silvered° Pick-up Quality Workmanship.
Licensed
$1.995.00.
460
753-7860. 753-1194
753-1522 If no answer,
D. G.
Homes For Sale
753-1532
AFFORDABLE Mower re- Landscaping & Nursery
pair, fillers, go carts, etc
•Overseeding/ Fertilizer
3BR, 1 bath brick home 2001 Red Corvette,
*Trimming
Large Family room, de absolutely brand new, Free pickup, delivery. 4362867
*Leaf Mulching
tached carport 1204 Me 7,000 miles, Black sport
Who knows when you'll return? Tonight:
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
•Box blading/ Bushogging
ALL Carpentry,
rose, shown by Appt 753 leather seats, smokeglass
a loved one.
Enjoy
(270)753-2210.
removeable top, heads up
Electrical.
5892
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
display, fully loaded
New Const Home & MoHAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday, Oct. ***** Others seek you out.
3BR, 2 bath brick home,
$46.000 New. $38,900 bile Home repair, Termite
Wherever you are, someone manages to
17,2002:
excellent condition. 1710 435-4632
& Water Damage, ReUnderstanding helps you gain the pres- put a smile on your face. Share a heartPlainview 759-9329
placement Windows. Vinyl
94 Pontiac Bonneville,
tige you desire. Sometimes you work warming experience with someone you
4BR, 2.5 bath, 1501 Beck- dependable,
Siding, Painting, Decks.
Water Damaged Floors
well-mainway too hard. You will tend to spend far care about. Postpone a domestic decision
Call Larry Nimmo.
ett Drive, Canterbury SubBraces & Floor Joists
tained vehicle 753-6781
more
than usual. Rope in your expendi- right now. You cannot please everyone
division. Shown by Ap753-9372, 753-0353.
Remodeling & Plumbing
tures, and you will make this a much all the time! Tonight: Say "yes."
pointment only. 759-1293 •96 Madza 626, 89,xxx
ALTERATIONS
miles. $4,500.
happier year.
have the ability to gain LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
leave message.
Machine Quilting
David Gallimore, Owner the support ofYou
•90 Pontiac Sunbird Conothers,
especially in meet- **** While others seem frisky and
Window
Treatment
BEAUTIFUL remodeled vertible, 130,xxx
miles
ings
Will
or
through
Do
Insurance
Work
networking.
Knowing playful, you also see what must be done.
Murray Sewing Center
3br, 2 bath, garage, stor$1,800
what you want combined with the dnve Listen well to someone you adore who
Visa & Mastercard Accepted
759-8400
age bldg , newly landscap•88 Mercury Sable $900
to work for it defines your success. If you cares a lot about you. This person might
Asphalt SEALCOATING
ed. 1 mile from Murray 435
492-8318
are single, someone special enters your shock you on one level, but on another,
& STRIPING
Meadow Green Acres
or
life in 2003. You just might decide this is you know he or she is right-on. Tonight.
Call Ronnie Geunn
Subdivision with country
753-4987
the right person. If you are attached, your Just don't stress yourself out.
,
'The Asphalt Doctor"
aire. Call 759-4732.
FENCING
sweetie wants to become more a part of SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*Compare our work
MIDWAY FENCE
CHARMING three bedUsed Trucks
your life. Share your day-to-day happen- *****,You express unusual creativ*Compare our prices
COMPANY.
room, one bath, brick
ings more frequently. PISCES works ity. Others more than likely respond to
•References furnished
*Complete Line
ranch for sale. Large lot •1976 Dodge pickup wi *Workmanship & Material
not only your ideas, but also your perwell with you.
•Free Estimates
with fenced-in back yard racks •69 1 1/2 ton Flatsonal charisma. Ask for what you want.
Guaranteed
*Insured
and patio: mature trees bed Chevy. *61 Chevy 1
*Fully Insured
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll both professionally and emotionally.
759-1519.
and nicely landscaped. 1/2 ton Flatbed *Clark
-Free Estimates
Have:
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; Worry less about finances for nov,
New gutters and interior 5000 Forklift 753-5833
FIX It UP
270-759-1953
Tonight: Start thinking "weekend."
3-Average: 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
paint, new roof in '95, ber
We Do It Right
Asphalt
Sealcoating
1980
Bronco
4x4,
Ford
ber carpet throughout.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
The First Time!
Travis Asphalt Sealing
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
Close to schools, church- good motor & trans., front
*** You might be a bit out of sorts
Home Improvements,
*Driveways
*** A partner makes an effort that with others,
es, shopping and MSU. end damage $800.00.
General Maintenance,
who might be unusually joy*Parking lots
could overwhelm you. You discover that
Prided to sell at $63,000. 767-0267
ful or silly. Dig in and focus on what you
Landscaping, Decks.
FREE ESTIMATES
your perspective could be renewed as a
1510 Clayshire Drive, Mur- 1991 GMC Sierra LWB,
752-0776 Cell
can get done, perhaps without others'
result. Understand what will motivate
753-2279
ray. Call evenings at 270- 118,000 miles 753-4549
cooperation. Don't take an associate's
HAULING
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
someone at a distance who, out of the
753-2961
or 559-4984
attitude personally. This person just isn't
Cleaning out garages
ROY HILL.
blue,
up
and
changes
his or her mind. on the same plane
sheds, carport atics
as you. Tonight:
Septic system, gravel,
Tonight: Take some dreamtime.
and storage
Mosey on home.
white rock
TAURUS
(April
20-May
20)
753-2555
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
436-2113
***** You might be taken aback by
Luke Lamb
****
Your mood could improve, as
BRANDON'S Outdoor
what someone else does. Certainly.
someone else makes an effort toward
LEE'S
Services.
someone cares a lot about you and has an
you. A partner or associate makes you an
Lawn•Mulch•Shrubs
CARPET
extravagant manner of letting you know.
offer that you might believe is too good
•Bush Hogging•Tilling.
VOL SHOW US:
If you can stay at home and work, do so.
CLEANING
to be true. Pinch yourself and then say
(270)436-5277
•Average credit inot perliNti • Steady inctiiiie. history
Much revolves around the home front.
•Carpets *Furniture
"yes." Dialogue; catch up on news.
CARPORTS Starting at
WE;SHOW YOU:
*Emergency water
Tonight: Time to ask for what you want.
$675. installed. Roy Hill
Tonight: Go along with another's over•1005, loan, no money down • Flexible, forgiving program
removal
GEMINI(May 21-June 20i
Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.
)270)436-2113
ture.
-Free Estimates.
***** Others seek you out. The
CONCRETE fininshrng
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
•Wrinkle Repair
question might be: Just how much
Free estimates
*** Your efforts come back in multi•Quick
Drying
(,ern Puckett• Darren 4. Jones •Jacquelyn tiatson • Patty Butler
responsibility are you willing to accept?
sidewalks, driveways,
ples, as long as you're not controlling.
753-74(17 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite B
Others look to you for answers. You
753-5827.
patios.
Let go of a need to have things your way.
435-4619.
could be overwhelmed and delighted by A boss might be willing to cut you a litAntique & Custom
what drops in your lap. Consider your tle slack. Discuss what you need in order
HOUSE, lot and lots of extras. 2/4 BR, bath and half,
furniture repairs
options more carefully. Tonight: In the to increase your job performance.
new gas central Heat/Air
limelight.
Chairs, tables,
Tonight: A must show.
Approx 2 acres. Need
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
cabinetry.
some work. Price is right.
***** Be sensitive to a special ***** Others seek you out. Your
Call 753-8976 for appointGranite - Marble - Fabrication
Will also build
opportunity that might not reoccur. ability to see the big picture helps you
ment.
custom pieces to
Others have a lot to share. Determine move a key project. Establish better
• Kitchen Counters• Fireplaces
match existing or
limits that surround your finances. You ground rules concerning your work.
•Tub Decks • Back Splashes • Show er.
COUNTRY living at its
might want to overextend yourself. Sometimes others drop too much on your
custom build.
best. 2 bedroom brick with
Message 753-8087
Think very carefully before you open broad shoulders. Say "no" once in a
Rich
Call
at
attached garage located
this can of worms! Tonight: Play away.
while. Tonight: What would make the
Evening 753-2041
Creative Designs
on 1.3 acres just .4 5 miles
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
happy?
Fish
west of Murray city limits.
(270)436-2805
***** You will tend to go over3301 St. Rt. 121 N., Murray. KY
Corner lot with lots of maboard right now. Of course, you might BORN TODAY
tures trees. House newly
Mitchell Brothers
get
a little help along the way. A close Journalist Jimmy Breslin (1930). dramaredecorated throughout.
Paving Specializing in
friend or loved one knows just how to tist Arthur Miller (1915), actor
Must see to appreciate. By 1-CERAMIC TILE •COMP TILE • VINYL• HARDWOOD • CARPET
*Asphalt paving
lure you into an adventure. Clean up your Montgomery Clift (1920)
appointment only. Call UI
*Seal coating
Do
the
OWNERS
where
you
buy
your
***
desk before you scatter out the door.
753-5975
cc

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

lamb Brothers Inc.
cam 611-0854)

Wiggins Furniture

Horoscopes

David's Home
Improvement

731-247-5422

7!TriJr/ArEPA

0% W;1Q;4

Global Mortgage Link

HAMILTON

HOUSE for sale
1888 Highland Road
Call 474-2708
MUST SELL Nice 3BR
2Ba, Brick. C/H/A, 1709
rallnway 753-6397
REDUCED
to $103,900.00. 3 bedroom. 2 bath. 2 car garage
contemporary home in
developing subdivision
close to Country Club,
753-2135
481,

Sport Utility Vehicles
TRACK No 11 20 acres
Great Deer and Turkey
hunting, has been set in 1991 Jimmy 5-15 V.6,
Pine in almost 22 years at wheels & Tires $3,500
today's market it would OBO 753-5076
bring $40,000.00 Great in:
'NORTHWOOD STORAGE vestment S14.000 00 Call
Units
Classifieds
Available-Various (270) 860-1311 or (731)
584-1177.
sizes Call (270) 762-0196
270-753-1916

ledger & Times

•Striping
*Hauling
759-0501
753-1537

new flooring personally install for you?

•
0

WE DO!
8 Visit
Our Showroom Today

13

Over 37
4 Neat7
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Ex
7
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0
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33
500 yards
5CERAMIC TILE •COMP
TILE • VINYL•HARDWOOD• CARPET -1
Haw, 641- 1-11 Vies Si" of Murray to Tom Telt( qoad

LOTS FOR SALE
Starting at S12,500
Price includes water, septic &
driveway. Also land home packages

270-437-4838

AHART & CULVER
SEPTIC INSTALLATION
Also top soil and gravel
437-4838 or
270 559-4986

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
CLASSIFIED ADS GETS RESULTS!

TO PLACE YOUR AD
CALL US AT 753-1916

A
hauling
attordable
cleaning out garages, at

Services Offered

TRACK NO 13 10 699
Acres Has lots of timber
building site, 40 ft easement to boat dock
$14,500 00 Call (270)
860-1311 or (731) 5841177

MSU Walk to campus
2 Bedroom 436-5085 or
559-5943
360
Storage Rentals

Advertising in the Classifieds
has been a big help to my
Tupperware business. I have
gained several new customers.
People really do read the
classified ads in the
Murray Ledger & Times.
M.J. Cooper

Services Mired

Boats I Motors

Tom NANCE
GENERAL
767-9036

CONTRACTING
994-0388

custom homes, additions
remodeling • custom wood work
ceramic tile • skylights
custom bathrooms • pressure washing
painting interior and exterior
Many Quality References Available

ROOF LEAKING?
Call a professional
435-4645

OIL CHANGE SPECIAL

161
0
- -"
11

914.95a*

(*On most cars & trucks - house oil only)

WE SERVICE ( We Also Have A Wide Selection Of New & Used Tires)
All Major Appliances
and Most Major Brands

Ward-Elkins
On The Square • Murray
(270) 753-1713

HOLLAND TIRE CO.
96 East Main Street • 753-5606

SURE WAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484

Call Tim, He Can Help!

Tim Thurmond

WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding, Addition, and Remodeling Quality Work
Over 30 Years Experience Gerald Walters 7532592

560
Free Column

FOR HOMECOMING PHOTOS CHECK OUT

PUREBRED Himalayan
Persian Beautiful, female
spayed Needs indoor
home without small
children or indoor pets All
accessories included 4892027 after 5 00 p m or
leave message

www.murrayledgemom
Click on the button
for more details!

(
---\,1?owered By
1_1110
110I
...._,._

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

DR. GOTT

DEAR ABBY

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT What will be the
fall -out of the study on hormone
replacement therapy?
DEAR READER: Enormous. To the
millions of women on HRT, a recent
study reported in the Journal of the
American Medical Association was
definitely not good news. The investigators discovered that women taking
Prempro had a significant risk of
coronary disease, stroke, blood clots
in the lungs and breast cancer.
In a review of the study, the Medical
Letter (a definitive source of information about drugs) concluded that the
consequences of HRT "are clear, No
cardiovascular benefits were demonstrated, and serious adverse effects
occurred."
This finding casts doubt on the
advisability of long-term therapy in
women.
post-menopausal
Consequently, many authorities are
now advising such women to avoid
hormone replacement therapy altogether. Some gynecologists maintain
that the potential benefits of HRT such as a reduction in menopausal
symptoms, hip fractures and colorectal cancer - outweigh the risks I
mentioned. Consequently. I urge all
women on HRT to have a frank and
in-depth discussion with their gynecologists regarding the risk/benefit
ratio in each individual case. But, in
my view, such women would be better
off avoiding chronic hormone-replacement therapy.
To give you related information, I
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Menopause." Other readers

tial findings. A kidney cyst is a good
example.
Your physician was, quite properly,
curious about whether your aorta the major artery that supplies blood to
the body - could have stretched or
dilated. This is a serious issue
because such an aneurysm may rupture or leak. Fortunately, I gather,
your aorta is normal.
However, in the process of diagnosing one problem, the doctor inadvertently discovered another: the renal
cyst.
Such cysts are common, cause no
symptoms and do not lead to health
consequences. The key element here
is that the cyst is filled with fluid; it is
not solid, which would suggest quite a
different problem.
Therefore, I endorse your physician's position. Ignore the cyst. If,
however, your level of apprehension
rises (despite medical reassurances),
you could certainly undergo a second
ultrasound exam in six to 12 months
to confirm that the cyst's characteristics are stable.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Regarding your
column in the necessity of athletic
supporters for certain events, what
about the potential reproductive problems inherent in prolonged sitting on
a motorcycle? Certainly the pressure
and the "bounce" must have some
effect on both men and women.
DEAR READER: I am not aware
that motorcycle riding is harmful to
the reproductive apparatus. For the
most part, motorcycle saddles are
wide and padded, so most of the pressure and bounce is transmitted to the
ischial tuberosities, the "sit bones,"
not to the delicate soft tissues in that
area. Of course, motorcycle riding like any sitting activity - can cause a
sore bottom if overdone, but I do not
believe that recreational riding is a
hazard to reproductive health.

LOOKING BACK

Two years ago, my birth daughDEAR ABBY: I am 37 and my
husband, "Bernie," is 41. We have ter located me. I agreed to meet her
been married for 15 years. Our chil- and her family. She had been adoptdren are 2 and 4. Between our work ed by a loving and devoted couple.
and caring for the kids, Bernie and Unfortunately, both parents have
I have lost the ability to enjoy each recently passed away. The young
woman has now decided that I
other's company.
In the past, I considered Bernie should take on the role of mother to
my best friend. Now he's no longer her. She has made it clear that she
able to laugh or lighten up. For thinks that I "owe it to her."
Abby, this person is a stranger to
iro3tance, when we occasionally hire
a baby sitter and go out for dinner, me. I do not have a mother/daughter
all he'll talk about is how much the bond with her, and quite honestly, I
dinner costs and his "plan" for when have no desire to create one. I have
we return home. He'll say, "I will my own family and do not want my
pay the sitter; then we'll get the life turned upside down. I am willchildren ready for bed. While I get ing to be her friend or acquaintance,
their pajamas, you start the bath but not her mother.
I wish I had never agreed to
water ..." He goes on and on - as if
we don't do these same things every meet her or to let her know my
night of the week! I told Bernie he identity. Why can't she just accept
acts like I am a maid he just hired, that I will never be a mother to her
but he seems compelled to repeat and leave me alone?
BIRTH STRANGER
our routine regardless.
Bernie gives me no longing looks
DEAR BIRTH STRANGER:
or loving smiles. I wear attractive
clothes, offer to pay for dinner and The young woman is clinging to
tell funny stories. Nothing I do puts you because the parents who
him in a good mood. He seems to be raised her are dead and she
happy only when he's with his golf- thinks you're all she has. She
ing buddies. His excuse is, "You're a is an adult. Tell her the truth.
mother now." Please help me. My You gave her life, and besides
friendship, that's all you're able
self-esteem couldn't be lower.
LONGING TO to give her.
SHARE HAPPINESS

10 years ago
Published is a picture of a group
of Murray State University students
waiting to board one of two school
buses that traveled to Frankfort Oct.
14. The Student Government Association participated in a statewide
rally at the capitol to protest funding cuts to higher education. The
photo was by Staff Photographer
Gina Hancock.
Births reported include a girl to
Kimberly and William Haines, Oct.
10; a boy to Melinda and Rick
Hendley, Oct. II; a boy to Terry
and Paul Yielding and a girl to Michelle and Frank McKinney, Oct.
12.
20 years ago
Water Patrol Officer Bill Marcum of Murray has been named assistant director of the Division of
Water Patrol.
Jason Adams of Murray was
among 12 elementary and middle
school students selected winners in
the annual Energy Awareness Week
Poster Control, sponsored by Kentucky Energy Cabinet.
Births reported include twins, a
girl and a boy, to Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Noble, Oct. 6; a girl to
Jerry and Brenda Collins, Oct. 7.
30 years ago
Kentucky Supt. of Public Instruction Lyman Ginger will speak
at the dedication of the new Murray
High School and Murray Vocational School on Oct. 22 at 2:30
p.m.
Joe Kesslar of Ahno swept the
honors in the Kaintuck Territory
October Fair Rifle Match at Draffenville.

Dear Abby is written by Abigail
DEAR LONGING: Your husVan Buren, also known as Jeanne
band may have an obsessive- Phillips,
and was founded by her mother,
compulsive disorder that would Pauline Phillips. Write Dear
Abby at
explain why he repeats the ritu- www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440,
al of putting the children to bed. Los Angeles, CA 90069,
Medication has proven to be
*5*
helpful for it, if a person is willGood advice for everyone - teens to
ing to admit there is a problem
seniors - is in "The Anger in All of Us
who would like a copy should send a
and discuss it with a doctor.
and How to Deal With It." To order, send
long, self-addressed, stamped enveHis loss of interest in you a business-size, self-addressed
envelope,
lope and $2 to Newsletter, P.O. Box
"because you are a mother" and plus check or money order for $5 (U.S.
167, Wickliffe, OH 44092-0167. Be sure
his retreat to the golf course are funds only) to: Dear Abby, Anger Booklet,
to mention the title.
problems that can be resolved P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, IL 61054DEAR DR. GOTT: During routine
only through psychotherapy for 0447.(Postage is included.)
ultrasound testing to rule out an
him and marriage counseling
abdominal aortic aneurysm, I was
for the both of you. Please don't
CONTRACT BRIDGE
found to have a cyst on one kidney.
wait to ask your doctor for a
(No aneurysm.) My doctor says to
referral. If Bernie refuses to go,
ignore it but, at 79, I am concerned
go without him. This is not your
about any health issue and, frankly,
fault, so please don't blame
I'm worried that the cyst should be
yourself. Your husband appears
biopsied or removed. Are my fears
to have more baggage than a
justified?
West dealer.
soon learn that you had handed
carousel at O'Hare airport.
DEAR READER: Probably not.
sides vulnerable.
Both
declarer the contract.
I often tell patients that modern
NORTH
South wins the diamond with the
Copyright 2002, Newspaper Enterprise Assn
medical testing - especially imaging
•Q .1 1054
queen and plays the ace and another
DEAR ABBY: Thirty-four years
studies - may give patients and docV98
trump. You score your king of
ago, when I was 16, I became pregtors more information and aggrava•A K J 7
trumps, but that's your last trick.
nant. My parents sent me to a home
tion) than they need, because of the
46
1 A1
for unwed mothers where I placed
Declarer finishes with 10 tricks condiscovery of unexpected inconsequenmy baby for adoption upon birth.
WEST
EAST
sisting of four trump tricks, four diaK 76
monds, a club and a heart ruff in
V
•
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AKQ
2
J
6
5
dummy.
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Now let's go back to trick three
•K 7 6
+Q 8 5 3 2
and lead a low club instead of the ten
ES LC)f•I CO 11E.
SOUTH
of diamonds. This is a much more
8
3
4
2
A
9
sensible approach, and in the actual
REYNOLD'S MOM HAS TWO EXTRA
I HAVE ZERO INTEREST IN
300-1/EAR-OLD MUSIC)
V 74 3
case it sinks the contract regardless
CONCERT TICKETS AND SkE WANTS
MOZART AND VIVAL.D
I DON'T EVEN LIKE LAST
US TO GO WITH HER
•
Q
5
of
what declarer does next. He has to
YEAR'S SHOES/
+1094
lose a club trick and go down one.
The bidding:
The club shift at trick three is not
West
North
East
South
dangerous at all. If South has the
1 II
Dble
1+
Pass
queen, you are no worse off, but if
-)
4+
3+
Pass
your partner has the queen. it is vital
Opening lead-king of hearts.
to attack clubs while you still have
Let's say you hold the West hand
the king of trumps.
and are defending against four
Players who would not lead a
spades. You begin by leading the K- club at trick three might be overly
Q of hearts, on which East coninfluenced by the general rule that
0
tributes the 5-6 and declarer the 3-4, it's risky to lead away from a king.
in that order. What would you play
However, that rule is not relevant
4C ACT 1-1 V
next?
here, because the king is dead as a
doornail if declarer has the queen.
It doesn't look like much of a
I FORGOT I EXERCISED
problem, but what you play next is
-rHE FRIES WERE A
Your best chance to defeat the con(
SHE'D UKE
WHAT AM I DOM& ??
THIS MORNING!
SWALLOWING ACCIDEW"!
crucial. Let's assume you shift to the
tract is to find East with the queen of
TO SEND
I DON'T EAT FRIES Otk.)
I FORGOT I WAS HAVINGDO NOT PROCESS
BACK 111E.
clubs, and that's all the reason you
ten of diamonds at trick three, which
DAYS I EXERCISE!!!
A GOOD BEHAVIOR DAN r.!
'THE FRIES'.
FRIES
many players would do. This might
need for shifting to a club at trick
I DON'T EAT FRIES ON
seem like a harmless play. but you'd
three.
GOOD BEHAVIOR DA45
Tomorrow: That number 13 again.
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A Crucial Defensive Play

CROSSWORDS
poetically
38 `The Addams
Family" cousin
39 Sweater style
(hyph.)
41 Aberdeen boy
42 Sir- Newton
46 -, vidi, vici
49 Illuminated
51 Average
grades
53 Cyclotron target
54 Prior to
55 Perry's penner
56 Fictional sub
commander
57 Crestfallen
58 Shoe bottom
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AREN'T YOU CURIOUS TO
KNOW WHAT THAT WAS
ABOUT?

1 Excursion
5 Swiss peak
8 Canasta play
12 Ford a river
13 Glamorous
wrap
14 Join forces
15 Leer
16 Dear Abby's
sister
17 Mocking
comment
18 Auctions off
20 "How -doing?"
22 Abounds
24 Stat for
Greenspan
27 Livy
contemporary
30 Sidewinder
32 Comic-book
heroes (hyph.)
33 Low, to Pierre
34 Nurse's helper
35 Syrupy
37 Planets,
I
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Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Thomas,
Oct. 7; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hopkins, Oct. 8; a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Billy Todd, Oct. 9.
40 years ago
The general merchandise store of
J.B. Jordan & Son, Browns Grove,
was entered the night of Oct. /4 or
morning of Oct. 15. A safe in the
store was torn open and $400 in
cash and $500 in jewelry are missing. A safe at Lynn Grove was
peeled Oct. 12 and $1,200 are missing.
The main lodge building of
Moon's Lodge Resort on Kentucky
Lake near Paris Landing was destroyed by fire on Oct. 15.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Franklin Rickman and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie Barnes.
Mr. and Mrs. Ermon E. Collie
will be married 50 years Oct. 27.
50 years ago
Tellus Wright Myers, 19, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Tellus Myers, has
completed his Air Force basic airman indoctrination course at Lack land AFB, San Antonio, Texas.
Elected as cheerleaders at Murray Training School were Ella Jean
Irvin, Nancy Wainscott, Alta Fay
Andrus, Shirley Parker and Julie
Hawkins.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Bowerman, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Goodman
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. John
Mitchell, Oct. 10; a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. William Bailey, Oct. 11; a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. C.B. Underwood,
Oct. 12.

TODAY IN HISTORY
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Oct. 16,
the 289th day of 2002. There are 76
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Forty years ago, on Oct. 16,
1962, the Cuban missile crisis began as President Kennedy was informed that reconnaissance photographs had revealed the presence of
missile bases in Cuba.
On this date:
In 1793, during the French Revolution. Queen Marie Antoinette was
beheaded.
In 1859. abolitionist John Brown
led a group of about 20 men in a
raid on Harper's Ferry.
In 1916. Margaret Sanger
opened the first birth control clinic.
in New York City.
in 1946. ten Nazi war criminals
condemned during the Nuremberg
trials were hanged.
In 1970. Anwar Sadat was
elected president of Egypt. succeeding the late Gamal Abdel Nasser.
In 1995, a vast throng of black
men gathered in Washington D.C.
for the "Million Man March" led by
Nation of Islam leader Louis Farrakhan.
Five years ago: In the first
known case in the United States, a
Georgia woman gave birth after being implanted with previously frozen eggs.
One year ago: U.S. bombs struck
the Red Cross compound in Afghanistan, injuring a guard. Twelve
Senate offices were closed as hundreds of staffers underwent anthrax
tests. Jazz vocalist Etta Jones died
in New York at age 72.
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Amish counting on tobacco to pay bills
LITITL, Pa. (AP) — The straw-hatted
farmer and a helper deftly cut away at stalks
of the light-green tobacco so that they fell
neatly in a row, ready to be speared onto drying racks.
"Without tobacco, I wouldn't be at it anymore," said the farmer, who is Old Order
Amish and like many members of the publicity-shy religious sect asked not to be identified."We have a three-year contract. I wish it
would be 10 years."
With a price guaranteed by contract, a new
form of genetically engineered tobacco destined for nicotine-free cigarettes is the saving
grace for some farmers in this drought-stricken year. In Pennsylvania, most of the farmers
are members of the Plain Sects, a collection
of religious groups that shun many modern
conveniences.
The tobacco is being grown for Vector
Tobacco, which is devising a line of lownicotine and nicotine-free cigarettes to go on
the market.
The cigarette, to be sold under the brand
name Quest, will be in stores in January, a
spokeswoman for the Timberlake, N.C., company said. The new line of cigarettes goes
hand-in-hand with a different cigarette with

harmers in Lancaster County, where about
reduced cancer-causing substances that
70
percent of Pennsylvania's tobacco is
Vector produces under the Omni label.
were facing dismal prices for their
grown,
have
farmers
Pennsylvania
615
About
contracts to grow the Vector tobacco. The product a few years ago, sometimes as low as
tobacco's first harvest last year was a decent 50 cents a pound.
Vector came in and offered $1.50 a pound
one, farmers say, despite dry weather that
to grow their form of tobacco, which was
continued into this year.
Tobacco in general is a tough crop that can genetically engineered to leave the nicotine
withstand dry spells and then bounce back in the roots and not the leaves.
In order to avoid mixing nicotine and non
with a late-season rain, said Jerry Winstead,
president of Tr -Leaf Tobacco, which is act- nicotine varieties, the company sought out
ing as the liaison between farmers and Vector. locations to grow the tobacco where it could
In addition, the guaranteed price compen- be kept separate from other versions of the
sates for crops that aren't that good, Winstead plant. Pennsylvania farms proved to be prime
candidates because farmers were willing to
said.
This year, some farmers in the most grow only the Vector crop.
"We're guaranteed a market," the Amish
severely drought-stricken areas of Lancaster
farmer
said. "That was what ruined our
more
no
bring
County said they expected to
than half a crop to market when their leaves tobacco industry before last year. For three
were done drying in tobacco sheds, stripped years or so, we were raising it for practically
and then bundled into bales starting next nothing. We didn't have a market."
Farmers were cautious about the deal but
month. But others were expecting an aversigned on by the hundreds.
age-size crop.
"Something new is always somewhat
"From our perspective, we think it's working out very well," said Rick Coyte, vice risky, you might say," said one farmer near
president of Vector's leaf operations. "You Ephrata who is a member of a Mennonite
can find some individual cases where some sect. "Change is sometimes hard for us to
take on."
people may be more pleased than others."

Kentucky wine
winning customers
MIDWAY, Ky.(AP) — Bill Longarzo
emerged from the wine-tasting room at
Equus Run Vineyards clutching a bottle
of reserve cabernet sauvignon.
"I found it very pleasant," the former
Army officer said of his selection. "And
the fact that it's a local vintage makes it
more appealing."
For Longarzo and hundreds of others
who came to this winery in Kentucky's
horse country on a recent evening, the
experience was about more than just
wine. They ate a buffet meal, listened to a
local band, and strolled the willowy grape
vines and winemaking facility on the
one-time tobacco farm.
Kentucky winemakers are being
encouraged to market their operations as
tourist attractions to squeeze profits from
a highly competitive industry dominated
by brands from California and Europe.
Longarzo, of Lexington, was part of a
gourmet group that made the short jour-

ney past picturesque thoroughbred farms
and rustic stone fences to attend the finale
of Equus Run's summer concert series.
The winery plays up the area's equine
tradition. Equus is Latin for horse. And
the winery sits next to a thoroughbred
farm in Woodford County.
"People love the experience of being
close to thoroughbred country, enjoying
the ambiance of a vineyard and sipping
the product," said vineyard owner
Cynthia Bohn.
The Napa Valley region in California
drew 2.5 million visitors in 2000, according to a California consulting firm that
assessed the potential for Kentucky's
industry. Closer to Kentucky, several
dozen wineries in Missouri attracted the
same number of visitors, the report said,
while 425,000 people visited 25 wineries
in Indiana.
One suggestion is that Kentucky promote a trail for wine enthusiasts.

Farmers frustrated by fertilizer bootleggers who steal
VENICE CENTER, N.Y. (AP)
— Dale Parmley has lost count of
how many times thieves have crept
onto his 1,800-acre grain farm to
rob him. You might think he was
mining gold instead of growing
corn and soybean.
The bandits are after anhydrous
ammonia, a volatile liquid fertilizer
that can be used to produce methamphetamine.
"They've hit my farm as many as
three, four times in one week. They
Just keep getting more bold," said
Parmley, whose farm lies amid the
Finger Lakes in southern Cayuga
County, 40 miles southwest of
Syracuse.
"They caught one guy at my
place. They put him in jail. He got
bailed out. He hit one of my neighbors on the way out of town,"
Parmley said.
Cayuga County has become part
of an illegal pipeline for an unorganized group of modern-day bootleggers, most of whom run the fertilizer from New York farms to
meth labs in Pennsylvania.
In the past 18 months, more than
200 anhydrous ammonia thefts have
been reported to Cayuga County
Sheriff's deputies, said Steve
McLoud. the chief investigator.
Since July 2001, deputies have
made 32 arrests — three-quarters of
them people from Pennsylvania, he
said.
Why New York? Many of the
north-central Pennsylvania farms
use other types of fertilizers. The
Pennsylvania farms are too small to
take on the risk of storing the ammonia, which comes as a pressurized liquid, and requires storage and
application equipment that can cost
thousands of dollars.
"What's really disturbing to us,
though, is that if we are able to apprehend that many people, how
many others are out there doing the
same things that we're not catching?" McLoud said.
The thefts have plagued the Midwest for years, where the use of
meth has spread "like a prairie wildfire" and become rural America's
No. 1 problem, according to U.S.
Drug Enforcement Administration
chief Asa Hutchinson.
According to a DEA survey, the
number of people abusing the drug
— also known as speed. ice, crystal
or crank — has tripled over five
years to 9.4 million in 1999.
In Oklahoma, thieves were so
persistent that farmers and fertilizer
dealers fought for and helped pass a
new law that carries a maximum
15-year prison sentence and
$25,000 fine for a person caught destroying or attempting to destroy
any liquid transportation tank.
As evidence of the growing concern, governors from 13 midwestern
states met last week in Sioux City.

Iowa, for a summit on how to battle
the growing methamphetamine
problem.
The thefts in New York have so
far been confined mostly to Cayuga
County.
"(But) we have a lot of farmers
around the state who grow corn,"
said Chris LaRoe, spokesman for
the state Farm Bureau.
In late June, three people were
arrested in Yates County, west of
Cayuga County.
LaRoe said New York needs
tougher laws. Usually, local
authorities can charge thieves only
with burglary or petit larceny, misdemeanors that often draw penalties
of less than a year in jail.
Cayuga County Sheriff James
Moochler said he has taken extra
measures, including increasing patrols.
"Like many police agencies, our
resources are limited," Moochler
said. "These locations are all rural.
We have a big county to cover and
it can be difficult. Plus, these people
come late at night and early in the
morning, make their grab and take
off. They're not tourists. They don't
spend a lot of time here."
The thefts have so overwhelmed
local authorities that U.S. Sen. Hillary Clinton has asked the FBI to
get involved in the investigation.
The economics are enticing.
Farmers buy anhydrous ammonia for less than $1 a gallon and
typically store thousands of gallons
on their farms for use at the beginning of the planting season. Supply
wagons are invitingly parked overnight in dozens of dark, remote
fields.
"Runners" — as the thieves are
called — can get up to $250 a gallon. Using coolers, propane tanks
and even empty soda syrup canisters, they haul away several gallons
at a time.
With one gallon, a meth cook
can make a few ounces of the drug.
worth about $2,000. The average
homeowner would probably find
most of the ingredients for cooking
meth — lithium batteries, matches,
cold medication and liquid solvents
— in a kitchen junk drawer and a
medicine cabinet.
Anhydrous ammonia can be
deadly. Federal regulations govern
its use, requiring specific procedures and equipment for handling.
Farmers use it regularly as a fertilizer ingredient and know how to
handle it safely. Some, like Parmley, use tens of thousands of gallons
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Parmley, meanwhile, said he'll
stop storing the chemical at his farm
and buy only what he needs, when
he needs it.
"Let's see them steal what I ain't
got," he said.

CITY COUNCIL

"If you haven't sent someone a Candy
Bouquet, you really haven't told them how
special they really are."

or

what they are dealing with. You
never know when one of these guys
is high on the stuff and if he's
armed, a farmer might get hurt. And
I'm just as worried about one of
these farmers, in a fit of rage, injur• ing or killing a suspect."
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Sweetest Day October 19
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With The Best Possibh• Care

ar
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wagon out of a field. That would be
real stupid, and real dangerous,"
Donald said.
So far, there has been no violence though several thieves have
been arrested carrying guns and
knives. There have been two highspeed chases with police and frequent run-ins between patrolling
farmers and noisy thieves.
-It's only a matter of time,"
McLoud said. "I know farmers are
only looking to protect their property. But they don't know who or

DON'T FORGET..

(Infant hearing test capabilities)

egional

need to," said Mark Nemier, a special agent with the U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration office in
Syracuse.
Rodney Donald said it "seems
like just about every week" thieves
hit the 1,300-acre farm he owns
with his brother. Robert.
They have reinforced valve coverings with steel and installed
heavy-duty locks that can't be broken with bolt cutters. Other farmers
have mislabeled their anhydrous
ammonia tanks as propane, installed
barbed-wire fencing and moved
their tanks closer to their barns and
homes.
Nothing has worked.
"I'm just worried that they're going to get greedy and try to steal a

GIFTS ENJOYED LONG AFTER TODAY

• Infants, Children & Adults
• Allergy Testing & Shots
• Microsurgery of the Ear
• Sinus Surgery & Treatment
• Surgery of the Voice
• Cosmetic & Reconstructive Facial
Surgery
• Oral Cavity
• Head & Neck Surgery
• Laser Surgery
• Audiology
• Hearing & Balance Testing
• Hearing Aid, Sales, Service Fittings,
and Repairs
• OAE Testing

Do you have a C.D.
or I.R.A. maturing?

4.50%

during a planting season, storing it
in 30,000-gallon railroad tanker cars
and -transporting it to the field in
1,000-gallon "wagon" tanks.
The pressurized liquid can produce more than 200 pounds of pressure per square inch. It feels like
minus 160 degrees on the skin. It
turns into a gas when exposed to air
and although it evaporates quickly,
can cause serious skin and respiratory burns and even death if exposure is direct or prolonged.
Frequently, the chemical ends up
spilled or abandoned by amateurs
who are either reckless or looking
to hide evidence, authorities said.
"They are dumping their waste
in their back yards, along the side of
the road, wherever they feel they
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